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FOREWORD

This$198,962.00 Space Industrialization Study was performed under
NASA Contract NAS8-32197 for Marshall Space Flight Center from September

1976 through April 1978. The study was in two parts: Part 1 identified the
future opportunities for space industrialization, quantified the potential

benefits and developed and analyzed evolutionary program options required
to take advantage of these opportunities; Part 2 defined the framework
of international governmental, industrial, legal and economic constraints
within which space industrialization (SI) must evolve. Step-by-step guide
lines to implementation of programs to capitalize on the 51 opportunities

were formulated using information from Part 1 and Part 2. The study results
are documented in four volumes:

1. SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION - AN OVERVIEW

2. SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION - OPPORTUNITIES, MARKETS AND PROGRAMS
3. SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION - WORLD AND DOMESTIC IMPLICATIONS
4. APPENDICES

Part 1 of the study was managed by Dr. Ralph Sklarew and Part 2
by Mr. Gerald W. Driggers. Other key SAl participants were Mr. E. Battison,
Mr. D. Davis, Mr. Sam Gibson, Mr. Mark Klan and Mr. Gordon Collyer. A large
portion of the work reported here was accomplished by consultants who
occupied roles as principal investigators. The key consultants were:

• Mr. Robert Salkeld - System Planning and Programmatics

• Mr. G. Harry Stine - Industrial Planning and Marketing
• Mr. Paul Siegler - Market Assessment and Economic Analysis
• Dr. J. Peter Vajk - World Dynamics and Futures Assessment

.A subcontract to Southern Research Institute (SaRI) in Birmingham, Alabama,
was managed by Mr. Driggers during Part 1 of the stud~ prior to his joining
SAl. Key participants at SoRI were Mr. S. J. Causey and Mr. R. Monroe.

Certain individuals within, and with no affiliation to SAl, provided
valuable informal data, comments and guidance during the study. The following
are recognized for their special contributions.
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• W. E. Zisch
• G. Hergert
• Coultas Pears
• F. C. Durant III
• Dr. Jerry Grey
• Dr. G. A. Hazelrigg
• B. A. Schriever
• T. F. Walkowicz
• Dr. Klaus Heiss
• Ivan Bekey
• Dr. T. S. Cheston
• Dr. Alan W. Burg
• David Cummings
• Vernon D. Estes
• Dr. Jay T. Shurley
• William Simmons
• J. W. Moyer
• S. R. Hart, Jr.
• A. W. Guill
• Dr. Carleton S. Coon
• Barbara Marx Hubbard
• Donald Waltz
• John Newbauer
• Walter Morgan
• Dr. Gerard OINeill
• Dr. David Criswell

• James Harford
• William E. Bittle
• J. Frank Coneybear
• Bruce W. Dunbar
• R. G. Woodbridge, III
• Ralph A. Rockow
• Dr. Brian O'Leary
• Paul S. Hans
• Dr. Sven W Englund
• Arthur Dula
• Darryl Branscome
• Rashmi Mayur
• Jim Wil son
• R. Prehoda
• Hon. Edward Finch
• Chris Basler
• Frederick Ferber
• Mark Frazier
• Katherine D. Hallgarten
• George Koopman
• Hans Wuenscher
• Daniel Cassedy
• Theodore Taylor
• Donna Klan
• Dr. Marta Cehelsky
• Dr. Peter Glaser

The interchange of ideas and concepts provided by technical and
informal meetings with Mr. C. L. Gould and Mr. A. D. Kazanowski of Rockwell
International during Part 2 of the study is also gratefully acknowledged.

The study was performed under the technical direction of Mr.
Rodney Bradford (Part 1) and Mr. Georg von Tiesenhausen (Part 2), Marshall
Space Flight Center. Mr. J. von Puttkamer was the program manager for NASA
Headquarters, Office of Space Transportation Systems.

Center

Inquiries regarding the study should be addressed to' the
foll owi ng:

• Georg von Tiesenhausen
NASA Marshall Space Flight
Attention: PSOI
Huntsville, AL 35812
Telephone: (205) 453-2789
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1. INTRODUCTION

This is Volume 2 in a four volume series that is the Final
Report on the Space Industrialization Study conducted by Science Applications
Incorporated (SAl) for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) as discussed in the Preface.

The data presented in this volume were derived to provide
initial ("first cut") answers to three questions.

- What is Space Industrialization (SI)?

- Why industrialize space?

- When can increases in space industry activities be anticipated?

The approach taken was one of hanging a variety of backdrops (Future
Scenarios) against which SI could evolve; cataloging the various initiatives
(Industrial Opportunities) that might constitute that evolution; qualita
tively and quantitatively assessing and meshing the drivers and sustainers
(Needs and Markets,) of industry activities; and deriving and analyzing
the various hardware requirements vs. time (Space Industry Programs) as
SI evolves.

The philosophy and methods of derivation of each of these
elements is explained in this Volume. The implications of the results of
this assessment to the United States and the World are provided in Volume
3.

As evidenced by the material in this document, strong emphasis
was placed by SAlon derivation of quantitative information rather than
purely subjective assessment. The purpose was to provide a data base for
opening of horizons beyond the 1980s and identification of key near term
stepping stones. Subjective assessment could never provide the insight
into the Space Industrialization needs and promise of the 1990s and beyond
that is contained here. There is subjectivity here in the basic assump
tions which underpin the calculations, and debate is anticipated. The
debate will not substantially change the scale or timing of things in the
aggregate, and at the present stage of SI understanding and planning that



is a substantial contribution. Data to intrigue, stimulate and provide
a departure point are provided here.
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2. THE TERRESTRIAL BACKGROUND FOR SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION 1980 - 2010

During the next few decades, space technology (developed for
purely scientific reasons, for political and prestige reasons, or to serve
specific military needs) can be adapted, extended, and expanded to use the
new environment and nearly limitless resources of outer space for the
benefit of humanity in an economically profitable manner. Space
Industrialization will then grow from a handful of commercially operated
communications satellites into a highly diversified and expanding sector
of the human socioeconomic system. In the first few decades, however, it
will necessarily depend for its very existence on the conventional segments
of the socioeconomic system to provide the technology, the original invest
ment capital, and the markets for its goods and services. Thus it is
essential to explore the nature and shape of the socioeconomic system as it
may evolve in the next few decades before we can realistically examine just
what may constitute Space Industrialization, and how, why, and when portions
of the new space industries may arise.

This examination of the terrestrial background has been done in
two parts. First, basic macroeconomic projections were made to examine
the needs of the human socioeconomic system during the coming decades with
respect to basic materials: energy fuels, minerals, and basic agricultural
commodities. If the "limits to growth" hypothesis should prove to be correct,
then perhaps Space Industrialization could provide some of the very basic
needs of the industrialized societies of the world. Second, a variety of
alternative futures were examined to examine how Space Industrialization
would be shaped by events and developments in the rest of the system. The
economic profitability, political viability, and social desirability of
specific space industrial activities can only be defined in the context of
general social, political, economic, and technological factors characterizing
an alternative future. These alternative future scenarios also provide some
basis for contingency planning and for identifying stepping stones in space
technology which are most likely to be useful in any future space programs
or acti vities.

3



The results of these two parts of our examination of the
terrestrial background provided some of the basis for considering the
market potentials of various possible space industries and much of the
foundation for developing specific examples of possible programs of Space
Industrialization during the next few decades. The necessity for continuous
planning of intermediate and long range programs became quite clear from this
work. Just as buggywhip manufacturers who did not foresee that se1f
propelled trucks would make the horse-drawn mi1kwagon obsolete were soon
reduced to financial ruin, proponents of specific possibilities for in
dustries in space may find themselves stranded by changes in the terrestrial
background due to new economic, political, social, or technological factors
unless they continually dedicate some effort to planning their programs in
relation to current developments and trends on Earth.

2.1 ASSESSMENT OF TERRESTRIAL RESOURCES: SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION

AND THE tHlITSTO GROWTH I DEBATE

Why should we industrialize space? What human needs can Space
Industrialization satisfy? Is Space Industrialization essential to the
survival of the socioeconomic system?

In order to address these questions, it is necessary to examine
the question of resource demand and supply here on Earth during the period
of interest in this study, 1980 to 2010. Before presenting the projections
we have made on the basis of available data and other studies, we will
present a broad review of the basic issues at stake in the recent debates
concerning the 1I1imits to growth. 1I

During the last two decades or so, many have argued that the
resources of this finite planet are being depleted at an alarming rate and
that the rate of increase of the planet's human population is dangerously
high. An extreme form of this argument was presented in the bestselling
report The Limits to Gpowth~ (1) a popularly written book describing a study
performed by the Systems Dynamics Group at M.I.T. under the encouragement of
the Club of Rome. Using a highly aggregated computer model of the global
socioeconomic system which incorporated a number of severe neo-Ma1thusian

(1)0. H. Meadows, D. L. Meadows, Jr. Randers, and W. W.
Behrens III, The Limits to Growth~ Universe Books,
New York, 1972.

4



assumptions, the M.I.T. group projected a massive collapse of industrial
civilization early in the twenty-first century. The primary cause of the
collapse was the assumption that the costs of nonrenewable natural resources
would soar rapidly because of exhaustion of economically recoverable ores
within just a few more decades. Secondary factors contributing to the
collapse included insufficient agricultural land to support a rapidly
growing population and rising death rates due to ever increasing pollutant
levels in the environment as industrial output expands around the world.

But the material and energy resources of the solar system are
clearly many orders of magnitude greater than those of just Earth itself.
If the costs of extracting essential minerals from progressively lower
grade ores were to rise dramatically, as the neo-Malthusian school has
argued, then at some point the decreasing costs of access to space resulting
from continued advances in technology would permit any given mineral to be
obtained from space at a lower price so that the expanding demand of a
growing industrialized terrestrial population could be met for many
centuries to come. If the "limits to growth" arguments were correct,
they would provide a strong and natural justification for a massive publicly
funded program to industrialize space at an early date.

The opposite pole in the debate, the "technological optimist"

point of view, has argued that technological advances have always been
stimulated by rising costs of extracting minerals from lower grade ores.
As the costs per ton of product rise while the technology remains fixed, the
economic incentive to develop a new, less costly technology increases until
the breakthrough is made which permits the lower grade ores (or a substitute
material) to be produced at costs comparable to, or frequently lower than,
the older technology. This pattern has, in fact, held for the minerals
industries in the United States throughout the period 1870 to 1957 (at
least).(2)

The technological optimist has also argued that, although certain
materials we presently use are indeed in short supply on Earth, technology
can devise substitutes based on abundant materials. For sound environmental
reasons, substitutes have been found for most of the applications of
(2) Harold J. Barnett and Chandler Morse, Scarcity and Growth:

The Economics of Natural Resource Availability, Resou~1
for the Future and Johns Hopkins University Press, ~
R.:ll . 1963 __----II
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mercury in industry as little as twenty years ago. Goeller and Weinberg
have argued this point most strongly, (3) suggesting that a technological,

industrialized society with a population several times greater than the Earth's
present population could enjoy a North American material standard of living
indefinitely far into the future--at least a few million years--by technolog
ical substitutions of abundant materials for scarce materials. Society
would then be based on wood, plastics, glass, cement, stone, iron, aluminum,
and maqnesium.

Of course, it is necessary to examine these issues on a case-by
case basis because of the possibility that certain critical materials may
have unduly large leverage on the economy. Photographs and radiographs,
for example, are of critical importance in some industries, even if their
costs represent only a miniscule fraction of the total cash flow for such
an industry. Should silver suddenly become unavailable or severely rationed,
some industries might conceivably be disrupted, with far-ranging consequences
ricocheting through the rest of the economy with effects far exceeding the
value of all the silver consumed each year in the United States.

Notwithstanding the importance of such case-by-case consideration,
it is still useful to consider the average cost of minerals used in the
socioeconomic system as a whole. In 1968, the total sales price of minerals
consumed in the United States (including fossil fuels) amounted to less than
5% of the Gross National Product. Worldwide, total minerals consumed were
valued at less than 8% of Gross World Product. (The higher figure for the
global average reflects the relatively higher prices of basic structural
materials in Third World countries where the economic infrastructure is
poorly developed.)

Neo-Malthusian arguments have held that the costs for extraction
of minerals will soon begin to climb steeply. But if these costs presently
amount to only 5 to 8% of GNP (or GWP), a five- or even ten-fold increase
in costs of minerals could be tolerated without collapse of the socioeconomic
system, provided only that the rise were sufficiently gradual (as, indeed,

it is in the computer projections presented in The Limits to Growth). The
three-fold increase in world petroleum prices, to be sure, produced economic

(3) H. E.Goeller and A. M. Weinberg, liThe Age of
Subs t i tutab i l t ty'", Science 191, 683 (1976).
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dislocations, but despite its extreme abruptness, even such a steep rise
did not produce collapse of the global socioeconomic system. The highly
aggregated computer model used by the M.I.T. group thus appears most
unrealistic in its assumptions about non-renewable resources.

The more detailed assessment (case-by-case) of natural resource
availability described above has been made for 18 minerals selected either
because of their large volume (such as iron) or because of critical importance
to important industrial processes or agriculture (such as phosphate). Fossil
fuels were also examined in assessing likely sources of energy in the next
three decades. But to assess supply and demand for such commodities, it
was necessary to project population growth and trends in basic economic
indicators such as GNP and personal incomes. In addition, we have examined
the outlook for a number of basic agricultural commodities, albeit in the
somewhat simplistic manner. The following sections summarize the results of
these assessments.

2.1.1 Basic Demographic and Economic Data and Projections

2.1.1.1 Population Projections

The basic data from which world population figures were projected
were obtained from the UnitedVations Statistical Yearbook (1974). More
recent data have been published since our projections were made, suggesting
that the projections given here are too high. Several important points
should be mentioned, however, which cast serious doubts on the validity of
most population projections. In most of the less developed countries, not
only is the economy poorly developed but so are the means for gathering
vital statistics. All the U.N. data is based on reports provided by the
governments for the individual nations involved; the U.N. has no facilities
for critical review or evaluation of these data. In many cases, the data
provided to the U.N. amount to little more than estimates by the central
government.

7



on the less developed countries to reduce their birth rates. It is possible
that some of the more recent statistical reports from some of these countries
may have changed in response to this political pressure, with little relation
ship to actual stattstics.

Finally, among those countries in which vital statistics are
collected in a reliable manner, reported birth rates may differ in meaning
because of differing statutory definitions. In the United States, for
example, a premature infant which succumbs an hour after delivery is counted
as a "live birth" and included in the birth-rate statistics. In some coun
tries where high infant mortality is the rule, birth rates are computed on
the basis of children who survive to age one, excluding all those who died
weeks or months after delivery.

For the purposes of this study, populations were projected in four
separate groups of nations:

(a) the industrially developed free-market nations (28);
(b) the industrially developed socialist nations (9);
(c) the emerging nations (35); and

(d) all the rest, including the "underdeveloped" nations.

For each group, a population-weighted average of the population increase
rates for each country was calculated and applied to the 1970 or 1973

population levels to obtain projected levels. The socialist states showed
a growth rate of 6.22 per 1000 population per year; the industrialized
free-market states had a weighted growth rate of 8 per 1000; the emerging
countries showed a growth rate of 24.24 per 1000; and the remaining
underdeveloped nations had a combined rate of 26.42 per 1000.

The results of these projections are shown in Figure 2-1. The
underdeveloped nations and the emerging nations would double their
populations from 1975 to 2010. In contrast the industrial socialist
countries (excluding China) will increase by only 32% and the free-market
industrial countries by only 24% in the same 35 year span. According to

these projections, the total world population will increase from about
4.05 billion in 1975 to about 7.5 billion in 2010.
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It must again be emphasized that more recent data suggest lower
growth rates and that these projections have made no allowances for
significant decreases in birth rates in the emerging and underdeveloped
nations; these changes can be very rapid. In Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon),
birth rates fell by half in the space of two years due to a government
program which provided one kilogram of rice per person per week, free, to
every man, woman, and child, with a second kilogram made available at a
price substantially below the normal market price. The reduced birth rate
was the direct result of the rapid improvement in infant survival: parents
felt less need to have many children in order to guarantee that at least
one or two would survive to support their parents in their old age.

2.1.1.2 U.S. Population Projections

Population projections for the United States were adopted from
the Bureau of Census projections presented in Current Populations Report.

The Series II projection was used, which assumes that fertility will rise
from the present value of less than 1800 lifetime births per 1000 women to
normal replacement level of about 2100 per 1000 women by 1990 and remain at
that level throughout the period. Little evidence, however, is available to
suggest that fertility will rise much above the present levels. Figure 2-2
shows this projection and also shows the contribution of net immigration to
population growth.

2.1.1.3 Gross National Product and Per Capita Income

The GNP and the per capita personal income (PCI) for the United
States are shown in Figure2-3,based on data from the u. s. Survey of Current

Business and Statistical Abstract of the U.S. To make time streams easily
comparable, all dollars were translated into constant 1976 dollar values
for both past levels and future estimates, using Department of Commerce
data on the Implicit Price Deflator and the Consumer Price Index.

10

Figure 3 presents alternative maximum and minimum projections.

One simple trend analysis for GNP would be a combination of the Bureau of

Labor Statistics projection and compound growth at 4.3% per year. The
United States GNP would then be about $2.5 trillion in 1985; about $3.6
trillion in 1995; and about $6.4 trillion in 2010. A linear increase, however,
would result in a GNP of only $4.7 trillion in 2010.'--------9----
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Several possible trends are shown for per capita personal income
for the United States. An extension of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
personal income trend divided by the Series II population projection to
1985 results in a logical but very moderate rate of growth. This trend
projects a rise in per capita personal income from $6305 in 1975 to $7688

in 1980; $8543 in 1985; $11,600 in 2000; and perhaps $13,600 in 2010.
Compounding per capita personal income at a growth rate equal to that in the
period 1960 to 1971 results in a much higher projection. (In fact, using
such compound growth results in higher-than-expected levels for both the
United States and the developed nations.)

Figure 2-4 shows the high and low projections for U.S. per capita
personal income (from Figure 2-3) together with projections for per capita
disposable income for the industrially developed free market nations, the
emerging nations, and the underdeveloped nations. Linear trends for the
United States and for the industrialized countries appear more likely than

compound growth because of Third World industrialization and because of the
policies of the emerging nations to raise prices for raw material and fuel
resources through the formation of cartels and by threats of embargoes to
obtain greater economic strength.

Because of growing prosperity in the 1960·s and 1970's, the
trend in per capita disposable income for the 37 emerging nations appears as
a rapidly increasing growth curve. The underdeveloped nations, however,
show little indication of an upward trend in per capita income until after
the turn of the century because their present econorr.ic base is so poor.

2.1.1.4 Composition of the U.S. GNP

13

Table 2-1 shows the projected composition of the U.S. GNP (based
on the demand concept) according to major components in dollars, in
percent distribution, and in annual (average) rate of change. (This
projection is based on Table 2-5 of The U.S. Economy in 1985, Bureau of
Labor Statistics Bulletin 1809.) Sectors of the economy generating prime
economic activity in the years ahead are suggested by Table 2-2 which projects
GNP distribution by 2-digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes.
This table is based onTable&6of Bulletin 1809, with the figures for 1975
added.

I......-------B--
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A general projection of personal consumption expenditures for the

United States for the long term is presented in Figure2-5 tshowing percentage

distributions of disposable income. Relative costs for housing t transporta

tion t and medical services are not projected to change substantially due to

any foreseen social or economic perturbations. This is undoubtedly wrong;
there simply are no dramatic changes predicted based on high probability

events.

2.1.1.5 National Incomes

National Income (NY) is frequently used by economists to compare

economic activity in different countries because it does not include some

artificial factors included in GNP. National Income is equal to Gross

National Product, less capital depreciation allowances, less indirect

business taxes and liabilities, less transfer payments, less government
enterprise surpluses, plus subsidies.

National Income data from the United Nations Statistical Yearbook

were grouped together for three groups of nations:
(a) 22 developed market economies;

(b) 37 emerging nations t the more progressive of the
developing nations, often called the Third World;

(c) Third World and Fourth World combined, the more
passive of the less developed countries being
sometimes called the Fourth World.

Since the latter two groups overlapt they show approximately the same

growth rate. These data are plotted in Figure2-6 tusing the 1960 to 1972

growth rates for each group. The GNP and NY for the United States (projected

at an expected rate of about 4.3%) are also shown in this figure.
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2.1.2 Energy Supply and Demand

2.1.2.1 The United States

Figure2-7shows projected demand for energy in the United States
based on the studies indicated. (Energy demand is cumulative in this figure.)
The industrial sector demand and the derived demand by the electric utilities
show sizeable increases by 2000, with more moderate growth in demand by the
transportation sector. Residential, commercial, and non-energy demands
remain relatively stable.

Figure&8shows projected supply sources meeting the total demand
shown in Figure 2-7. These projections by the Bureau of Mines are based on a
number of simple assumptions, some of which no longer appear to be valid.
The assumptions include:

(a) that strip mine regulations will not prevent surface
mining of coal;

(b) that offshore oil leasing will be accelerated;

(c) that Western coal, oil shale, and geothermal lands
will be leased for commercial development;

(d) that coal gasification will make a significant
contribution by 1985;

(e) that oil prices will be decontrolled and natural gas
prices will (at least) be relaxed; and

(f) that breeder reactor research will continue to be a major
focus of national R&D efforts, with breeder (or fusion)
reactors commercially viable between 1985 and 2000.

Under these assumptions, domestic petroleum does not decline until after
the turn of the century. Natural gas remains remarkably stable because of
future price increases and because of the development of the geopressurized
natural gas deposits (methane dissolved in salt water trapped in porous rock
formations under the Gulf Coast at greater-than-hydrostatic pressures).
Coal expands its contribution until 2000, remaining relatively stable there
after. Synthetic fuels provide little energy until 1990, but expand as a
source after 2000. Because of limited resources, hydro/geothermal energy
never expands very much. Most published forecasts of energy supply project
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no significant contributions to energy supply from solar energy, wind energy,

or sea energy, and indicate little contribution before the end of the

century from fusion or large-scale solar electric systems.

In the near term, imports are very important in supplying energy to
meet projected demand. Conventional nuclear power should relieve some of
the pressure to import more fuels during the mid-term, if it expands rapidly,
barring accidents and prohibitive legislation, although the latter appears
to be more and more likely. After the turn of the century, imports will
again assume major importance, unless fusion, solar energy, and synthetic

fuel can take over a growing share of the market. Syngas is assumed to
be commercially viable sometime after 1980 in small volumes from petroleum,
and in larger volumes from coal after 1985. Shale oil will become com
mercial to a limited extent after 1985, but synthetic liquids can be ex
pected in significant amounts from coal and oil shale only toward the turn
of the century.

All of these projections will depend strongly on political decisions
which can alter the mix of supply or change the growth of demand by placing
strong incentives, for instance, on improvements in the efficiency of
energy utilization.

2.1.2.2 World Energy Demand and Supply

Projections from the United Nations and from the Department of
Interior have been extended by simple extrapolation in Figure2-9. A more
sophisticated analysis would involve regression analysis of energy use versus,
perhaps, subsets of world population and average per capita income, correcting
for serial correlations and multi-colinearity. However, the simplistic
projection appears to represent the concensus of projected trends and will
suffice for the present study purposes. U.S. total demand for the period
1975 to 2005 has also been superimposed on this graph. No distinctions
have been made between fission reactors and fusion reactors, and solar power,
sea power, and wind power have been ignored in the expectation that they
will continue to be minor sources.
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Department of Interior projections and United Nations data, tempered by
other factors explained in the notes on these graphs. In several instances,
low-, moderate-, and high-growth rate projections have been given. Recent
output and known economically extractable reserves are shown for each of the
major producer nations, along with global totals.

The sums of these trends provide a reasonable match to the total
energy demand trend shown in Figure2~,provided moderate-to high-growth
rates can be sustained for crude oil, natural gas, and coal. Based on
currently known reserves, producer nations have approximately a 27-year
supply of crude oil, a 47-year supply of natural gas, and at least enough
coal for 200 years of production. These figures are expected to change
with new discoveries and new technologies. Projected production for the
United States show relative stability or only moderate growth with the
exception of uranium; substantial imports will be required if nuclear power
development is much delayed.

Most projections show a deceleration in growth or worldwide
production for petroleum, natural gas, coal, and uranium by about the turn
of the century, indicating a need for solar power or fusion power early
in the twenty-first century.

In summary, it appears that conventional energy sources are
sufficient for worldwide needs for the next few decades, although economic
dislocations may result from political factors and from inequities in dis
tribution. Unconventional energy sources (such as geopressurized natural
gas deposits) may extend the use of fossil fuels significantly without
major innovations in technology or large increases in real price, but the
necessity of research and development on newer sources of energy in the
long term is very clear.

2.1. 3 Mineral Raw Materials

Before we proceed with our case-by-case examination of some
important mineral raw materials, it is useful to look at the overall
structure of mineral consumption in an industrialized economy. Table 2-3
presents a breakdown (by weight) of the per capita use of non-renewable
resources mined in 1975 for use in the United States economy. The total



TABLE 2-3
NONRENEWABLE RESOURCES EXTRACTED IN 1975

FOR USE IN THE UNITED STATES

(Table adapted from John D. Morgan, "The World Supply/Demand
Outlook for Minerals," in A.G. Chynoweth and W.M. Walsh, eds.,
Materials Technology--19?6, AlP Conference Proceedings No. 32,
American Institute of Physics, New York, 1976.)

Mineral Weight per Fraction by weight
capita (lbs) of all minerals (%)

FOSSIL FUELS 17,050 45.95
Petroleum 7,650 20.62
Coal and lignite 5,200 14.01
Natural gas 4,200 11.32

NON-METALS 18,940 51. 04
Sand and gravel 8,000 21. 56
Stone 8,000 21. 56
Cement 660 1. 78
Clay 450 1. 21
Salt 430 1.16
Phosphate 315 0.85
Other 1,085 2.92

METALS 1,118 3.01
Iron and steel 1,000 2.69
Aluminum 46 0.12
Copper 16 . 0.04
Zinc 14 0.04
Lead 11 0.03
Other 31 0.08

TOTAL MINERALS 37,108 100.00
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weight per capita of finished materials derived from virgin ores was
16,867 kg (37,108 pounds). Nearly half of this amount was fossil fuels
which were discussed in the previous section on energy. Slightly more
than half of the total was non-metals; all of those listed (except for
phosphate rock) are very widely distributed in vast abundance, sufficient
for at least several million years of consumption at present rates. Typical
prices for most of these non-metals are a few cents per pound or less. For
metals, on the other hand, typical prices today are an order of magnitude

higher, so that their total economic value is comparable to that of all
non-metals although the metals account for a much smaller fraction of the
total consumption by weight. Taconite (an iron ore) and bauxite (an
aluminum are) are available in supplies sufficient for a few centuries
(globally), with extreme variability in geographic distribution. Iron
laterites and unexploited aluminum ores such as kaolin appear to be much
more uniformly distributed in sufficient abundance to provide several million
years of iron supply and several hundred million years of aluminum supply.
Because of the economic importance of these two metals, however, and because
of their versatility in industrial applications, short term supply and
demand factors for these metals are discussed in detail below.

Most of the remaining metals, however, appear to be much more
scarce on Earth, with currently known economically extractable reserves
sufficient for only a few decades of use at present rates of extraction.
Fourteen of these metals have been examined and are discussed below. For
most of these metals, recycling can significantly extend supply, with
relatively modest increases in price sufficient to create strong incentives
for substitution. (4) These metals were selected because of their potentially
critical role in industry or because of particularly significant issues in

supply sources.

Two non-metals have also been examined and are discussed below.
These are phosphate rock, important in agriculture as a fertilizer with
relatively small supplies available globally, and fluorine, of vital
importance in metallurgical extraction processes.



2. 1. 3. 1 Iron

Large capital investments are required to establish modern large
capacity operations ($100 to 400 million for an operation producing 3 to 10
million tons of iron per year), so financial consortiums or partnerships
are common in the industry. New projects begun in 1975 required capital
costs of about $33 to $53 per ton per year of capacity, with lower costs
for existing developed areas.

Labor contracts influence production costs considerably, since
labor costs account for about 50% of production costs. Transportation
costs are significant (20 to 50% of price) and play an important role in

the relative competitive strengths of companies in the industry. Shipment
by water is less expensive per unit than overland freight, but typical
distances are greater. Large ships indirectly compete with unit trains
and slurry pipelines.

Environmental controls amount to 5 to 10% of capital investment
for taconite production which produces an increasing fraction of ore
pellets from open pit mines (95% in the United States; 85% worldwide).

Taxes and royalties can be a financial burden to some firms in particular
areas.

Because of the complexities of competition, domestic prices of
iron-in-ore had remained constant (in real terms) for more than ten years
until 1975. Prices are likely to continue to rise, however, because of
fuel, materials, labor and equipment costs.

The average ratio of wastes to crude ore (volumetrically) was a
sizable I-to-l in 1974, so that large acreages are required for mines and
tailings disposal areas, in addition to large acreages required for
steel mills. Large volumes of water (much of it recycled) are required
in the U.S. Mesabi range for washing ore concentrates. In northern areas,
ore is either not mined during the winter or merely stockpiled.

Figure2-14shows projections of iron demand in relation to actual
production in recent years. Iron ore supply should be adequate to meet
foreseeable demands. Known reserves of economically extractable ores
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(using present technologies) total about 4 billion tons in the United
States and about 96 billion tons in the rest of the world, versus cumulative
demands up to 2000 of about 3 billion for the United States and 19 billion
for the rest of the world. If U.S. production costs do not rise faster than
foreign prices, domestic supply should provide about 75% of U.S. demand,
although variations in the ratio of pig iron to scrap iron could alter demand.
Developing countries will likely increase iron and steel capacity in step
with growth of their GNP, while growth of demand in the developed countries
is more likely to match population growth.

Mining equipment is expected to continue to grow in size and
capacity. Beneficiation is likely to improve the rate of iron recovery with
out high impurity content, while direct reduction techniques are likely to
improve the iron content of ores and pellets. Concentrated iron ore will
likely be piped in slurry form, while computer-controlled unit trains and
larger ore ships can also be expected.

2.1.3.2 Aluminum

Figure2-15presents projections of aluminum demand (both primary

and secondary metal) based on MineraZ Faats and ProbZems~ Bureau of Mines

Bulletin 667, which explains the projected growth in terms of projected values
for gross economic indicators. The world supply of aluminum appears to be
adequate beyond 2000, given known reserves~ the high probability of additional
discoveries, and possible alternative supply sources (such as aluminum-
rich clays). An increasing amount of U.S. aluminum consumption will be
imported from countries with low-cost electrical power. Whereas domestic
production in 2000 can be expected to satisfy about 80% of demand for all otha
primary metals, domestically mined bauxite is likely to provide only about
9% of aluminum consumed then in the United States.

Domestic output may increase substantially, however, if a foreign
cartel were to be formed in the future, if domestic clays can be economically
processed, if large capital requirements for plants and mine sites can be
met, if environmental degradation can be avoided or minimized, and/or if

* In the language of resource economics, "reserves" are known
deposits of ore which can be extracted at economically
competitive prices with present technologie_s; "resource;&j"
are those ores which are presently not competitive. ~~
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U.S. government policy is amenable to domestic production development. The
environmental effects of processing and the efficiency of processing should
be improved by technological developments which can be expected to include
a shift away from fluoride processing of alumina, the addition of lithium
carbonate, and the use of new electrode materials such as titanium boride.

The price of aluminum has varied sharply (when measured in constant
1972 dollars) due to changing technology, market forces, and additional
supply sources. Between 1956 and 1976, ignoring discounts below quoted
prices, the lowest price was about 27¢ per pound in 1972, and the highest
price was about 44¢ in 1976. Relative to other goods and services, the
price of aluminum is not expected to rise much above 50¢ per pound (in
1977 dollars). Assuming this price, estimated U.S. demand for the year
2000 would have a value of $23 billion; and for the year 2010, about
$32.5 billion. The value of finished aluminum, of course, would be higher
than quoted here if costs for process energy rise faster than the general
inflation rate.

2.1.3.3 Chromium

Strong demand and inflationary pressures have increased chromium
prices in recent years, with intensive competition both in the domestic
and foreign supplies of ferrochromium alloys. Figure2-16shows projected
demand based on end-use consumption, adjusted by contingency analyses for
technological, economic, and social factors. Primary demand abroad will
grow faster than in the United States because of increasing industrialization
in countries with low-cost resources and energy.

Large automated furnaces have helped to reduce production costs
by increased output and by reduced labor costs. Pollution control equip
ment is now a necessity, requiring about 20% of new investment capital.
Dust and slag disposal are still problems, but economic recycling of
recovered fines and dust will increase chromium yields.

Chromium reserves in the United States are not economic except
for dire emergency needs. African reserves are sufficient for at least the
next 25 years, while increased use of lower grade resources (including
extraction from laterites) and recovery of fines and dust will extend
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world reserves. World output in 1974 was about 3,310,000 metric tons of
chromate (Cr203), with the U.S.S.R. and South Africa each producing about
825,000 metric tons; Turkey, 270,000 metric tons; Southern Rhodesia, 292,000
metric tons; Albania. 286.000 metric tons; India, 195,000 metric tons; and
the Phillipines. 192.000 metric tons. A number of these countries have
shown signs of political instability; occasionally, imports from some of
these countries have been embargoed for political reasons. Stockpiling
of chromium is used in the United States as a precaution against sudden
interruptions in supply.

2. 1. 3.4 Coba lt

Cobalt is an essential additive in many extremely hard and tough
steel alloys. Demand for these alloys and the continuing development of new
alloys and new applications for such alloys will increase demand for cobalt.
Rare-earth/cobalt magnets will be an important new market. Figure 2-17
projects cobalt demand and U.S. domestic primary production.

Cobalt is usually a byproduct of copper or nickel production.
so that its production costs and availability are strongly linked to the

primary metal. The costs of mining and refining cobalt have risen in con
stant dollars, pushing up prices somewhat. Short term factors such as
nationalization of mines in Zaire, a nickel industry strike in Canada, and
changes in export rules have also increased cobalt prices. In the long
run, price rises should be controlled by new sources of production and
technological advances. New capacity may be needed in the next decade.
but supply is mainly a function of the output of particular sources of
nickel and copper. Supply appears to be adequate beyond 2000 when new
sources of cobalt are also considered. Presently. the major conventional
suppliers are Zaire, Zambia, Canada, and Finland.

Nickel laterites in Australia are expected to become economical
in the next decade. Currently. the processes to separate cobalt from
the nickel in these laterites are too expensive. but research is expected
to reduce these costs sufficiently. Recovery and production of secondary
cobalt is now possible for some scrap alloys at about 10% more than the price
of virgin cobalt. It is expected that U. S. domestic mining and certainly
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refining of nickel/cobalt will soon resume. Recycling of cobalt scrap from
super alloys is expected to increase.

Ocean nodules are likely to become a cobalt supply source after
about 1985, although formidable legal, political, and environmental problems
must be worked out. Pending resolution of the outstanding issues of the
Law-of-the-Sea conference, federal indemnification of U.S. companies
would appear to be a prerequisite for ocean nodule mining. Important and

interesting new technology is under development in the meanwhile to extract
metals economically from these nodules.

2.1.3.5 Columbium (Niobium)

Columbium is an essential ingredient in steel alloys with very
high strength-to-weight ratios or with high resistance to elevated temperatu~

and corrosion. Advances in end-use technologies will further stimulate
demand for columbium. Some of these uses are likely to be in the aerospace
and nuclear industries; control and containment of fusion reactions, for
example, will likely require columbium superalloy conductors. Projected
demand is shown in Figure 2-18. Department of Interior forecasts are based
on contingency analysis of probable technological and economic influences on
end uses, with consideration of Federal Reserve Board forecasts of the Index
of Industrial Production.

Countries with highly developed metallurgical industries use
significant amounts of columbium. Increased use of high strength-to-weight
steel alloys could increase demand for columbium, but its future use in
construction applications would be reduced correspondingly by the substitution
of vanadium and low-carbon ferrochrome in steel alloys. In particular
machinery applications, tungsten or tantalum could also be substituted.

40

Currently, all columbium ores are mined and milled outside the
United States, chiefly as a byproduct of tin ore. Ore concentrates are
processed to high-purity grades of columbium oxide in the United States.
Processing the ore can create a disposal problem with low-level radioactivity
in the wastes. World reserves appear to be ample to meet demand past the
turn of the century. Canada and Brazil ship pyrochlore concentrates to the
U.S.; Nigeria exports columbite and tin slag; South Africa, columbite/
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tantalite concentrate; Malaysia and Thailand, tin slag. Brazil is the
largest columbium exporter. Improved geochemical and geophysical techniques
could lead to U.S. mining and production of domestic ores.

Reductions in the cost of extracting columbium can be expected
which will make it more competitive with alternative materials. Possible
developments include direct chlorination of high-grade concentrates with
carbon and carbothermic reduction of low-grade materials to ferrocolumbium.

2.1.3.6 Copper

Nearly 60% of copper demand at present comes from electrical
applications because of copper's excellent electrical conductivity and
thermal conductivity. Aluminum can be substituted for many of these
applications if the price of copper should rise steeply. Figure 2-19
projects total demand for copper based on estimates of demands for each
category of end uses. Forecasts for each end use were based on the most
appropriate economic indicator. such as GNP, electrical power consumption.
new construction, output per capita. population. or productivity. Tech
nological developments were considered among other contingencies to give
a range of likely demands for each end use.

World reserves presently known appear adequate through the turn
of the century. The major producers are the United States. the U.S.S.R .•
Chile. Canada, Zambia, and Zaire. Copper prospecting is underway in
Argentina, Columbia, Iran. Indonesia. and some of the Pacific Islands.
Brazil is another prime candidate for copper resources. The U. S. industry
has the advantages of stable government. proximity to markets. existing
mines, and large scale operations which should keep the domestic industry
viable despite increased costs due to more extensive environmental safeguards
and conflicting demands for use of water. land and energy.

Costs of producing and marketing copper are highly variable.
depending on the type of ore and the location of the deposit. Nationalization
of copper mines and a trend toward greater retention of value-added in copper

exporting countries will create some technical. capital, and marketing
problems; producer-consumer agreements may be required to improve supply
and demand conditions.
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Declining ore grades continue to stimulate economizing innovations

to keep costs from rising beyond reasonable levels. Productivity has in
creased steadily in the mining and processing of copper as a result of more

extensive mechanization and automation, new technology, and economies of
scale. Greater efficiency is expected through the ore-handling systems.
Major improvements in e1ectrodeposition or precipitation from leach
solutions may provide a replacement for copper processing in smelters and
refineries. Costs may be reduced by increasing total yields through ion
exchange e1ectrowinning the dumped leach solutions. However, energy costs
are substantial and have increased. The costs of adding pollution control
equipment impose a large cost burden on the domestic industry. The
flotation processes require large quantities of water, with possible
problems of availability in the future.

About 80% of U.S. copper is mined from open pits. Some 58% of
the mined material is moved and discarded before milling, while only 2%
of the milled material goes into ore concentrates, causing a large problem
in disposal of tailings. Sulfur dioxide emissions are a serious problem
in air pollution, while arsenic emissions inside smelters create safety
problems for workers.

The growth of recycling has been considered in the projections
of total demand and primary demand shown in Figure 19. Deep sea nodules
and laterite deposits are important as potential future sources. Improve
ments in geochemistry and geophysics will aid further exploration and
discovery. After the turn of the century, copper demand may outpace
supply unless new processes in hydrometallurgy, increased recycling, and
development of new sources such as ocean nodules and laterites fill the
gap.

2.1.3.7 Lead

The largest uses of lead today are in the transportation sector
(lead-acid batteries and gasoline additives). Figure2-20shows projected

demands for lead based on technological, social and economic changes and

their probable effects on lead demand. Since lead is a toxic material,
problems of air pollution, waste disposal, and land use are serious issues
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confronting the industry, accounting also for the large decrease in projected
demand for lead as a gasoline additive. Solutions to these issues will
require substantial capital investments and imply higher operating costs.
Prices have risen in response, but foreign competition and the availability
of scrap lead limit the improvements possible. (Most of the lead in lead
acid batteries used in transportation is recycled.)

Smelters are generally equipped with collectors for lead dust
and fumes and with dispersal units to reduce sulfur dioxide concentrations
in the emissions. Care in handling, ventilation, and monitoring minimize
contact between workers and lead compounds.

No domestic or world shortages are foreseen through the end of
the century. World reserves are currently about 165 million short tons
and are expanding with continued exploration in Canada, Australia, Ireland,
and Yugoslavia. Mine production has doubled in ten years. For the
United States, some growth in lead imports will be necessary to meet
anticipated demand. Environmental requirements (both here and abroad) can
affect supplies, but better techniques of waste disposal and emission con
trols are expected.

Electrochemical methods of refining lead, improvements in scrap
processing, and the development of new processing techniques are needed
and expected in the next few decades, tending to stabilize prices and to
extend reserves.

2.1.3.8 Manganese

Manganese is a necessary component of steel. Figure 2-21 presents
projections of demand for manganese based on forecasts of steel demand
tempered by influential economic, social, and technical factors. Manganese
is also used in the chemical industries as a catalyst, an oxidizer, and an
intermediate.

Variability in ore quality causes variability in the costs of
ore processing. Ore prices are negotiated on the basis of content,
quantity, freightrates, delivery terms, insurance, duties, and availability
of ore. The key to manganese supply, however, is transportation: high
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freight rates, congested ports, and a shortage of available gondolas or
ships all create problems in the supply chain.

World reserves are more than adequate to meet foreseeable demand.
The estimated cumulative world supply capability is about four times greater
than cumulative demand from 1975 to 2000. South Africa, the U.S.S.R.,
Brazil, Australia, and Gabon all have ample reserves. At higher prices
(or improved, lower-cost technologies), the United States has resources
that could become reserves, but metallurgical examination of manganese ores
in Arizona and Arkansas are needed before the extent of these potential
reserves can be assessed. Manganese ocean nodules contain high concentrations
of the metal, but legal, political, and environmental problems must be
resolved, as discussed earlier in the case of cobalt. In recent years,
there has been an attempt to stabilize manganese prices through United
Nations action.

The United States imports all of its manganese requirements from
Brazil, Gabon, Australia, South Africa (both ore and alloy), and France
(alloy) .

2.1.3.9 Mercury

Projections of mercury demand by end uses are shown in Figure 2-22.
Most of these are expected to grow in step with either population or with
GNP. IIHigh ll and IIl owll projections by the Department of Interior result from
contingency analysis for shifts in social, technological, and economic
factors. The rate of growth in demand is expected to be higher in the
emerging countries than in either the developed countries or in the under
developed countries.

Major producing nations include Spain, the U.S.S.R., China, Italy,
Mexico, Yugoslavia, Canada, Algeria, and Turkey. Erratic fluctuations in
demand cause severe fluctuations in price from time to time.
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in handling and in breathing the air in the immediate vicinity of operations.
Dust collectors can prevent air pollution surrounding operations, while
detectors, respirators, and careful cleaning are all necessary on site.

More serious are the problems of mercury released to the environ
ment after use. Many end uses of mercury are dissipative (chemical catalysts,
agricultural fungicides, paint, paper processing). Because of the proven
toxicity of mercury compounds in the air and in the water, the Environmental
Protection Agency has recently banned many of these uses, and others are
likely to be added to the EPAls bans.

More efficient use of mercury could result from chang~s in the
design of mercury cells, and greater efficiency in beneficiation of low
grade ores is expected. Pollution control requirements promote recovery
of mercury from effluents, and secondary recovery of mercury from mine
tailings is expected to increase as well. Some further substitution of
other materials for some present uses of mercury can also be expected.
Should prices rise or newer extraction methods be developed, lower grade
deposits will become economically extractable reserves to cover cumulative
demand. Algeria and Turkey are likely to provide new sources of supply.

2.1.3.10 Nickel

Figure2-23shows projected demand for nickel based on end uses
which are forecast to grow in association with population, GNP, or other
industrial and economic indices. Nickel prices had been stable (in con
stant dollars) until the nickel industry strike of 1969, after which the
price rose to $1.58 per pound in 1974. Further price increases are expected
as energy costs increase due to the high consumption of electricity and
fuel oil for smelting and calcining nickel ore.

Laterite open pit mines cover large acreages, posing some environ
mental and land use problems. Air pollution controls are necessary at
smelters, and nickel workers have a higher risk of respiratory system
cancers.
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Canada, the U.S.S.R., and New Caledonia will continue to be the
leading producers of nickel, with some contributions from Australia, Cuba,
the Dominican Republic, and a few other nations. U. S. reserves in low
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grade laterites are small. Assuming that low grade laterites and gabbro
in the United States will be economic sources of nickel, world supplies
should be adequate to meet total projected world demand to the turn of the
century at least.

U.S. domestic supply has been projected in Figure&230n the basis
of the present ratio of domestic supply to total U.S. demand. Most of the
future supply for the United States will, as in the past, come from imports.
Although expansion of U.S. domestic supply will involve unusual economic,
social and environmental costs, that is probably not the case for nickel
supplies elsewhere in the world.

Availability and price stability for nickel in the future will tend
to be helped by a number of new techniques and the use of larger-scale
processing equipment. As lower grades of ore are mined by more automated
methods, sophisticated control of ore blending can be expected. Such
smelting techniques as electric furnaces presently used in the iron and
steel industry are likely to be applied to nickel. New processes to
recover more byproducts (such as cobalt) from laterites and to process
scrap nickel alloys can be expected, including pressure leaching, hydro-

and vapor- metallurgical innovations at higher temperatures and pressures.
Ocean nodules will be an important new source pending resolution of major
issues mentioned before. Many of these innovations will be hastened by
the need to minimize air and water pollution.

2.1.3.11 Platinum Group Metals

Strictly speaking, these include only osmium, iridium, and
platinum; we shall also include ruthenium, rhodium, and palladium in this
discussion. Platinum and palladium are economically the most important of
these metals.
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palladium catalytic converters in automobiles will depend on the availability
of replacement technologies and on the final shape of automobile emission
standards.

South African producers control the world price of platinum
while the U.S.S.R. controls the price of palladium. Prices climbed
steadily until the mid-1970's when still sharper increases occurred.
Iridium and osmium prices have fluctuated widely.

Currently known world resources are about two to three times
estimated reserves, and are about seven times greater than cumulative
demand expected up to 2000. U.S. domestic reserves are only about one
million troy ounces, but resources total 210 million troy ounces. The
Stillwater Complex in Montana may add to reserves. Most platinum used in
the United States is recycled or imported. with 44% of platinum demand
supplied by imports from South Africa; 51% of palladium demand is supplied
by imports from the U.S.S.R. This pattern is expected to continue,
although increased copper refining is likely to provide a slight increase
in platinum production as a byproduct. A small amount of primary platinum

is also produced in Alaska by hydrometallurgy and electrochemical methods
from placers.

Advances in hydrometallurgy, electrowinning, and in situ
leaching techniques could add low grade ores to U.S. reserves. If
recovery from fission reactor radioactive wastes becomes legally and
economically possible. fission-product nuclides may provide some palladium,
rhodium, and ruthenium.

2.1.3.12 Tin

Projections of demand for tin are shown in Figure 2-25. These
are based on end uses whose trends were projected on the basis of the most
appropriate economic indices from the previous ten years· experience. with
contingencies estimated to obtain ranges. Outside the United States. a
larger fraction of tin demand is used for tinplate than is the case for the
U.S.

World reserves appear to be sufficient to meet cumulative demand to
2000. Malaysia is presently the largest producer. The Internati al Tin
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Council sets floor and ceiling prices between producer and consumer nations,
balancing long term production and consumption by buffer stocks and export
controls. Prices are quoted on three markets: Penang, Malaysia; London
LME; and New York. In the long run, Indonesia and Thailand could replace
Malaysia as the largest tin producers.

U. S. demand is 50,000 tons per year at the present time. Total
domestic reserves are only 42,000 tons, with only 200 tons produced per year.
Tin shipped from the Far East takes two months of travel time via three
routes. U.S. Production will remain negligible. About 20% of U.S. demand
is supplied by secondary sources (drosses, dust, and detinning of steel) and
this ratio can be expected to remain unchanged. The remainder must be
imported from traditional sources.

Improvements in mining techniques and increased recovery of tin
from the slimes in beneficiation would have major impact on production
and world reserves.

2.1.3.13 Titanium

While titanium metal has excellent metallurgical properties,
about 95% of titanium consumed at present in the United States is for non
metal uses, nearly half going into paints as titanium oxide pigment. Demand
based on anticipated end use projections is shown in Figure 2-26. As standards
of living improve in the rest of the world, greater use of pigments can be
expected, leading to more rapid growth of demand abroad than in the United
States (except for use as a metal).

World reserves are estimated at 375 million tons of titanium, well
above the anticipated cumulative demand beyond the turn of the century.
Prices were relatively stable until 1973, when a jump of about 50% occurred.
Economic and technological problems associated with environmental regulations
are likely to make any large scale expansion of U.S. production unattractive,
and the same factors apply to some other countries as well. Rutile pigment
and sponge metal are freely traded, but most ilmenite sources are captive.
Because of severe environmental problems in mining and because of increased
costs in mining low grade ilmenites, further price rises may be expected
unless major innovations in extraction are developed.
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Pigment and sponge metal are presently imported from Japan, the
U.S.S.R., and the United Kingdom. Imports will increase, probably from
Australia, Canada, and Norway for non-metal uses. Some metal will be
recovered from scrap. By the year 2000, the U.S. may supply about one
third of its own titanium requirements. Titanium oxide in 85 to 90%
concentrates is presently extracted by flotation from a massive titaniferous
iron deposit in the United States. Large capital investments are needed
for production plants, inhibiting large scale expansion of the domestic
industry.

Biocidal solutions of ferrous sulphate are generated as wastes,
so that mounting waste disposal costs appear to be the rule for future U.S.
production facilities. Domestic resources must become reserves beyond
2000, if the U.S. is to continue to supply a significant part of its titanium
requirements. Development of a process to produce synthetic rutile directly
from ilmenite by chlorination will be a necessary step.

2.1.3.14 Tungsten

Tungsten is indispensible in some alloys used in metal cutting
and shaping operations where hardness and abrasion retention are very im
portant. Figure&27shows projected demand based on modified steels used
for particular purposes. Some substitution by titanium, tantalum carbide,
or aluminum oxide ceramics is possible at present, but is not a major factor
in meeting the demands projected. Demand in developing countries is expected
to grow somewhat faster than in the United States.

Major producing countries for tungsten are the U.S.S.R., China,
the United States, Bolivia, North Korea, South Korea, Australia, Canada,
Thailand, Peru, and Portugal. Prices are expected to increase further
unless improved extraction processes can be developed to reduce costs. New
electrolysis and molten processes, however, hold promise, and more efficient
recovery of low grade ores is anticipated in the U.S. Improvements in high
temperature alloy properties of tungsten will increase demand, while increased
recovery of tungsten from scrap will reduce primary demand. In recent years,
large releases of U.S. tungsten stockpiles and sales at the Canton (China)
trade fair have heavily influenced tungsten prices. The world price in 1975
was about $5.24 per pound.
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U. S. domestic reserves of tungsten are about 240 million pounds,
and known resources total about 960 million pounds. About 125 million
pounds of the resources would become economically recoverable reserves if

the price rose to about $6.50 per pound, and the remainder would become
recoverable at prices above $10 per pound with present technologies.

Domestic production now supplies 48% of U. S. primary demand for
tungsten. Projections of tungsten supply included consideration of produc
tion capacity and reserves of the principal U. S. producers. Imports will
likely increase in importance, especially when government stockpiles are
either depleted or no longer released. Most of the domestic supply comes
from hydrometallurgical techniques which product APT (ammonium paratungstate)
from which recovery of tungsten metal averages 90%. About 10% of domestic
tungsten is obtained as a coproduct of molybdenum operations. Prices and
substitution are both likely to increase as demand puts pressure on tungsten
reserves, especially after 1990.

New extraction technologies are needed to keep prices reasonable.
Environmental degradation from tungsten mining and processing is minimal,
and air pollution is easily controlled.

2.1.3.15 Vanadium

Vanadium is used in special-purpose alloys, especially in con
struction equipment and metal-working tools. Projected demand is shown in
Figure2-28,based on anticipated end-uses with consideration of contingency
factors.

World reserves can cover projected demand beyond 2000. Major
producers include South Africa, the United States, the U.S.S.R., Finland,
Namibia, and Norway. Vanadium is commonly a coproduct or byproduct of
uranium mining, with a variety of extraction processes including ion exchange
and solvent extraction. South Africa, the U.S.S.R., and Chile export vana
dium slag. In the U. S., only one open-pit operation is based solely on
vanadium production from ores yielding 1% V205. In uranium-vanadium pro
duction, radiation and toxicity are major mine problems. Vanadium also oc
curs as a coproduct of phosphorus.
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Domestic supplies presently meet about 64% of U. S. demand.
Present reserves which can be mined solely for vanadium amount to 30,000
tons, while total resources are about 10 million tons. An additional 85,000
tons of reserves can be produced as a coproduct with uranium or phosphorus.
Imports are expected to increase, however, since demand will increase faster
than coproducts are mined, unless new technologies make processing easier
and cheaper. The availability of vanadium slag from abroad discourages ex
pansion of domestic production. South Africa and the U.S.S.R. are expected
to supply the bulk of future imports either as slag or as ferroalloys. Addi
tional vanadium imports will be supplied by Finland (as V205) and Norway
(as ferrovanadium).

Increased substitution is likely in the United States. Tungsten,

molybdenum, and columbium alloys are competitive, but relative costs will
be decisive. Canadian sources may include tar sands and ilmenite and mag
netite deposits in Quebec. Potential new sources of vanadium include high
sulfur/vanadium petroleum processing, titaniferous magnetites, shales, some
beach sand deposits, and oil/tar residues, all of which could significantly
extend world supplies. Scrap recovery may later become significant.

2.1.3.16 Zinc

Projected demand for zinc is shown in Figure2-29,based on indus
trial end-uses. Expanded use of zinc in galvanized products would result in
a high forecast, while extensive substitutions (which are possible) would
result in a low forecast. Demand in the rest of the world is expected to
grow faster than in the United States, where demand for zinc correlates
closely with economic activity including short-term fluctuations.

World reserves, currently about 149 million tons, fall short of
cumulative demand expected by 2000; the same holds for U. S. reserves and
U. S. cumulative demand. With technological changes and/or increased
prices, other world resources would become reserves. Costs presently vary

widely depending on type and grade of ore, byproducts extractable from the
zinc ore, accessibility of the ore, and processing methods required. Sul

fides are the most commonly produced commercial zinc minerals, ranging from
3 to 10% in zinc content. Concentrates usually contain 55 to 60% zinc, and
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are relatively costly to process, with significant environmental problems
with effluents and processing wastes.

Leading zinc producers are Canada (20%), the U.S.S.R. (12%), the

United States and Australia (8% each), and Peru (7%). Major producers of
refined zinc metal are Japan (16%), the U.S.S.R. (13%), the U. S. (9%),
Canada (8%), and Australia (5%). Smelter production has declined by half in
the U. S. in the last ten years, while it has increased in all the other
leading metal-producing countries. The costs of large environmentally ac
ceptab1e smeHers wi 11 be a key factor in expansion of U. S. capacity.

More than half of the U. S. zinc supply is imported, mainly in the
form of zinc metal from Canada, Mexico, and Peru, since domestic smelter
capacity is inadequate. Domestic mines produce 20 to 50% of U. S. demand.

Should demand increase sufficiently and zinc prices rise, reserves in Ten
nessee and Missouri may be developed. Secondary recovery will also increase
as more incentives are available. Zinc casting technology has improved, and
newly developed alloys will require more zinc. As costs rise, increased
automation can be expected, with pressure leaching, electrowinning, and co
production with sulfur likely to be emphasized.

2.1.3.17 Fluorine

Fluorine is used extensively as a flux in steelmaking, as an elec
trolytic flux compound in smelting alumina, and in uranium enrichment by
gaseous diffusion. Fluorine is also used in a large number of industrial
chemical compounds for which no substitutes presently exist. The use of
fluorochlorocarbons (CFC's) as aerosol propellants is expected to decrease
sharply because of suspected environmental effects (possible depletion of
stratospheric ozone) leading to legislative bans. Projected demand is
shown in Figure 2-30, based on contingency analysis of technological, econo
mic, and social factors. (Chemical demand, for example, will likely grow
in step with GNP.) Aggregate U. S. demand should almost triple by 2000.

The present situation globally is one of oversupply, principally
in the form of producers' stockpiles. North American production capacity

in 1975 totalled about 1.1 million tons of acid-spar per year; Western Eur
ope, 900,000 tons per year; Africa, 450,000 tons per year; and other
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industrially developed nations about 150,000 tons per year. U. S. capacity
is about 350,000 tons per year and could be increased by 200,000 tons per

year additional if prices remained high and stable.

Argentina, Brazil, Kenya, Tunisia, Morocco, Southern Rhodesia,
Thailand, Mongolia, and China export most of their output, while the United
States, the U.S.S.R., Canada, and Japan depend largely on imports. About
85% of U. S. supply is imported, most of it from Mexico, with additional sig
nificant amounts from Italy and Spain. The phosphate rock industry in Flor
ida is recovering more of the fluorosilicic acid used at wet-process phos
phoric acid plants by installation of recovery circuits. Both the steel and
aluminum industries are experimenting with methods of reducing the amount of
fluorine used as flux. The steel industry is also experimenting with pos

sible substitutes because of fluorine toxicity and to reduce their production
costs. Recovery and recycling of fluorine in these metallurgical applica
tions are of minor importance economically and environmentally.

2.1.3.18 Phosphate

The largest end-use for phosphate is fertilizer. Figure 2-31 shows
projected demand and projected U. S. supply, based on contingency analysis

applied to population projections which are the principal determinant of
phosphate demand, although demand could be significantly altered by agricul
tural innovations and greater efficiency in the use and application of ferti
lizers.
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World reserves of phosphate are large, but depletion of specific
deposits toward the end of the century is likely to cause significant reg
ional disruptions in supply until new areas can be opened up. Shallow open
pit operations may have to be supplemented by the development of deep depo
sits. New beneficiation techniques are needed for lower-grade deposits and
for carbonate rocks, such as occur in Florida and the Western states of the
United States. Direct acidulation of concentrates or of matrix rocks by
hydrochloric acid or sulfuric acid show technological promise of reduced
wastes and improved yields. North Africa, the U.S.S.R., Australia, the

Middle East, and Peru all have potential for development of new production.
Improved recovery rates, of course, would extend the life of current opera
tions.L-..------------.GI-----'
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The U. S. phosphate industry produces enough fertilizer to allow

substantial exports. About 45% of U. S. phosphate production is exported
as phosphate rock, mixed fertilizer, or industrial chemicals. Principal
sources are in Florida and Tennessee, but the industry is attempting to ex
pand in Florida and North Carolina in the face of vigorous opposition by
environmentalists demanding assurances of clean air, water reclamation, and
sufficient water supplies to residents of nearby communities in view of past
abuses in the industry. Phosphate reserves on public lands are under heavy
environmental regulations, while a number of federal, state, and local agen
cies enforce environmental regulations fairly strictly, while air and water
quality guidelines for the industry become progressively more stringent.

New plants must comply with all environmental regulations, and mines and

beneficiation plants cost about four times more than a decade ago. Capital
has been scarce and more expensive. The domestic industry has, in addition,
been plagued in recent years with power interruptions, accidents with drag
lines and at loading terminals, breakdowns at beneficiation plants, and a
shortage of rai 1 cars.

2.1.3.19 Summary

None of the minerals discussed above present the likelihood of
critical exhaustion within the period addressed by this study. Because the
newer population projections suggest slower population growth than was pre
sented in the discussion above, on which many of these mineral demand pro
jections were based, cumulative demand for all of these minerals is likely
to be somewhat lower than suggested here. For many of the minerals dis
cussed, prices (in constant dollars) have increased in recent years. In
most cases, these price increases can be traced to increased energy costs
due to political factors (the 1973 Arab-Israeli war, the Arab oil embargo
of 1973-1974, and the strengthening of the OPEC cartel) more than to in
creased production costs associated with imminent depletion. Additional
transient factors unrelated to progressive depletion of the minerals dis
cussed included more stringent environmental regulations requiring more

expensive' pollution control equipment. Technological advances tending to
reduce production costs could be foreseen for most of the minerals discussed.
No mineral, however, appears to be so critical to the economy or so in
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danger of sudden depletion that we would be compelled to rapidly develop
nonterrestrial sources for these minerals.

2.1.4 Agriculture

The adequacy of agricultural production in the face of population
growth has been at issue since the appearance in 1798 of the first edition
of Thomas Robert Malthus's essay on population growth. A simple reality
generally overlooked by neo-Ma1thusians is that agricultural production
around the world has more than kept pace with population growth since World
War II, although the population has more than doubled, with little or no

evidence of an increase in relative costs. Much of the period, in fact, was
characterized by large surpluses of grains especially in the developed coun
tries.

A recent study of world food problems shows that no nation today
lacks sufficient resources to be completely self-sufficient in food produc
tion. (4) The key to eliminating the malnutrition and occasional famines
seen in Third World countries lies in social and political reforms to provide
social justice for the small farmer who is almost always more productive per
acre than the large farmer who is often an absentee landlord. The necessary
reforms have been implemented in South Korea, Taiwan, and China in recent
decades, with dramatic results. A change in emphasis from cash crops for
export to food production for domestic consumption would also have major
economic benefits for most of the countries suffering from inadequate food
supplies.

Improvements in food storage techniques can also extend current
production significantly at very low cost. Up to 40% of India's annual
grain production is lost to vermin (principally rats and mice). The nutrient
values of many foods deteriorate when inappropriate storage methods are used
or proper methods are applied incorrectly. The potential for improvement in
these areas for many of the poorer nations of the world cannot be ignored
in discussions of population and food issues. Much can be done using simple
technologies and minimal investment.

In the discussion below, projections for three major grains (corn,
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rice, and wheat} and for two major meat animals (cattle and pigs) will be
discussed. These projections are based on relatively simple-minded trend
analyses, rather than carefully correlated with population growth, national
income per capita forecasts, and trends toward less clement weather condi
tions than were experienced in the 1930's through 1950's. All of these are
based on the older figures for population growth which are now believed to
be too high.

2.1.4.1 Corn

The United States produces the bulk of current world corn produc
tion. Although higher growth rates are expected among other nations than
for the U. S., the U. S. will remain the largest corn-producing nation until
well into the next century. Corn production is forecast in Figure 2-32.
Total world production is expected to double by 2000, with 2.4 times the
present output by 2005. Lower rates of population growth would result in a
decline in the slopes of the growth curves shown.

Growth rates in the rest of the world are likely to exceed the
growth rate for U. S. corn production. For greater accuracy, corn produc
tion should be correlated with GNP or with per capita income across inter
vals reflecting differences in farm technology and national progress. Table
2-4showscorn output projected if linear trends were feasible.

TABLE 2-4. CORN OUTPUT PROJECTIONS

Group of nations

United States
23 developed nations
(excluding U. S.)
29 emerging nations
Rest of the world
(including the U.S.S.R.)

Totals

Mi 11ions of metric tons of corn
1974 1990 2000 2005

118 205 250 272
58 132 172 200

79 117 138 145
38 64 79 85

293 518 639 702

2.1.4.2 Rice

Figure2-33 and Table2-5show rice production trends and projections
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based on simple extrapolation. The poorer nations will increase rice output
at a much higher rate than either the emerging or the developed nations be
cause of general climate conditions, their cultural tendency to use more rice
per capita, and their greater needs in total. Traditional rice varieties
require about 180 days in the rice paddy; newer strains developed in the
"green revolution" require as little as 110 days, so that in the warmer cli
mates three crops per year could be grown given sufficient irrigation water
year-round. The more developed nations are unlikely to increase production
much above" 90 mi 11 ion metri c tons by 2005, although total wor1 d output of
rice should more than double.

TABLE2-5. RICE OUTPUT PROJECTIONS
Group of nations Millions of metric tons of rice

Average Projected
1961-65 1968 1971 1974 1990 2005

24 emerging nations 21.8 24.0 26.7 20.5 37.5 44.0
(excluding China)

13 developed nations 21.6 26.3 21.6 25.0 34.5 47.0
(including U.S.S.R.)

Rest of the world 209.9 236.2 260.7 267.2 378.0 478.0

Totals 253.2 286.5 309.0 321. 7 450.0 568.0

2.1.4.3 Wheat

Figure2-34shows possible trends in wheat production. Output
during the 1970·s increased at surprisingly low rates due to poor weather
conditions. Assuming linear trends at moderate growth rates, however, out
put would grow as shown in Tab1e2-6. Although output should increase at
higher rates in the emerging countries and in the rest of the world than in
the developed nations, this latter group will still contribute about 60% of
the total world output, compared to 69% in 1974.
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TABLE2-6. WHEAT OUTPUT PROJECTIONS

Group of nations Mi 11 ions of metric tons of wheat
Average Projected
1961-65 1968 1971 1974 1990 2005

33 developed nations 182.6 246.6 249.6 249.9 315.0 370.0
(including U.S.S.R.
and Eastern Europe

21 emerging nations 47.3 55.4 65.3 70.9 105.0 135.0
(including China)

Rest of the world 24.6 28.4 39.2 39.1 58.0 75.0

Totals 254.4 331.5 354.1 359.8 478.0 580.0

2.1.4.4 Cattle

Figure2-35shows cattle raising trends and projections. The de
veloped and the emerging nations show obvious exponential growth trends
which may be tempered into more nearly linear growth trends. World totals
were too volatile in recent years (due to droughts and other fluctuations)
to indicate any clear trend. Medium growth trends are shown in Table2-7.
The emerging nations show a slightly greater rate of growth to feed popula
tion growth at rates higher than those in the developed nations.

TABLE 2-7. CATTLE RAISING PROJECTIONS

Group of nations Millions of cattle
1973 1900 2000 2010

25 developed nations 283 425 510 595
(including U.S.; ex-
cluding U.S.S.R. for
lack of data)
35 emerging nations 372 545 645 745
Rest of the world 397

2.1.4.5 Pigs

Figure2-36shows pig raising trends and projections. The devel
oped nations have probably saturated per capita consumption of pork,
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resulting in much lower growth rates for the developed nations than for the
emerging nations. Data for the rest of the world does not show any definite
trend in the short period sampled here. Longer term data should be used,
with consideration of population growth rates, to formulate projections for
these countries.

2.1.5 Conclusions

It does not appear, on the basis of our examination of energy,
minerals, and food production issues over the period 1980 to 2010, that any
of these will pose any critical threat to the survival of industrial civili
zation. The spectre of impending scarcities does not, therefore, provide a
credible basis for the political support necessary to mount a major thrust
into space at public expense on a crash program schedule. The importance of
long-range solutions to the problems of energy supply, however, is clear in
the discussion above. The economic value of energy and minerals imported
from space may be significant and may provide sufficient motivations for
Space Industrialization; these possibilities should not be dismissed lightly.
But their justification, during the period of interest in this study, must
be found elsewhere. "Ltmt ts to qrowth" cannot justify Space Industrializa

tion during the next three or more decades.

2.2 BACKGROUND SCENARIOS FOR SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION PROGRAMS,
1980 - 2010

2.2.1 Introduction

The evolution of the Space Industrialization system during the
next few decades will be shaped in part by its own internal logic: once
certain activities or systems approach maturity, additions to the system
will be suggested by what already exists, so that "boots trapp lnq" will play
an important role. Throughout these early stages of Space Industrialization,
however, the rest of the human system and its terrestrial environment will
continue to evolve as well, providing a continually changing context for
Space Industrialization. The criteria which will define which activities are
economically profitable and socially desirable (as well as technically feas
ible) will thus change throughout the period, and consideration must thus
be given to this changing context.



An important task in this study of Space Industrialization has
thus been the development of a set of background scenarios describing a
range of alternative futures for the human system and its environment. We
cannot predict the future, and none of our scenarios should be considered
as attempts to predict what will happen. For the purposes of this study,
we have defined a scenario as a description of a plausible course of events

in the human system and its environment beginning from the present (early

1977) state of the worZd, extending out to about 2010. It would be most
astontshtnq if the actual future closely approximated anyone of our scen
arios; we expect, however, that the actual course of events will include ele
ments from most of the scenarios presented below, but the dates or locations
for major events or for the emergence of new trends which we postulate in
these scenarios can be little more than educated guesses.

From our examination of projected supply and demand for raw
materials, for energy, and for major grains and meats, we have concluded
that there will be no shortages in the next three decades or more of a
kind which would require us to go into space just to survive. Based on these
considerations and numerous historical analogies, it is most likely that
the primary reasons for Space Industrialization activities during the early
stages will be economic profitability in the short term, national prestige,
political considerations (some resulting from pure human curiosity), and
spin-offs from possible military programs. We thus view the present task as
a form of contingency planning in which we have attempted to gain some in
sight into those conditions in the human system and its environment which
would either encourage or discourage particular activities in space. This
analysis allows us to identify opportunities for the advocacy of particuZar

space programs within the specific contexts of a wide range of possible
futures.
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Possible futures have been the subject of numerous studies in re
cent years, and we have reviewed a number of these, including several studies
made for the purpose of planning space programs. In many of these studies,
if more than one scenario for the future is presented, the various alterna
tives are usually arranged in a linear progression from "pessimistic" to
"optimistic". This approach, it seemed to us, was inadequate for our goals
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in this study. We have instead approached the generation of alternative
scenarios by means of a morphological analysis. Our concern has been to
identify those large scale aspects of the human system and its environment
which have a direct connection to Space Industrialization and which would
alter the mix of space development programs appropriate to each of the alter
native futures. For the purposes of morphological analysis, such large
scale aspects of the human system and its environment can be categorized
into political, societal, economic, technological, environmental, and mili
tary factors. (The distinctions between these categories are admittedly
somewhat arbitrary.)

2.2.2 Construction of Alternative Scenarios

We have selected a list of twelve events or developments which
appear to have a reasonable chance of occurring in the next two or three
decades and which would be likely to have major effects on the shape of the
future. Arranged according to the morphological categories listed above,
these IItriggering ll events or developments are as follows:

Pol iti ca1
Major advances in space by other nations
U. S. committment to space

Societal
Major breakthrough in human longevity
u. S. disenchantment with space

Economic
Entrepreneurial exploitation of space technologies
Artificial shortages of critical minerals
Economic collapse due to shortage of capital

Technological
Breakthrough in a new energy source
Breakthrough in artificial intelligence
Contact with extraterrestrial intelligence

Environmental
Human-generated ecological catastrophes
Rapid cooling of the Northern Hemisphere.
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(By the ground rules of the study, military factors have been excluded from
consideration as stimuli for Space Industrialization.) While this list is

certainly not exhaustive, it appears to cover a diversity of possible fu
tures.

Our approach to scenario generation has thus been to develop a
baseline extrapolative scenario (t'surprise-free") which does not include any
of the above developments but accepts existing forecasts of population
growth; economic indicators such as GNP, personal incomes, unemployment, and
so forth; minerals supply and demand, and similar factors. Fleshing these
out with social and political trends which have been evident for several
years (at least), we obtained a basic scenario which contains no surprises.

For our alternative scenarios, we then assumed that the baseline

scenario was modified by the addition of one of the above listed triggering
events or developments and followed through, on the basis of our best under
standing of how the human system works, the likely consequences of that
trigger. Doing this in turn for each of the triggering events above would
thus have produced twelve alternative scenarios in addition to the baseline
scenario. Two of the developments, however, proved to be "bizarre" issues
in the sense that their likely consequences will depend too strongly on un
foreseeable details. These issues are a breakthrough in artificial intelli
gence and contact with extraterrestrial intelligence.

We thus obtained a family of eleven alternative scenarios for
the future. Necessarily, the emphasis in all of these has been the United
States, but we have attempted to incorporate as much understanding of other
nations as we found credible among ourselves. We do not expect that macro
economic factors which can be quantified (such as GNP, population growth,
etc.) will vary enormously from one scenario to the next in most of these
alternative futures. in a few cases, where major deviations might be ex
pected, we will explicitly mention these.

The principal differences among these alternative futures with
respect to Space Industrialization prospects lie in public perceptions of
the most urgent policy issues at each moment and in personal lifestyle pre
ferences, not in material needs. Since communications satellites are
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already commercially successful, it is not surprising that they appear to

playa major role in all eleven scenarios.

The scenarios are presented in the following pages, with a brief

discussion presenting some background information about the assumed trig

gering events or developments and, in some cases, about the results. The

scenarios have been detailed in chart form, listing events and trends by
morphological categories and in chronological sequence. A useful approach
to reading these charts is to begin with the triggering events at the top
of each chart, tracing down across morphological categories to see the ef
fects shortly thereafter. Bear in mind that most of the events postulated
in the baseline scenario also occur in most of the alternatives unless ex
plicitly noted otherwise.

The scenarios are presented in the following order:

I.
II.

III.
IV.

V.
VI.

VI I.
VII I.

IX.
X.

XI.

Baseline
Challenge of Foreign Space Advances

Committment to Space
Longevity Breakthrough

Disenchantment with Space

Space Entrepreneurs

Shortages of Critical Minearls
Economic Collapse

Energy Breakthrough

Ecological Catastrophes
Cooling of the Northern Hemisphere

In each scenario, the factors which we believe will present the best oppor
tunities for advocacy of specific space programs (or the greatest obstacles
to advocates) are underlined. How these factors interact to push, pull, or
resist space programs will be discussed in the next section.

2.2.2.1 Scenario I: Baseline

The basic premise of this scenario is that present trends continue

essentially unchanged, and that federal and state governments continue to

emphasize short-term (less than four years) programs and goals at the expense
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I. BASELINE, "MUDDLE·THROUGH" SCENARIO

BASIC TRENDS THROUGHOUT PERIOD 1977 TO 2010

1980
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

•
•
•
•
•
•

Federal and state governments do little effective planning for more than four years ahead.
Some moderately effective planning by blJSiness and industry up to 5 or 10 years Ihead.
Friction of population over 65 yelrs old increl..s steadily. Social Security and other welfare
costs eonnoue to d,mb flster than mflat.on.
Demand for all forms of leisure·time letivities continues to grow. Demand for more wilder·
ness preserves and for recreatlonll u'es of pUbhe IIIid grows rlpidly. Inerelsing sonce," for
clean environment, with special focus on possibly carcinogenic pollutants.
Contrnue<J economic growth throughout the world. West Germany and Japan become
economic "superpowers". World petroleum prices climb about evenly with inflation.
Continul!d mixed attitudes toward technology in the industriali1ed countries. Steady growth
of repair and maintenance services in the private sfletor.
Continul!d US/USSR com.,.tition in all Iren ... US and USSR defen.. budgets remain about
constant on real purcnasong power. SporadIC brushfire and civil wars in Third World nations.
No nuclear hetoeaost despite the addition of one new member of the "nuclear weapons club"
ever 3 - 6 years.

1977 1990

:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I I

2000

I
I

2010

(}-.-o

POLITICAL

• Increasing emphasis in Third World on agrarian and rural development; less emphasis on
industries; more attention to development of mineral resources.

• National Health Care plan implemented in US, followl!d by regionel emergency and trauma
centers throughout the countty.

• "Star Trek" generation become voters; growing public interest in space.
• Growing awareness of need for diversity in national energy sources.
• Increasing federal and state land use planning.
• Increasing polarization of economic/environmental/energy iSSUe!.

SOCIETAL

• Rural rennaissance ("back-to·the-Iand", movement grows in numbers and political
importance .

• Urban COre areas revitalized due to increasing energy costs; suburbs becoma less fashionable
among middle cia.. in US.

• APpalachian coel production stepped up until limited by scarcity of mine workers.
• Western coal strip·mining rapidly expanded.

TECHNOLOGICAL

• Space Shuttle's first orbital flight.
• Spocelab mateials processing epxerlments show a number of economically attractive

posslbili ties.
• First VIP trip aboard Space Shullie.
• H.lley's Comet rendezvous mission stirs up public interest in space.
• USSR deploys major new space system.
• First pilot fusion l'O\Yerplant.
• First commercial fusion powerplant; costs higher than for fossil fuel or fission powerplants.

ENVIRONMENTAL

• Increasing regulation of internltlonal shipping due to marine pollution incidents.
• Growi", public awarene .. of environmental problems of coal mining and combustion.

MILITARY

• Increased R&D in strategic systems and space systems.
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of longer range planning. Thus tax laws and regulations encourage short

term views by business and industry as well. Some companies nonetheless
manage to do some effective planning, up to perhaps ten years ahead.

As the elderly (over 65) population increases in numbers faster
than the total population, Social Security costs, Medicare costs, and wel~

fare costs escalate even faster than inflation. This trend is exacerbated
by further liberalization of benefits and extension of benefits to more
categories of people. Simultaneously, the growing numbers of the elderly,
increasingly vigorous and healthy, stimulate demand for all forms of leisure
time activities, including adult education, travel, and entertainment. In
creasing leisure time among the younger generations further stimulates de
mand for more wilderness and more recreational facilities both in the cities
and in the countryside. The environmentalist movement continues to gain in
political strength, focussing its attention especially on biotoxic and

carcinogenic pollutants.

Despite fluctuations about the upward trend, macroeconomic indi
cators continue to show growth. Growth of personal incomes, gross national
product, and major industrial and agricultural commodities have been pro
jected in another part of this study, both for the United States and for the
world as a whole. Third World nations also share in this continuing growth,
averaging somewhat higher rates of growth than the industrialized nations,
especially as greater emphasis is placed on rural and agricultural develop
ment to make the largest sectors of their economies more productive. West
Germany and Japan continue rapid and strong economic growth, assuming eco
nomic dominance in Europe and in the Pacific, respectively. Under interna
tional development programs, many of the Third World nations which have
hitherto been considered "resource poor" devote more intensive effort to
geological surveying and prospecting, resulting in the discovery of numerous
unsuspected mineral resources which can be developed with foreign investment
funds and loans. Strong economic ties between the OPEC countries and the
industrialized nations bring the rate or increase of world petroleum prices

into line with the general inflation rate.

en-
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No major shifts in international alignments occur during the
tire period. U. S. foreign policy continues to be shaped largely by
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competition with the U.S.S.R. in every arena - political, economic, mili
tary (including guerrilla insurgency), and prestigious. Third World civil
wars and local brushfire wars continue, with frequent gestures of support
for the combatants from the U. S. and the U.S.S.R., but no major committ
ments or direct involvement by either superpower. Real defense spending by
the U. S. and by the U.S.S.R. remain about steady (in constant purchasing
power) at present levels in a perennial standoff. Despite efforts by the
more senior members of the nuclear weapons club to prevent proliferation,
one more nation joins the club every three to six years, but no use of nuc

lear weapons ensues.

In the United States, National Health Care is implemented in the
early 1980's and is rapidly extended to most of the population within a few
years. As part of this plan, regional emergency and trauma treatment cen
ters are designated throughout the nation. In rural areas, the system in
cludes subsidized ambulance service (frequently airborne), designed to pro
vide maximum response times of one hour. The costs of this system aggravate
the escalating costs of welfare programs already mentioned above.

During the 1980's Appalachian coal mining expands significantly,
but lags after the mid-1980's because of a severe limitation of workers

willing to mine coal. After extensive legislative and judicial struggles,
environmental restrictions on strip mining are sufficiently relaxed to allow
rapid expansion of strip mining in the Western states. Subsequently, how
ever, the environmental costs of mining and burning coal arouse greater pub
lic concern, and public recognition of the necessity of more diversification
of energy sources in the national energy system grows rapidly. Numerous
incidents of marine pollution result in tightened regulations on interna
tional shipping, especially on the use of flagships of convenience in U. S.
ports. Other industrialized nations soon follow suit.

The "back to the land" movement continues to grow in size and im
portance, but is still a minority of the total population. Rising energy
costs and increasing personal concern about food additives and about the pos
sibility of total social breakdown in urban areas contribute to this move
ment's growth. The growing difficulties and sharply rising costs of com-

muting simultaneously stimulate a re::rn by the middle c~~_n ~



living or into new cities of medium size developed around new industrial
,~nters in the hinterlands. Suburbs become much less fashionable places to
live. State and federal governments and proliferating supra-local agencies,
reacting to these trends and to environmentalist pressures, undertake more
and more comprehensive land use planning.

The first Space Shuttle flight in 1979 or 1980 stimulates some
r~rewal of interest in space, especially in the wake of "Star Wars" and as
the "Star Trek" generation reaches voting age. Materials processing experi
ments aboard Spacelab soon show a number of economically promising possibi
lities. A handful of high-technology companies with active, longer range

planning begin to invest in Shuttle payloads during the mid-1980's for fur
ther experimentation and for small-scale pilot production runs. Public en
thusiasm for space is further aroused when a popular V.I.P. takes a highly
publicized ride aboard a Shuttle flight in the mid-1980's, especially since
the entertainment value of the event responds so well to the ever-growing
demand for leisure-time activities. Shortly thereafter, the U.S.S.R. de
ploys a major new space system (either a new heavy-lift vehicle or a re
usable Shuttle-like vehicle). A probe launched by the U.S.S.R. in 1982 to
rendezvous with Halley's Comet in 1986 is highly successful and stimulates
still further interest and excitement about space activities in general.

In the military arena, increased research and development activi
ties in strategic systems and in military space systems (reconnaissance, com
munications, and interception) contribute to concern about U.S.S.R. activi
ties of a non-scientific nature in space, and some sophisticated satellite
hardware results from military programs, providing some technological spin
offs for non-military space applications.

-;

2.2.2.2 Challenge of Foreign Space Advances

While the Soviet program to develop the so-called G-vehicle has
had multiple difficulties over the last ten years, it is unlikely to be ab
andoned. It is thus merely a matter of time before the U.S.S.R. deploys a

new launch vehicle comparable in payload to the Saturn V. In addition, the
U.S.S.R. is reportedly working on a reusable human-rated vehicle comparable
to the Shuttle, although likely to have a smaller payload capacity. Long
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range Soviet goals in space are known to include large, permanently inhab

ited space stations. While U. S. reaction to such advances is not likely to
be as strong as the 1957 reaction to Sputnik~ it is unlikely that there would
not be some increase in support for space programs.

A further factor on the international scene is the loss of eco~

nomic revenues to the United States because of successful competition for
vital space-related electronics hardware from other countries, as has al
ready happened to a significant degree in the case of Japanese manufactured
ground stations for communications satellites. Launch vehicle development
programs in France, Japan, and several other countries may also take away

launch service revenues from the U. S. during the early to mid-1980's. Con
cern for U. S. trade deficits could stimulate greater efforts to exploit our
space technology base for economic reasons.

2.2.2.3 Committment to Space

Many large-scale shifts in the direction of motion of entire na
tions have resulted from decisions made for purely political reasons; many

of these have been subsequently justified (in economic terms) by hindsight.

Given the pre-eminence of U. S. space technology and some evidence of rising

public interest in space (such as demonstrated by successes of "Star Trek"
and "Star Wars") a purely political decision to focus U. S. efforts on a
major thrust into practical uses of space is a distinct possibility. The
present void on the national political scene of any serious supporter of
space also seems to present an opportunity for political exploitation. A
deliberate effort to develop an international space program could also be
used as a tool to enhance U. S. image abroad and as a vehicle for interna
tional cooperation in other areas as well.

2.2.2.4 Longevity Breakthrough

Gerontology (the scientific study of the aging process) has made
major advances in understanding the mechanisms by which the genetic code has

programmed us to age and die. A number of possible directions for the devel

opment of therapeutic means to significantly retard (or, perhaps, even re
verse) the aging process have been identified. These are all being vigor
ously pursued in pharmaceutical and biomedical research laboratories around
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III. COMMITMENT TO SPACE
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IV. LONGEVITY BREAKTHROUGH

• Anti aging d!ugs found which reduce death rates above eqe 55 by 75%.
• Druges become comrreectauv available at moderate price in seyeral countries; in U.S., the FDA

projects approval precess required by law will take 7 to 10 years.
• F UI ther advances result in major rejuvenation of elderly patients.
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1977

lnsurance company actuaries detect decreased death rates among pottcvhotders oyer 55;
ploJrcting decreased death benefits approaching 510 billion a yeal within 5 to 10 years. the
ms ur ance Industry lobhies in Congress for early federal approval of ann-amnq druqs.
Growing flsc.al pre ssure s on Social Seeuntv w stem forces Congress to overhaul eerirement laws,
social security tax laws. and to adopt gpneralizations of Employee Stock Ownership Plans
(ESOPI, With new tax preferences for dividend income.
Government agencies around the world undertake serious 'ong.rit'!!E.-planni~studies, stressing
grIJater global cooper anon.
U.S .S."H":Utldertakesmajor economic development and settlement program in Siberia with U.S.
economrc cooper atton

Black market for anti·aging drugs springs up overnight in U.S. and other countries where drug
approvitl process IS slow; surge in tourism to countries with rapid approval
Market pene tt etion in U.S to one third of adults over 55;
to 60~ of adults over 50;
to virtually 100~·; of adult population.
Declining need for medical and custodial care facilities for the aqed.
Growing flood of civil lawsuits against "rest homes" by rejuvenated former inmates.
Rapid e xpanston of Interest in futurology and space as well as In historical and nostalgic enter
~Odstudy------------

Accelerated turnover of careers among middle-aged; demand for adult education explodes.
Exp ansion of parttime work and of limited tenure rules; growth in all leisure aetl~
Growm9.Eeief In humanity's destiny in space ------------

With teqahzatmn of ttnti·agingdrugs, insurance companies underwrite drug costs for larger
policyholders.
Decreased payments of death benefits by insurance companies provide growing source of long
t..rm inves tmen t capital; economic growthspeeds up.
Economic overhaul to reotaee Social SecutllY by ESOP's provides further expansion of invest
ment capital and acceleration of economic growth; greater automation and 'more interdisciplinary
maneqeual pers onne! ats o help.

Expanded personal tunehonznns leads to greater concern about cleaning tenestrlal
~..!!.!_o!!ment . .-._--

Increased demand for personal eomoutencn. communications, recreation
Acceler ation of sophisticated automation and robotics in industry esoectauv for routine, tedious
jobs.
Growing demand fo, reliability, durability in consumer goods.
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the world, and knowledgeable researchers in the field have guessed anywhere
from ten to fifty years of further research before a major breakthrough, that
is, before the discovery of therapeutic means to at least doubZe normal hu
man lifespans. In the U.S.S.R. and in Rumania, recent five-year plans have
given high priority to life-extension research.

If we postulate that such a breakthrough occurs in 1985, the demo
graphic impact on the United States would be as shown in the table on the
following page under the assumptions given in the scenario chart. The ef
fect on total population would be fairly slow; but the effects on the age
stpucture of the population would be dramatic. Because of these structural
changes, major economic reforms would be required. We envisage rapid imple
mentation of the economic ideas of Louis Kelso as the national response to
this economic crisis.

But a more profound change would also have come about by a sudden
and dramatic change in our lifespan. Iindividuals would become much more
prone to change careers several times in their lives, rather than spending
forty to fifty years in a single lifetime career. Moreover, with greatly
extended personal time horizons, greater' interest in futurology and in space
would be very likely. The expression "I won1t live to see that in my life
time," frequently used today to justify short-term planning to the exclusion
of long-term planning and research, would lose much of its political clout.
This effect is shown in the accompanying graph, which illustrates horizons
resulting from possible progress in longevity research. The assumptions of
this figure are somewhat different from those of the Longevity Breakthrough
Scenario, but the effects on time-horizons for the individual are comparable.
The discontinuities in slopes indicate the possible changes in death rates
for each of the specific therapeutic techniques expected during the next 18

years. If you are 40 years old, for example, you would have about a 50%
chance of living another 86 years, surviving to age 126 in 2063. People
under 30 years old would have at "least a 50% chance to living to celebrate
the U. S. Tricentennial. If suc~ breakthrough materialize, the expression
"That will never happen in my lifetime" will lost its force as a political
factor in discussion of long-term programs and policies.
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EXTENDED HORIZONS
RESULTlNG FROM POSSIBLE PROGRESS IN LONGEVITY RESEARCH
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(The status of gerontological research as of 1976 is reviewed in
IPro1ongevity", by Albert Rosenfeld. The economic ideas of Louis Kelso are
described in his books "How to Turn 80 Million Workers into Capitalists on
Borrowed Money" and "The Capitalist Manifesto". These ideas have already
been implemented in part by the 1976 legislation creating Employee Stock
Ownership Plans - ESOP.)

U. S. DEMOGRAPHIC SHIFTS FOR LONGEVITY BREAKTHROUGH SCENARIO

Year Population Fraction of total popu- Total population (mi1-
above age 65 1ation based on Census lions) based on Census
(mill ions) Bureau projections - Bureau projections -

Without With Ser. II Ser. I II Ser. II Ser. II IBreakthrough

1980 24.5 11.0% 11.1% 222.8 220.4

1990 28.9 11.8% 12.3% 245.1 235.6
31.0 12.5% 13.0% 247.5 238.0

2000 30.6 11.7% 12.5% 262.5 245.1
43.6 15.8% 16.8% 277 .2 259.8

2010 33.5 12.0% 13.4% 279.0 250.0
59.2 18.6% 21.3% 317 .4 278.4

The Census Bureau's Series II and Series III projections are based on dif
ferent assumptions about mean completed fertility trends; Series II assumes
fertility will rise from present 1.8 children per woman to 2.1 (the replace
ment rate), while Series III assumes fertility will continue to decrease
down to about 1.7 children per woman. Net migration into the U. S. is as
sumed to be the same in all cases.

2.2.2.5 Disenchantment with Space

Several factors visible in social, economic, and political trends
in the United States today could lead to further reductions in national in
terest in space. These include the vacuum at the national level of strong
political committment to space; growing costs of social welfare programs;
and generally short-term planning with little consideration for projects
with longer times before payoff. Continuation or exaggeration of these
trends could result in a slowdown of the Space Shuttle/Space1ab programs to
such a degree that few if any opportunities for economic returns using
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1977

• Budgetary constraints severely limit total spending for space programs; make new starb very
difficult.

• De·emphasis of high technofogies and heavy industry results In lessened indu)trial output and
revenue; eccete-eted migration out of larger cities.

• Decreased exports of high techno'ogv products (eplaced in foreign trade mbe bv agricultural
products and by surplus uranium.

• Rapidly rismg taxation discourages new capital investment.
• Aurat groups !lhlft toward exchanges of goods and services to escape taxation of monetary

transactions.
• EKpanded export market for new automation machinery and know-how.

• Human relationships emphasized; small villaoe groupings and communes become mare popular;
exptcsicn in "pop psychology" and meditation techniques.

• Growing Wlterest in ecologically benign, small scale technologies and production methods.
• Consumption-orientdd marketing of goods de-emphasized in favor of advertising 'or "human

services"
• Industr'algrowth still further hampered by reluctance of working force to accept industrial

and assembly line jobs.
• Growing demand for- "escapist" entertainments

• Rapidly growing tax burdens accelerate disencnanrmenr with centralized government; increasing
populism among candidates for elective office at all levels.

• U.S. foreign policy grows more iSOlationist, especially as petroleum imports decline in unpor.
tence. U.S.S.R., Japan, and W. Germany dominate international affairs.

• Incleasingly heavy taxation on large centralized businesses.
• Search begin) for new diversities.

• Continued inflation, unemployment, rising urban crime rates.
• "Quality of life"proclaimed bV President and Congress as the theme of the 1980·s.
• National Health Care program h.pands to cover half of population.
• Space Shuttle program funding reduced; materials processing experiments dowed down; few

profitable processes fourilt. -
• Guaranteed minimum income plan implemented.
• Acceleration of rural renaissance movement.

Reduced ~conomic growth rates In U:S. after mid -!980·s. Decreased U.SJU.s.S.R. eempe nnon
due to U.S. isolationism. Decreased energy consumption with far less use of coal, Waning
interest In all terms of hinh technology, including space. Slgnl'lcantly less 'and use planning at
federal level, due to disaffection and distrust toward centralism. No major newspace systems
deployed bV U.S.S.R. during 1980's.

• Increased emphasis on dUlabilitY of materials and manufactured gooos.
• Growing need.B!~~~'!'~~~tionsse~~ices,_~~!~.ideIV_~isper~~~popu~~?nand settlements.
• Shortage of industrial wo,kcr~ spurs development of new eutomation technologie~.bringing

"economies of scale" down 10 imaller scales.
• Spare Jlrogram~ recons.ide~~ in view of new aut~~cd tec~nol~9tes.

• Modlltr.,ion of enerw/ttI'I".,.onment issues.

TRIGGERING EVENTS AND EVENTS
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these systems would be found simply for lack of trying.

Even in such a pessimistic scenario, some opportunities remain
open for space advocates to successfully push through some Space Industrial
ization projects, principally in the area of communications and Earth re
sources satellites.

2.2.2.6 Space Entrepreneurs

Assuming only that bureaucratic and legal obstacles to commercial
ventures in space can be minimized or otherwise circumvented. commercial
exploitation of opportunities in space could become significant factors in
the evolution of space programs and activities. Communications, of course,
is already a viable industry in space; further exploitation of communications
satellites can be expected to be a significant feature of the 1980's. Jap
anese electronics companies have already captured much of the global market
for the ground stations for communications satellites. Private ventures in
other countries have already invested in R&D programs for low-cost launch
vehicles (most notably, OTRAG in West Germany, which has also leased a pri
vate launch site on the equator in Zaire, conducting its first apparently
successful sub-orbital test flight in the spring of 1977) .

With reasonable success of the Shuttle/Spacelab program during
the 1980's, materials processing applications could become attractive invest
ments for high-technology companies. With sufficient numbers of such flight~

by a number of different commercial ventures, it would also become feasible
for such companies to pool resources to develop and operate support facili
ties in space (such as a power module for the Shuttle, and, eventually,

living quarters for workers).

Success by a few companies early in the Shuttle era would stim
ulate innovation and competition, not only by U. S. companies, but by for
eign and multinational companies. The economic advantages of equatorial
launch may provide sufficient motivation to permit case-by-case solutions
to the obstacles presented by existing international space law, providing
space users with several alternatives for launch services, all of them
stressing minimization of red tape.
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VI. SPACE ENTREPRENEURS

1980 1990 zooc 2010 2020
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• Tv programs. movies, space-built products stimulatf:! public interest in s~c:e.

• Expanding interest among students in careers in $pate.
• Grwoing Ilubli£ e)(po~ure to orbital travef.living and working in 'Pace, and to First $pace

Olympiad produce widespread belief in destiny of humanitY in spaO!.

• BU:iines," and labor become sttongly pIG-spacc.
• Three addition,,' eq\liltorial countries begin can't."uetion of spaceports with special economic

incellti\ieS for com~rcia' users; U.S. MId other spare.going natiortS sign economic coopetallOn
tleaties with ih~f! countries:-

• Continued rapid gtowth of electronic communjr..ations ~:IowOftdwide
• EJ<perimeftt, abO<lrcrspace Shuttlp.. s~lalJ.-inaEOEF identify numerous zert)·G materials

pr~ssing.pplications With r.ommercial promise. - --
• Method" for;'5~mbtY,norbliOilargestruCturesdeveloped and tested ~ucccsduly.
• first privluply-owned and Opl!.ated equatoriallaunc" site opened, With m,nimllli red tape.

• New £ompa.nws formP.d to exploit o;pac:e oppoitunities. including several multinational
consortia.

• Datalink services via satellite become widely available for busmess and government; larger
multinationals use the;~ for ~~rate communications.

• First VIP trip aboard Space $hutth! usP.d as basis for commercio:tl TV program produced in
orbit.

• New space rompanies and INTELSAT undertake Joint venture to develop and deploy global
PSP system.

• Payload reservatiOn! for commercial pro~ssingeqiupment saturate Space Shuttle capacity;
space companies agree to participate 1ft development of second-generation shuttle.

• Space ventures stock. become glamor issues, stimulating stock market boom.
• Cf)nsortium of space m8nufac:tUfeF1 formulates plans for an "industria' park·· in orbit.
• First PSP Ind pilot Night 'Humination Satellite used seveflll times in disaster relief opera·

tions, with mejor savings in insur.~ benefits paid out; insurance .industry agrees to
part;cip'tf! in NIS deployment program.

• Reducp.d launch costs and rising capital ccsrs for pcwerptants push utility companies into
partiCipating in pilotSolar Power Satellite program.

• Spece workers develop new low-gravity sports. apply to International Olympi£ Committee
for recognition; IOC IJJI"OVes Space Olympics ewents for year 2000.

• McDonnell-Douglas SSUS tested succenfu11I..
• New products. materials. techniques developed in spaCOpro~uin9 stimulate Ic~lerationof

technological innovation throughout.
• Experiments aboard orbital Semi·Permanent Quarters for dosed ecolotiat systems.
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2.2.2.7 Shortages of Critical Minerals

While the hypothesis of The Limits to Growth is that intrinsic
global shortages of industrial raw materials pose a serious threat to tech
nological and industrial civilization in the next few decades has been
largely laid to rest, there are a number of minerals having significant eco
nomic leverage which are in relatively short supply and which are very un
equally distributed on the Earth. Disruptions of international trade in some
of these commodities could cause temporary but economically important dislo
cations in trade, production, and prices of finished products.

Natural gas is one such commodity. Present planning assumes sig
nificant increases in U. S. imports in the next decade, much of it in LNG
transported by special tanker ships. Adverse public reaction to the explo
sion of such a tanker in a major harbor could delay LNG imports for years.

Some scarce metals such as chromium, manganese, vanadium, and
colombium (niobium) are vital ingredients in stainless and special high
strength steel alloys. Most of the annual consumption of these metals in
the United States is supplied by imports from South Africa, Southern Rhode
sia, Brazil, and the U.S.S.R. Half of our annual platinum consumption comes
from South Africa. For each of these metals, domestic stockpiles (both in
industry and in the government) are sufficient fro two or three years, per
haps sufficient to carry us through a transition to other suppliers or to
develop substitutes for essential uses. (Titanium, for example, could be
substituted for many applications of stainless steel or for some uses of
high-strength steels.) During the transition, however, sharp dislocations
would be felt in some parts of the domestic economy. Any of these imported
metals (and a number of others as well) could be interrupted by political
factors, some domestic, others foreign. Guerrilla wars, political revolu
tions, and trade embargos are a few of the mechanisms by which such supplies
could be disrupted for more than a few days or weeks.

2.2.2.8 Economic Collapse

97

planning,
appear to

As has been pointed out by a number of critics of U. S. energy
the capital demands for the energy industry in the next few decades
be staggeringly large. The "traditional" share of net private
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VII. SHORTAGES OF CRITICAL MINERALS
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Accelerated research in extraction technologies and e!~srecting ..methods: in materials
science for st~el substitutes and lighter weight materia~s or automobiles.
Acceleration of U.S.S.R. technologies aeross the board due to availabilitv of large Japanese
computers.
lightweight, high urength materials become available for use in space vehicles and
structures.

• Public outrage and fear after LNG disaster results in prohibition 'of onshore unloadi.1g
of LNG.

• U.S. negotiates long·term trade agreement With U.S.S.R. for Er , V, Tt In exchdnge for
wheat and other agricultural commodities.

• Japan negotiates long-term trade agreement With U.S.S.R. for Cr, V. Ti in exchange for
electronics equipment (including computers and industrial controls), scientific
Instl·umentation. plastics, and semiconductors.

• Increased agricultural exports to U.S.S.R, reduce food exports to Third Wodd nations.

.--~..-,--...- -r-'" ------

I
• Concinued OPEC price ri~e5 and shortages of nacurdl gas lead to mcreased LNG (liquefied - - - -- - +- 0

natural gas) imports and authorizatton for ieveral new LNG ports. alony U.S. coasts, I
• Major LNG tanker explosion in a U.S. port, with large death toll. 0
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• Environmental versuseconomic issues polarile U.S. 50ciety and aggravate Isolationist
tendencies; increase pwlM: recognition of need for diverSity in energy sources

• Increased rlw materials prices stimulate repair and recycling industries; encourage home
entertainment and hobbies.

• Fettilizer, food, and plastics prices up due to SC8ILityof natural gas.
• Imports of critical metals to U.S. and Europe down sharply; stockpiles hold down prices

fOf a few months, until speculation breaks through; stainless and high strt!ngth steel prices
skyrocket,

• Rapid expansion of Ti mining in U.S.
• First floating J,Jlatform/pipehead for offshore unloading of LNG opened; LNG prices

lin S/BTUI .IIghtly higher than for petroleum.
• Accelerated expansion of Western states coal SHip mining; coal gasification and

liquefication.
• Expanded production of Ti and AI to replace special steets plaoes lal'ge demands on

electrical generating capa~.
• Substitutions for s'letial steels reduce demand; steel prices relax back to pte-crises levels.

•

• Moderilte decreases in U,S...d U.S.S.R. milnary procurements follOWing incteasinl trade

•

• Increasinqlv severe environmental problems from expanded reliance on coal.
• Severe local pollution problems due to Ti mining.
• Catalytic couserters removed from new car production; Pt eesersed for essential industrial

and military uses.
• Military hardware costs climb shtlfpty.
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VIII. ECONOMIC COLLAPSE
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capital investment has been 25 to 30%; extensive deployment of nuclear
power plants, coal gasification projects, and shale extraction facilities
could push that share up toward 65% by the mid- to 1ate-1980's.

Since the OPEC price rises of 1973-1974, Third World countries
which have no domestic energy production comparable to their energy consump
tion have been forced to borrow extensively to pay for current oil imports.
Much of this borrowing has been long-term, low-interest loans from U. S.
banks.

Both of these demands for U. S. capital funds have been rlslng
upward, with little evidence of compensating increases in capital supply.
Carrying these trends forward has resulted in a scenario for economic col
lapse.

2.2.2.9 Energy Breakthrough

Petroleum, natural gas, and electricity prices show no sign of
decline for some time to come. Both nuclear power and coal mining and burn
ing have encountered significant environmentalist opposition which can be
expected to continue. Coal gasification and liquefication appear to have
very, high capital costs as well as serious environmental and technological
difficulties. Fusion power appears to be several decades away from commer
cialization as yet, and seems likely to have very high capital costs. Solar
energy schemes (except for water heating and for space heating and cooling)
have generally been stymied by the necessity for very expensive storage
systems.

100

In this climate, the opportunity remains for the development of
new energy technologies or sources by private industry, even if federal en
ergy policy fails to develop a clear direction with viable goals. One such
possibility is geopressurized natural gas deposits beneath the western Gulf
of Mexico and adjacent onshore areas, where large quantities of methane
appear to be dissolved in high temperature, pressurized brine in proous
aquifers. (See Fortune Magazine, October, 1976.) Preliminary estimates
suggest that natural gas could be produced from these deposits at prices of
about $2.50 to $3.00 per thousand cubic feet. If natural gas prices were
deregulated, development of this resource would permit the electrical
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IX. ENERGY BREAKTHROUGH
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utilities to convert most power plants to natural gas, reducing the capital
requirements for new power plant construction by nearly one-half.

For this scenario, however, we have postulated a breakthrough in
the photoelectrolysis process which uses solar energy to split water into
hydrogen and oxygen which are evolved at physically separate plates. The
energy required to split water is about 2 eV per molecule. Only a small
fraction of the solar flux consists of photons with 2 eV or more. But the
photoelectrolysis reaction is mediated by two photons whose energies to
gether total 2 eV or more, so that much more of the solar spectrum can be
used. The theoretical efficiencies for photoelectrolysis can be as high as
40 to 45% in conversion of sunlight into hydrogen fuel, and this process
circumvents the need for cumbersome and expensive thermal stroage systems.

At the present time, the principal difficulties involve materials
problems at the cathode and the anode, especially the latter, where nascent
atomic oxygen creates a corrosive environment. Such a situation is subject
to an unexpected breakthrough at any time in finding suitable materials.
(Consider Edison's search for a material for a light bulb filament.) Costs
for hydrogen produced by photoelectrolysis could be competitive with deregu
lated natural gas of equivalent energy content. (See A. J. Nozik, IIP_N
Photoelectrilysis Cells ll

, Applied Physics Letters 29, 150 (1976), and ref
erences given there.)

2.2.2.10 Ecological Catastrophes

Ecological concerns have become a major pUblic policy issue in
the last two decades. Despite a great deal of attention to air pollution
and spoiling of the landscape by mining, industrial, and municipal wastes,
no sources of air or land pollution appear to be capable of producing a glo
bal or nationwide impact of major epidemiological or economic significance,
with the possible exception of a major nuclear reactor accident or of the
accidental dispersal of nuclear reactor wastes including plutonium over a
large area. The same case seems to hold for the open seas as well: no
long-term ecological damage seems to have resulted from any of the few dozen
oil tanker disasters of the last decade or two.
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But marine pollution could have major impacts if the incidents
involved one of a few identifiable "leverage points", including closed
waters, the Arctic ice cap, and certain fisheries of critical significance
in the global economic system. These possibilities were the basis for this
scenario.

Dissipative mechanisms for large oil spills at sea initially de
pend on wave action to break up the slick into small patches which are then
dispersed by strong currents and by the wind. Should a large slick occur
in the Western Mediterranean during a period of calm weather, a large slick
could prevent the build-up of waves by wind action. Since the Western Medi
terranean (which loses more water by evaporation than it collects from
rivers flowing directly into it), currents are generally weak. The breakup
of a very large supertanker could produce a slick large enough to cover the
entire Western Mediterranean.

The Arctic ice floes melt at the top, accumulating new ice at the
bottom. If large quantities of oil spilled near the edge of the Arctic
Ocean were transported under the ice and frozen into the ice, after a period
of a few years the oil would significantly increase the absorption of solar
heat by the ice during the summer, accelerating polar melting without any
increases in the rate of freezing during the winter. With extensive dam
construction on northward flowing rivers in the U.S.S.R., the salinity of
Arctic waters in the eastern hemisphere has been increasing, making it more
difficult to refreeze the Arctic icecap should melting advance too far.
(See Mesarovich and Pestel, uManking at the Turning Point: The Second Re
port to the Club of Rome", E. P. Dutton &Co. and Reader's Digest Press,
New York, 1974, pp. 149-150.)

Approximately one-third of the annual marine catch of fish is
used for agricultural fertilizers and for livestock feed supplements. A
major component of this fishing activity is the anchovetta fisheries off
the coast of South America. The global importance of these fisheries was
demonstrated when meat and soybean prices in the United States and Japan sky
rocketed as a result of a sharp drop in the anchovetta catch in 1973 which
further aggravated the effects of the OPEC oil boycott and price increases.



2.2.2.11 Cooling of the Northern Hemisphere

Since World War II, the average growing season (i.e., the inter
val between the last frost of spring and the first frost of autumn) has de
creased by about ten days in Great Britain and Ireland. In that same per
iod, glaciers on Mount Rainier (near Seattle, Washington) have advanced about
one-third of the distance they had retreated between 1900 and 1950. Numer
ous other scattered bits of data strongly suggest that the mean temperature
of the Northern Hemisphere has been declining for the last two or three
decades from a period of exceptionally favorable weather during the first
part of this century. Since the United States, Canada, and the Soviet Union
grow a major and decisively important share of the world's total grain pro
duction, an adverse change in the climate of the Northern Hemisphere could
have grave consequences in the face of rising global population.

Although technological means of increasing agricultural produc
tivity have played an important role since World War II, it has also become
increasingly apparent that land reform offers major opportunities for rapid
increases in productivity without major expenditures of capital or energy.
This approach has had remarkable success in Taiwan, China, and South Korea.
Moreover, technological means (such as the introduction of "green revolution"
seeds) have been most successful where land ownership patterns provide
equity for the small farmer, as was the case in India1s Punjab State. (The
same situation also applied in the United States in the 1930 l s when new
hybrid varieties of corn were introduced.) A severe, global crisis in food
production might bring about such measures in Third World countries which
could not afford to compete with industrialized nations for the purchase of
imported grain.

2.2.3 General Observations

The scenarios described here span a wide range of possible fu
tures. While opportunities for the advocacy of a variety of specific Space
Industrialization activities appear in every scenario, many of these oppor
tunities are apt to fall in the private sector rather than in NASA or other
governmental agencies. Because of the strong possibities of synergisms be
tween various space activities, however, NASA can no more ignore private
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I I• OPEC governments denounced around the world; OPEC and U.S. embassies targets of 0--0 Iriots and protests I I I I
• Multiple political revolutions in S. America, Africa, Asia as lack of U.S. and Canadian

I
0---0 I I I Ifood exports hit,

• India, Bagladesh, S. America. Africa have first significant steps toward land reform I o--~ I I I Ito improve productivity

f I I I• NASA given go-ahead to construct several powersats and solettas for possible use in I
climatic modification experiments I I I

MILITARY I I I I I
• Increasing tensions along U.S.S.R./P. R. Chin. borders I 0- -0 I I I I

I I I I !
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sector activities and developments than the private sector can ignore NASA
plans for development of new launch vehicles. If NASAls efforts are to have
the greatest benefit~ those efforts must be based on up-to- date understand
ing of the opportunities for advocacy presented to the private sector and to
the pUblic sector by developments in the human system as a whole. This re
qui res cont.inu. iuc exami nati on by NASA of the changing opportuni ti es and of

the changing fabric of the human system. Planning Space Industrialization

cannot be done effectively if it is done only in fits and starts; the vola
tility of the human system requires reassessment of alternative futures on a
continuous basis to identify~ at each moment~ what space systems and space
technologies are most likely to be used by a wide variety of Space Industri
alization opportunities. Just as short-range planning is done on a continu

ing~ day-to-day basis~ mid- and long-range planning must be done continuous

ly to prepare for contingencies.
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3. INDUSTRIAL OPPORTUNITIES IN SPACE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The establishment of future markets and a Space Industrialization
program for each future scenario required a compilation of potential op

portunities. These were established to a level of detail and breadth of
application sufficient to allow gross market survey and preliminary program

formul ation.

The purpose of this compilation was not to create an exhaustive
shopping list of opportunities but rather to key in certain indicative
possibilities within each industrial activity identified (Information Ser
vices, Energy, Products, People). The goal was of sufficient breadth to
insure representative program formulation and appropriate market survey.
The result of this is a compilation of over 250 potential applications for
space related goods and services.

3.2 METHODOLOGY FOR OPPORTUNITY IDENTIFICATION

An in-depth literature survey of over 100 documents was conducted

by SAl and Southern Research Institute (SoRI) and opportunities for space
industry noted and compiled. Additional ideas were obtained by review with
consultants and conceptualization of applications based on the accumulated
data. The elements of the overall compiiation procedure were accomplished
within each industry activity (Information Services, Energy, Products, Peo
ple) and the results combined into one document. Although all team members
participated in the four activity areas, specific responsibility for accum
ulation of opportunities under Information and People rested with SAl while
SoRI investigated Energy and Products. Overall responsibility for assem
bly, dissemination and reporting was assigned to SoRI.

An extensive survey of existing literature including NASA funded
studies, results of experimental programs, reports on operational experience,
projections by futurists and privately funded study publications was con
ducted. Several recent publications were particularly useful and are listed
below by their popular name.
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Outlook For Space
Aerospace "New Initiatives" Study
G E BUS Study
NASA SPS Studies
Enricke Papers on "Extraterrestrial Imperative"

As previously noted, all study team members (including consul

tants) made inputs. Specific interested parties who supported this compi
lation included Ivan Bekey of the Aerospace Corporation, Don Waltz of TRW,
Hans Wuenscher (retired for MSFC, now consulting) and a number of engineers
and scientists at MSFC and NASA Headquarters.

The IIbrainstorming" portion of the approach encompassed both
individual and group activities with no constraint other than technical
feasibility applied. This resulted in identification of a broad range of
specific applications.

The output of the literature search, individual review and brain
storming were consolidated into a single document. This document became
the basic input to the market survey, program formulation and system char
acterization subtasks. The scope of the applications and opportunities
identified ranged from descriptors of a few words to extended discussions
of technical and operational detail gleaned from previous studies.

3.3 OPPORTUNITIES AND USES IDENTIFIED

As previously noted, the opportunities and their identified re
presentative usage were compiled under four industry activity categories:
Information Services, Energy, Products and People (in space). Each of
these categories was further subdivided into subcategories as follows.

Information Services

Communications
Observations
Navigation
Location
Sensor Polling
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Energy

Solar Power Satellite
Redirected Insolation
Nuclear Waste Disposal
Nuclear Power/Breeder Satellite
Power Relay



Products

Biologicals
Electronics
Electrical
Structural
Process
Opticals

People

Tourism
Medical
Entertainment/Art
Recreation
Education
Support

Within each of these subcategories a number of aggregations were defined
in order to facilitate market survey and system characterization. A tally
of various characteristic uses identified for each aggregated product area
was then made and summed by subcategory. The listing of product aggregations
and results of the tally are presented in Tables 3-1 through 3-4. In a
few instances a specific use shows up under more than one aggregated product
since more than one way to accomplish an end objective exists. The numbers
rtre for reference only, however, and no influence on markets, programs or
systems results from multiple appearance of a "use".

The extended compilation of opportunities is contained in the
Appendices (Volume 4).
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TABLE 3-1. OPPORTUNITIES IDENTIFIED

25

INFORMATION SERVICES

Communications

AGGREGATED PRODUCTS

Individual 2-Way
Group 2-Way
Down/Up Link Only
Remote Control

SPECIFIC USES IDENTIFIED

1

9

9

6

Observations

Navigation

Location

Sensor Polling

Environmental Monitoring
Resources Monitoring
Surveillance

Aerial
Nautical

Individual
Packages/Vehicles

Individual
Groups
Automated Polling

10

7

2

2

1

4

5

3

4

4

67

j

I
I
I

19

3

9

11
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TABLE 3-2. OPPORTUNITIES IDENTIFIED

ENERGY AGGREGATED PRODUCTS SPECIFIC USES IDENTIFIED

Solar Power Satellite

Redirected Isolation

Nuclear Waste
Disposal

Electric Power
Heat

Hi gh Intensity
Low Intensity

Long Term Safety

2

5

1

2

5

1

Nuclear Power/
Breeder Satellite

Power Relay

Electric Power 1 INuclear Fuel 1 2

Power Distribution 2 IAircraft Power 1
3

13
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TABLE 3-3. OPPORTUNITIES IDENTIFIED

PRODUCTS AGGREGATED PRODUCTS SPECIFIC USES IDENTIFIED

Biologicals Separation/Purification
Culturing

8 8

Electronics Semiconductors
Rectifiers
Devices (Microcircuits, etc.)

Electrical

•

Magnets
Wiring
Devices (Switching, etc.)

Structural Casting
Immiscible Alloys
Float Zone Refining
Directional Solidification
Composites
Joining

2

28

8

6

14

4

62

Process Catalysts
Membranes
Powders
Purification
Devices (Thermostat, etc.)

1

4

5

11

2

23

Opticals Fibers 7
Lenses 8
Filters 2
Special (Electronically 7

conductive glass, etc.)

24

Exterrestrial Consider all of above where
raw materials compatible 147
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TABLE 3-4. OPPORTUNITIES IDENTIFIED

PEOPLE AGGREGATED PRODUCTS SPCIFIC USES IDENTIFIED

Tourism Short Term (Days) 2

lLong Term (Weeks) 1 5
Transport 1

Medical Isolation 2

jTreatment 2 5
Augmentation 1

Entertainment/Art Objects (From Space) 3 I 6
Activities (In Space) 3

Recreation Amusement Park 1 j 3
Lodging 2

Education Classes From Space 1 I 3
In-Space Classroom 2

Support Social Isolation 3 I 6
Ecological Isolation 3

28

-I
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4. THE TERRESTRIAL ALTERNATIVES

4.1 METHODOLOGY

Thirty-two candidates for space utilization were compared to

potential Earth based alternatives. Comparisons were based on examining
the initial cost of installation on a first order basis and a cursory
review of qualitative factors such as ease of use, reliability, technology
requirements, etc. If costs and capability obtained appeared comparable
between the alternatives, they were retained for further study. In
certain instances the identified space uses exhibited much lower cost for
similar capability. These were identified as clearly viable

candidates. Where cost and/or capability were clearly superior
for the Earth alternative, the candidate was dropped from further
consideration.

Because of the substantial list of space preferred or preference
undetermined candidates (19) in the areas other than products, a grouping
approach was taken in further alternative comparisons. A representative
space candidate was drawn from the information and energy areas to serve
as a "strawman" against which to consider terrestrial options. While
clearly not the equivalent of an item by item analysis, it was felt that
this technique would, nevertheless, reveal implications of a generic
nature. The materials candidates were dropped from further consideration
owing to two factors: 1) unique characteristics which did not support
easy grouping and, 2) most identified products could have terrestrial
alternatives in terms of alternate means of manufacture, substitute materials
or replacement of need.

Once these groupings were in place, they and previously established
alternative data were input to efforts to conceptualize specific alternative
configurations for consideration. Not only were existing ground systems
considered, but also systems based on existing or logically extended
technology.

Comparisons were then made between space and ground concepts
concerning equivalency and viability. The results and implications of
these comparisons are discussed in Section 4.4. Figure 4-1 displays the
methodology discussed above.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

• VIABLE
• DROP
• FURTHER STUDY

CANDIDATE OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SPACE INDUSTRIALIZAnON
SCREENED CONSIDERING:

• DATA BASE FOR MARKET
ANALYSIS

• GENERAL APPEAL
• TEAMJUDGEMENT ON BEST

CANDIDATES

IDENTIFIED
TERRESTRIAL
ALTERNATIVES

v

--

FIRST ORDER
QUALITATIVE
COMPARISONS

FIRST ORDER
QUANTITATIVE
COMPARISON

---
CONFIGURE
TERRESTRIAL
ALTERNATIVES

--- - - - -- --

SAI·4077

GROUP BY FUNCTIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS &
SELECT REPRESENTATIVE
CANDIDATES

Figure 4-1. Methodology for Terrestrial Alternative Assessment



4.2 RESULTS AND GENERIC GROUPINGS

Comparative arguments for terrestrial alternatives are presented
below. The comparisons are drawn from Part 1 study of specific candidates,
but organized by the Part 2 groupings. Table 4-1 presents the results
for specific candidate opportunities.

4.2.1 Energy

Nuclear Fission - Although light water fission reactors utilize
demonstrated technology and have a known cost (37 MILS/KWH, $1000-1700/KW),
environmental controversy rages over the expanded use of this technology.
Well publicized incidents at Browns Ferry, AL. and the Russian satellite
reentry have increased public awareness. Waste disposal and security present
problems for future large scale reliance on nuclear fission. Supply of
uranium is an issue as well. The National Uranium Resource Evaluation
(NURE) begun in 1973 is scheduled for completion in early 1980. Pending
that report DOE estimates indicate uranium shortfalls by the end of the
century. Other estimates (Lieberman, Science, April 1976) predict supply
difficulties by the late 1980s. The potential of this power source for long

term use is thus intimately tied to breeder reactor progress.

Breeder Reactor - This newer nuclear technology is now entering
a phase of development that will demonstrate its commercial potential.

Waste, security, and environmental concerns identifical to those of light
water reactors are amplified by characteristically higher plutonium levels
in breeder reactor fuels. Even though breeder efficiency is potentially
high, the economics are still under question. Additionally, recent
administrative decisions, fears of proliferation, and delight over
fusion progress have begun dialogues entertaining concepts of "skipping"the
breeder.

Nuclear Fusion - Fusion research has received increased attention
in recent years, with several techniques at the forefront of current
research. While convergence on the Lawson Criteria (a measurement of
nearness to possible energy production) is displayed; the progress is a
result, not of a single maturing technique, but rather several jumps to
new concepts. Laser fusion particularly, and other inertial confinement



Information

TABLE 4-l.
PART 1 COMPARISON RESULTS Preference

?-No clear preference
S-Space
E-Earth

Mobile Communications
Portable Telephone
Police Wrist Radio
Disaster Communications
Global Search and Rescue
Nuclear Fuel Locators
Transportation Services (Equipment Sales)
Coastal Anti-Collision System (Equipment

Sales)
Rail Anti-collision System
Personnel Navigation Sets (Equipment

Sales)
Vehicle/Package Locator
Voting/Polling Wrist Set

Fixed Point Communications
3-D Holographic Teleconferencing
National Information Services
Electronic Mail
Advanced TV Broadcast
Vehicle Inspection

Observations
Earth Resources
Energy Monitor

Energy

Solar Power Satellite (Operation 1996)
49@ 5GW ea - 27 MILS/KWH
60@ 10GW ea - 11.5 to 7.1 MILS/KWH
60@ 10GW ea - 27 MILS/KWH

Night Illumination
Urban lighting
Disaster lighting

Nuclear Waste Disposal

* Data not readily available on alternatives
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TABLE 4-1 (Continued)

PART 1 COMPARISON RESULTS

Materials

Preference
?-No Clear Preference
S-Space
E-Earth

Dnugs and Pharmaceuticals
Electronics

Semiconductors
Electrical

Magnets
Superconductor (Generating Only)
Electron Tubes

Optical
Fiber Optics

Special Metals
Perishable Cutting Tools
Bearings and Bushings
Jewelry
Wire (High Strength; Low Resistance;

?

?

?
?
E

?

?
?
S

etc.) E
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methods are producing much optimism, with overall energy break-even
predicted by the late 1980s (Farley, Research/Development, Jan 1978).
On the down side it should be also pointed out that:

a) Initial fuel cycles will be "dirty fusion" using
deuterium and radioactive tritium.

b) Tritium is produced from lithium, the abundancy
of which is comparable to that of 238U.

c) Regardless of the fuel cvcle, a waste problem will
exist in that the neutron flux will make the structure
containing the reaction extremely radioactive and
short lived. Some estimates place wall life at less
than 10 years and waste volumes at 250 tons per reactor
per year.

Sea Thermal - This option apparently features a true long term

opportunity. Estimates place total possible production at 200 times world
demand by the year 2000. Environmental concerns include: 1) long term
temperature modification of the ocean and 2) effects caused by a working
fluid spill. Produced from such a plant could be several items:

a) Ammonia
b) Methanol
c) Fresh water
d) Oxygen
e) Nitrogen
f) Carbon dioxide
g) Hydrogen

The latter product could enhance interface with incremental power production
schemes (geothermal, ground solar, wind) in a so called hydrogen economy.
Power transmission by conventional means would be complicated by the
location of ocean thermal plants.

Magnetohydrodynami cs - Under development, ~1HD power generat ion
would afford a relatively clean (1/9 and 1/6 EPA emission and particulate
standards) and efficient (40 - 60%) technology to utilize U.S. coal supplies.
Unanswered are concerns about carbon dioxide pollution and the impact of
strip mining operations from the large scale use of coal. Recent reporting
on coal conversion efforts (J.P. Smith, Washington Post, Jan 1978) underscor
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the fact that coal will be in demand for markets other than power generation
(such as gasoline). Supply is also in question, GAO studies halving previous
estimates of recoverable coal (H.J. ERB, AP, Jan 1978).

4.2.2 Mobile Communications

Truly mobile communications based on RF techniques have been
commercially available for a number of years. Creation of the CB frequency

allocations has dramatically illustrated the demand for this type of service.
Mobile telephone operations provide a direct link to the basic telephone
system. These and other RF systems however suffer common problems in terms
of range, frequency crowding, and regulatory constraints. Many similar
functions are served over wide frequency ranges. Substantial restructuring
of the existing services on a nationwide basis could give genesis to more
universal systems, but would involve complex issues concerning vested user,
manufacture, and communications interests.

4.2.3 Fixed Point Communications

Current point to point communications are well established but
rlSlng in cost. The potential for increased demand in terms of data
transmissions, TV conferences, and interactive cable TV is substantial.
Increased use of microwave transmis~ions could provide the needed capacities
but at a high cost. There are environmental questions surrounding this
option also. Fiber optics and RF wave guides are receiving much attention
and offer significant advantages.

High density data transmission is also possible using holographic
disks, but requires special equipment and cannot support real time or
interactive transactions.

4.2.4 Observations

Fundamental alternatives for terrestrial earth resources capa
bilities lie primarily with aircraft. Despite the maturity of space
technology, specialized aerial applications persist. Improved electronic
equipment has permitted smaller and cheaper aircraft. Adjunct advances
in computer technology have lessened the burden of data reduction from
distributed sources and sensors.
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4.2.5 Representative Candidates

The representative candidate opportunities selected from the
generic groups of Part 1 are the following:

4.3

4.3.1

Representative Candidate
Space born reflectors providing
urban or disaster lighting

Portable Telephone
Wide Band Point to Point
High Resolution Earth Resources

TERRESTRIAL ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTS

Night Illumination

Generic Group
Energy

Mobile Communications
Fixed Point Communicatio
Observations

Terrestrial alternatives to the Lunetta are considered in two
functional areas, urban illumination and disaster lighting.

The following characteristics were considered essential to a
disaster system:

a) Extreme mobility or low cost multiple systems for
rapid deployment.

b) Terrain independent application.

c) Deployment and operation not affected by the disaster.

Limited resupply is clearly a desirable feature to avoid adding to supply
burdens and manpower requirements. The operation of such a disaster
system should either be easy for the untrained, or have alternate II nomi nal ll

uses so that trained crew are available. Low storage cost is also an
enhancing feature. There are a wide range of potential disasters against
which to size such systems (Table 4-2). The systems considered were the
fo11 owi ng:

AIR

Fixed and Rotary
Wi ng Ai rcraft

Blimps

GROUND

Free Standing Light
Generator

Large Tower/Generators
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TABLE 4-2. DISASTER TYPES

DISASTER COMMENTS

Hurricane Wide spread destruction possible envolving
many people. Operations during and after
are difficult. Logistics is a central
problem.

Earthquake Ground mobility easily disrupted. Limited
warning at present often results in an
immediate need to aid large numbers of
people.

Flood Operations in area are difficult.

Tornado Multiple simultaneous occurances possible.
Short warning time.

Snow Can cover extremely wide areas.

Volcano Evacuation often required.

Nuclear or Chemical Could involve evacuation, with possible
panic and a variety of population densities.

Blackout Urban environment; disorder possible.

Aircraft Search and Rescue requires large area and
time; collision, rapid response.
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AIR

Nuclear Dirigible

GROUND

Starlight Glasses

HYBRID

Flares and Parachutes

The nuclear dirigible could have alternate uses that would make
adoption for disaster lighting relatively low cost. Conventional air-

carft, generators, poles and balloons represent established technologies.
Devices to aid individuals with poor night vision are in production, giving
rise to a concept of mass produced "starlight" glasses. Consideration
of requirements and disaster characteristics led to rejection of many of
the concepts.

REJECTED SYSTEMS

Fixed and rotary wing aircraft

Blimps

Nuclear dirigible

Free standing light poles
Starlight glasses

Flares and parachutes

REASON

• Loiter time
• May be critical resource

for other operations

• Small payload
• Slow response
• Alternate use questionable

• Slow response
• Major technology issue
• Set up time/manpower
• Technology/cost
• Adds to distribution problems

• Resupply
• Fire hazard
• Moving multiple shadows

Two remaining concepts for disaster lighting are shown in
Figure 4-2. Both systems are air dropped and resupplied.
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Air Dropped Aerial
Light

• Low Technology
• Distributed Capacity
• Transported Rapidly

Stand-Off High Power
Laser and Reflectors

• Operation/Supply
Removed from
Disaster Theater

• Central Power Source

BALLOON

OR

HIGH POWER LASERfSI

DISASTER
PERIPHERY

BEAM MACHINE

Figure 4-2. Disaster Lighting Concepts

:\.
The space option for disaster lighting remains unique in terms

of providing an extreme wide area lighting. It clearly would not

require short term resupply. No terrestrial system for wide use has been

implemented to provide a similar scope of lighting.

Urban illumination alternatives invariably tie to centralized
sources because of the total power requirement. The cost and utility of

such lighting is clearly dependent on future ground cost per KWHe and the
conversion efficiency of· lighting devices. It should be noted that during
periods of energy limitations this form of lighting has proved "discretion
ary." During future periods of resource scarcity (dollars or KWH) perceived
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value added could legislate reduced demand for such services.

The Lunetta costs as developed by Ehricke (Space and Energy Sources
May 1977) provide the following estimate.

• Assumptions
a. Lighting efficiency 50 lumens/watt
b. Terrestrial cost (energy and maintenance) 70 MILS/KWHe

• Equivalent Lunetta cost (best sky - worst overcast)
a. 1 city serviced 32-61 MILS/KWHe
b. 2 cities serviced 16-30 MILS/KWHe

Basing these estimates on sodium vapor lighting (100 lumen/watt) alters
the equivalent Lunetta costs.

a.
b.

1 city serviced
2 cities serviced

60-117 MILS/KWHe
30-58 /MILS/KWHe

For a clear space based winner, multiple cities (probably greater than two)
must be served by reflector sets and/or terrestrial power price increases be
sufficiently provocative.

Possible social-economic issues may also be part of Lunetta cost.
Consider, as an admittedly simple example, the impact of all night light on
drive-in theaters.

a. Assu~e $1 penalty to use a sit down theater
b. Assume per capita attendance of .2/yr, all diverted to

sit down theaters.
c. If per capita use of outdoor lighting is 10 w-yr with

terrestrial lighting at 70 MILS/KWH, then the impact of
undesired lighting would be 4% of t~e best Lunetta savings.

Other more complex mechanisms may exist, suggesting
of these issues. Additionally, traditional systems
defended.

the cost significance
can be conventionally
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4.3.2 Mobile Communications

As mentioned, various systems are currently used for mobile

applications. Several of these systems and their limiting features are

shown in Figure 4-3.

LIMITING FACTORS FOR UNIVERSAL APPLICATION

EXISTING SYSTEM TYPES

PAGING SYSTEMS V

RADIO TELEPHONE vi

SWISS CAR CALL

MOBILE WITH
REPEATERS

CITIZENS BAND

v'

v' v'

v'
v' v' L1CENS

REO·O

V
v' CURR T

vi v'
AUTO.
SOON

SAI·3722

Figure 4-3. Existing Mobile Communications

The Swiss Car Call system is a vehicular paging system imple
mented throughout the Swiss highway system. It uses a single frequency

and a coded command to page drivers.
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Radio telephone systems in the u.s. are currently being converted

to computer switching. In reality all manual systems could easily be so

operated. Except for remote "backwoods" operation, the typical user
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environment is often in sight of the existing phone system, ties to which
are used in radio telephone systems. A concept for an advanced radio
telephone is displayed in Figure 4-4.

• MINATURIZED
• AUTOMATED ACCESS/SWITCHING TO FIXED NETWORK
• DISTRIBUTED

1) INCREASED COVERAGE

2) REDUCED BANDWITH FOR RF LINK

3) LOWER POWER USER SETS

( (( AUTOMATED RADIO'0(r(oj'..-O....,..

IIAI·3741

Figure 4-4. Advanced Radio Telephone

Several other concepts such as Spread Spectrum Communications and Packet
Switching offer near term functional equivalence, but employ high power
central antennas.

What can be described as first generation implementations of
the distributed system of Figure 4-4 are already underway in the Washington
Baltimore and Chicago (2100 sq. miles) areas. The centralization that
results from these concepts encourages monopolization of the communications
market. Radio Common Carriers that operate existing radio telephone service
are ill-equipped to fund computerized switching and transmitter networks
and are attempting to block development of advanced systems (J. Mason,
Popular Science, Jan. 1978).



4.3.3 Fixed Point Communications

Optical Fiber techniques are recelvlng much attention as possible

wide-band. low-cost transmission methods. They offer many advantages.
such as:

a. Significantly increased information transmission rates
(half billion bits per second - laser FED)

b. Immune to EMllno cross talk

c. Low power requirements
d. Light cable weight (1% wt of copper. 1 II fiber"2

cable = 411 copper)

e. Quantity use could drop current price by 90%

Other concepts such as millimeter wave guides are also under development.

Should cost reductions prove out. replacement of current microwave links

could occur. This would ease both environmental and security concerns
incurred in using RF transmissions.

Use of fiber optics is foreseen in three stages. First. inter

component computer communications, then cable TV, and finally. general
telephone use. However. success with advanced radio telephone service and

current experiments in interactive TV could easily bring about earlier
opportunities.

4.3.4 Observations

Aircraft continue to be useful for certain types of resource

data collection. Even at a limited 800 miles a day. current operation of

low level aircraft for pinpoint location of mineral deposits is expanding

(8. Kocivar. Popular Science. Jan 1978). For a perspective on aircraft use.

consider that whole earth coverage in 20 mile bands (600 field of view from

92.000 ft) can be achieved with 9.852 million air miles. This represents
.4% of the U.S. commercial air traffic for 1976 and perhaps an upper cost
bound of $67.1 million. A mixed fleet of sub/supersonic aircraft (VAV =
1200 MPH) hypothetically provide this coverage every 30 days (utilization =

14.1 hr/day. 20 aircraft).
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A mix of advanced electronics and RPV technology could conceiv
ably provide automated high altitude platforms for remote sensing. Con
sider the Boeing Compass Cope System:

a. 24 hr duration with 1200 lb payload
b. 60,000 FT altitude

c. Radar capable of detection/tracking of tanks
at 100 n. miles

Operating cost of an auto-RPV system would be well below airline costs.
Such RPV platforms would allow schedule, payload, and mission flexibility.
On the downside, upper atmosphere pollution might require advanced fuels
and overflight of some countries is clearly doubtful.

4.5 RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS

The comparison of terrestrial alternatives and generic candidates
suggest the following rankings/rationales for Space Industrialization.

1) High Resolution Earth Resources.

Satellite technologies have a firm base for remote sensing
work. Upset of space access/economics could provide
sufficient encouragement to terrestrial systems such as
an advanced auto-RPV. Indeed, military efforts on-going
in command, control, and communications may do this
regardless. However, without major perturbations, sensor
development for satellite use represents less risk than
developing a complete new system for terrestrial use.

2) Point-to-Point Communications
Fiber optic techniques have become a strong near term
candidate. Several demonstration projects are currently
operational. Space options, however, would support more
rapid deployment of wide band point-to-point communications
should the necessary space systems become available.

3) Disaster Lighting

The overall utility of any disaster related system may
hinge on rapid deployment. Few disasters give long lead
time warnings. Flexibility and rapid response would be
a prime requirement of a space system as well as ground
systems, probably best met as a divertable resource of another
system. Undertaken as a national project, ROI would not be an
inhibiting issue. An experiment in space reflectors might
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attractively be configured as part of a large structures
program, with disaster use as a "spin-off" proposition.

4) Urban Lighting

Without resolution of complex social and energy issues
urban lighting is a doubtful candidate. The relative
cost of other energy needs overshadows potential space
light savings, at least for the near term. Should de
centralized concepts for energy production achieve
prominence, space lighting could become more attractive.

5) Mobile Communications
Because of the ~otential of this market, commercial
terrestrial capabilities are being developed currently.
Advanced electronics and computer technology can likely
meet demand in the near term, and support growth. Al
though developing ground systems will not soon provide
the universal geographic coverage required for systems
such as a search and rescue system (a viable space
option), they will provide coverage to a large majority
of potential users. Space applications, by the time
they might be ready, may be placed in the position
of having to cost justify only increments of then exist
ing performance.

The generic lessons culminate with the conclusion that alter

natives do exist, or can be visualized for most space initiatives.
"Uniqueness" of the space candidates detailed was not deemed strong enough
to warrant special consideration in a competitive environment. Significant

technological "l ead" for space options was found only in the area of Earth

resources. And, in the case of communications, implementation may be

tipped already toward terrestrial options. In concert with these arguments

it is concluded that market softness, in terms of systems requirements,

remove the constraint that terrestrial alternative systems must duplicate

exactly space products and services.

The relative viability between specific space and terrestrial
competitors is often influenced by more complex factors than cost per

formance. The predominate of these factors being: 1) Uncertainty in
space and other technologies, 2) environmental concerns, 3) vested interests,

and 4) regulator/international constraints. The impact of the above

exemplified by questions such as: 1) Will international policies limit

the availability of geosynchronous positions before demand?
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2) What are the long term subphotoperiodic effects on plants and animals
of wide area (Lunetta) lighting?

3) Would an orbiting space light be perceived as a military resource?

4) How would new large volume communications be interfaced with existing
regulations and facilities?

5) What are the privacy/security problems associated with wide ground
access to communications beams?

The implications of the above statements gives rise to the
following observations on the viability of terrestrial alternatives.

1) Complexity from detailed assessment of non-cost issues sUbstantially
reduces the opportunity to develop a "winning" mix of space efforts
based on generalized benefits.

2) In lieu of a mandate, space viability must be aggressively advocated/
studied against competitors in the mid 1980's.

3) The current involvement of an existing industry will typically in
dicate which alternative would be favored by it unless forced by
competition to change directions. New entries in an industry will
select a path based on investment and risk considerations. Most
space initiatives considered in this study will appear highly favorable
over terrestrial alternatives only after steps toward risk reduction
are implemented.
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5. POTENTIAL MARKETS AND REVENUES

5.1 APPROACH

After compilation of the list of Industrial Opportunities was

complete, a review process was undertaken to select initiatives for pre

liminary market analysis. The primary criteria applied in the screening

process were avail abi 1ity of data and probabl e advantage over terrestri a1

competitors. Assumptions were made based on the data available after the
analysis was underway.

Different specific methodologies were applied according to which
industry was being examined. For example, market analyses for Products

were much more speculative than those for Information Services since much

less is known about the specific use and probable cost of a prospective

product. A common set of general methodology guidelines were used wherever

appropriate and provide the foundation for understanding the philosophy

and assumptions which guided these market surveys.

5.2 METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING THE MARKET POTENTIAL FOR GOODS
AND SERVICES FROM SPACE

1. Identify product and anticipated year of technological

availability. Define advantages of product or service over competition.

2. Assess 'any entry delay barriers ...Low (0 delay); Medium

(5 year delay); High (10 year delay). Barriers can be legal, political,

financial, or economic.

3. Determine/assess approximate end user cost of product and/or

service - at entry and at saturation. Graph as a learning curve on log

paper to determine price at a given year.

4. Identify societal characteristics (advanced, developing,
subsisting).

5. Define attributes of product (satisfies fundamental need,

more sophisticated need, .... ). Match product attributes with societal

needs.
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7. Assess the level of saturation within the universe of buyers...
Low (25%); Medium (50%); High (75%). This saturation level can be assessed
by prior determination of level of completition, whether the product is
incremental or innovative, and by the fit of the product/service with
society's needs.

8. Define the percent value of the space input to the end product
or use. In all cases, assume the cost to produce a product is 50% of the
price to the end user (rule of thumb).

9. Assess any resistance to change factors after entry... Low
(0 stretchout); Medium (5 year stretchout); High(lO year stretchout). This
will affect the time until the product sales elbow up into the growth phase.
Resistance to change can be assessed from such factors as - How much better
is this product than competition it's replacing; and How much change is
required of the end user?

10. Assess a period of ideal saturation... at which time the
product/service will have achieved 99.9% of ultimate saturation level.
Slow (30 years); Moderate (20 years); Fast (10 years). Use present day
analogies.

11. Assume the first 10% of saturation level will occur within
(30% + resistance to change factor) of period of ideal saturation. Assume
the last 10% of saturation level will be penetrated within 30% of period
of ideal saturation.

12. For period of anticipated sales, define a band of anticipated
population levels within the universe of buyers.

13. Assess a replacement level ... Low (5%); High (10%). Replace
ment sales will come from lifetime'of product factors and from expected pro
duct improvements.

14. Over the anticipated years of sales, multiply population
and ultimate saturation level by level of saturation in given year (as
defined by product life cycle S-curve assessed earlier), to determine unit
sales.
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15. In year of elbow up into growth phase. begin to enter
replacement volume into total volume. This will come from replacement

level multiplied by cumulative number of units in the market.

16. Over anticipated years of sales, define cost by year from

learning curve chart assessed earlier. Multiply units sold by cost/unit
to get sales volume.

17. Once dollar volumes are calculated, test numbers for reason
ableness against common sense and present day analogies.

18. Band the total basic projection by a low end/worst case
curve (least optimistic scenario, risks, disadvantages, barriers, etc.);
and a high end/best case curve (most optimistic scenario, benefits,
advantages, impellers, etc.).

19. If some numbers are highly uncertain, perform a sensitivity

analysis on the relevent parameters to show effect on ultimate volume.

20. Graph or chart anticipated market volumes (low, probable,
high) by society type, over anticipated years of market penetration.

5.3

5.3.1

RESULTS OF MARKET/REVENUE ANALYSES IN INFORMATION SERVICES
FOR UNITED STATES ONLY

Portable Telephone

This communication device would allow citizens to communicate
through exchanges by voice, from anywhere. Through a multichannel switching
satellite and transmitter-receivers, people could be connected directly
or by telephone networks. The exceptional mobility of the unit makes it
ideal not only for business and recreational use, but also for use in emer
gencies (rescue missions, etc.).

Portable telephone could satisfy needs ranging from fundamental
to peripheral. The need for on-the-spot communications in business and
professional activities is evidenced by the rapid growth in use of pocket
pagers. Satisfaction of more peripheral needs is evidenced by the rapid

growth of CB radios (and a concomitant increase in allocated channels) in
the U.S. This implies a wide spread of potential users of portable tele-

phones, with a wide spread of nee:~5being met by thera~ ~



To determine how many of these potential users would be actual
users, what revenues they would generate through unit sales and call tolls,
and the time phasing of the revenues, several assumptions have been made.
It is assumed that the primary market is the United States - employing U.S.
population projections to the year 2025. Combined with these population
figures are assumptions concerning the user universe (calculators as an
example) and market saturation (telephones as an example).

The universe of users/buyers would likely be limited to profes
sionals and businesses at the high price levels. This is precisely what
happened with calculators and pagers: for two to five years, the marketing
approach was toward the professional and businessman. As costs declined
and these markets became saturated, the overall market was expanded to the
entire population - resulting in the present situation of sophisticated
electronic devices being purchased by school children. Thus the potential

universe of buyers will be assumed to include the entire population age 16
and over, over the course of the product's life.

The incidence of telephone use provides a sound basis for assump
tions about portable telephone saturation. In 1973, there were 121 million
phones in the U.S., serving a population of roughly 210 million. This
implies, in a rough way, that a 50% saturation of market of communications
instruments can be attained. Further, during a peak period of sales (1970
1973), six million new phones were added each year. From this we get a
reasonable estimate of the upper limit on annual sales volume for portable
telephones. However, since there are many competing forms of fine communi
cations techniques in place (phones - stationary and mobile; CB radios;
television; etc.) since other forms of communication will be needed to
carry transmissions other than voice; and since improved techniques such
as optical fibers may vastly improve reception quality of in-place units
(which themselves may be made mobile once broad-band transmission is avail
able) - then the ultimate saturation of protable telephones may ultimately
and ideally reach 25% (best case) or 10% (worst case) of the potential
universe of buyers in the anticipated period.
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number of people ultimately desiring the product may be high, the complexity
of producing such a large volume and then making such a complex system oper
ational may imply a Moderate track (20 years) to ultimate saturation. This

is in line with the saturation rate of color televisions. With ideal
saturation coming in 20 years, and a Medium stretchout from resistance to
change factors, 10% of the saturation level will come in 11 years after
entry (30%(20 years) + 5 years). The final 10% will take six years. The
calculations to this point are given in Table 5-1. Table 5-2 indicates
the rates due to replacement. The product appears to have high potential
for incremental marketing improvements (as with calculators and CB radios),
implying a high replacement level. Replacement level during rapid satur
ation is 10% of cumulative volume (best case) and 5% of cumulative volume
(worst case).

Pricing assumptions were derived from data on related products.
Analogous products would be hand calculators, digital watches (battery
operated) and CB radios. Calculators, when first introduced, were priced
in the neighborhood of $350 (to the end user). Similar calculators can now
be purchased for $10 to $30 - although addition of features has kept the
price spread between $10 and $300. Average low selling price may be as
sumed to be around $50. Digital watches originally sold for $100 to $300,
but are now selling in the neighborhood of $50 to $100, with higher watches
remaining in the higher price brackets. CB radios are following a similar
pricing trend. We may therefore assume an average price spread of $300
down to $30, from first sale to the average price near market saturation.
These assumptions and related figures are given in Table 5-3. Further
projections can be found in Table 5-4.

There will most likely be delays in the implementation of the
portable telephone. Political and legal entanglements may result in a
delay of 5 to 8 years. As a precedent, the FCC delayed the launch of
America's first domestic communications satellite for 8 years (1965-1973).
As there was controversy then, so there will be considerable controversy
with a portable telephone system - a system which would threaten to radically
change the existing structure of communications. AT&T would have a prime
interest (even if it were one of the major proponents of portable telephones)
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TABLE 5-1.

14. Population Level/Ultimate Saturation UNIT S~ES/CUMULATIVE SALES

1995 195M (0.91%}(25%) = 0.2% .44M .44M

1996 196M (1.80%)(25%) = 0.4% _44M .88M

1997 197M (2.70%)(25%) = 0.7% .4.5M 1.33M

1998 198M (3.60%)(2S%) = 0.9% .45M 1.78M

1999 199M (4. SO%}(25%) = 1.1% .46M 2.24M

2000 200M (5.S0%)(25%) = 1.4% .51M 2.75M

2001 201M (6.40%)(25%) = 1. 6% .47M 3.22M

2002 202M (7.30%)(25%) = 1.8% .47M 3.69M

2003 203M (8.20%)(25%) = 2.0% .47M 4.16M

2004 204M (9. 10%)(25%) = 2.3% .48M 4.64M

2005 205M (l0.0%)(25%) = 2.5% .48M 5.12M

2006 205M (20.0%)(25%) = 5.0% 5.1M 10.2M

2007 206M (30.0%)(25%) = 7.5% 5.2M 15.4M

2008 207M (40.0%)(25%) = 10.0% 5.3M 20.7M

2009 208M {50. 0%)(25%) = 12.5% 5.3M 26.0M

2010 209M (60.0%)(25%) = 15.0% 5.3M 31.3M

2011 210M (70.0%)(2S%) = 17.5% 5.4M 36.7M
,

2012 210M (80.0%)(2S%) = 20.0% 5.3M 42.0M

2013 211M (90.0%)(25%) = 22.5% 5.5M 47.5M

2014 212M (st • 7%)(25%) = 22.9% l.lM 48.6M
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TABLE 5-2.

15. New Purcha ses Replacement Purchases Total" Sales

1995 .44M _44M

1996 .44M .44M

1997 .45M .45M

1998 .45M .45M

1999 .46}A .46M

2000 .51M .SlM

2001 .47M .47M

2002 .47M .47M

2003 .48M .48M

2004 .48M .48M

2005 .48M .48M

2006 S.lM l.OM 6.1M

2007 S.2M 1.SM 6.7M

2008 S.3M 2.1M 7.4M

.
2009 S.3M 2.6M 7.9M

2010 S.3M 3.1M 8.4M

2011 S.4M 3.7M 9.1M

2012 S.3M 4.2M 9.5M

2013 S.5M 4.7M 10.2M

2014 l.IM 4.9M 6.0M
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TABLE 5-3.

16. Unit Sales Cost/Unit s Sales Ca lls/'fear Cost/Call Ca 11 Sa le
I
I1995 .44M $300 S132M 40.1SM. $3.00 $120.4M
I,. I

1996 .HM $220 397M 128.SM $2.20 S?82.7M!

1997 .4SM $180 $81M 242.7M $1.80 $436.9

1998 .45M SI60 $72M 389.8M $1. 60 $623.7M

1999 .46M $143 $66M 572.3M $1.43 $818.4M

2000 .51M $131 $67M 803.0M $1.31 $S1052M

2001 .47M SI22 $S7M i058M $1.22 $1290M

2002 .47M $116 $S4M H81M $1.16 $1718M

2003 .48M $109 $S2M 1826M $1.09 $199tM

2004 .48M $103 $49M 2206M $1.03 $2272M

2005 .--t8M $ 98 $47M 2621M $ .98 $2569M

2006 6.1M s 70 ~427M 6H8M s .70 $4304M

2007 6.7M $ 56 $375M 10471M $ .56 $5235M

2008 7.4M $ 48 $355M 15717M $ .48 $7544M

2009 7.9M s 43 $340M 21832M $ -.43 $9388M

2010 8.4M $ 39 $328M 28870M $ .39 $11259M

2011 9.1M $ 35 $318M 38884M $ .35 S13609M

2012 9.SM s 33 $313M 48365M $ .33 S15960M

2013 10.2M s 31 $316M 59126M $ .• 31 $18329M
I

2014 6.0M $ 30 SI80M 69742M $ .30 $2092~M I
I





of seeing a long transition time from standard phone service to portable

telephone. Further, many new frequency bands would have to be allocated.
This would require either extensive restructuring of the existing frequency
allocation system, or the opening of new frequencies with their attendant
uncertainties. Finally, a project of major import such as this would likely
necessitate financing on the order of $1 billion. This in itself would
generate a delay in startup of at least 1 to 3 years. Therefore, assume
a high (10 year) delay barrier to entry.

Even after political and legal barriers are surmounted, market
conditions and consumer conservatism will have an impact on the product's
sales. Resistance to change by competing products implies some stretchout.
It should be noted that the portable telephone will likely be a supplemental
device, rather than a replacement device. Assume a Medium stretchout (5
years) before growth phase.

Finally, it should be noted that we have assumed that portable
telephones cannot come to be without the benefit of space communications
satellites (i.e., the value of space to the end product is 100%). The
technology for this portable telephone project is available in 1985.

For summary, the portable telephone allows direct person-to-person
communication without intervening stations, and the user can call and be
called from any location. The product has a comparable to lower price than
existing person-to-person communications methods, is much more flexible in
use, and requires little change of method of the end user. Summary revenue
plots (best and worst case) of both unit sales and call sales are given in
Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2.

5.3.2 3-D Holographic Teleconferencing

Travel for the purpose of business conferences is costly, time
consuming and inefficient. 3-D Holographic Teleconferencing greatly reduces
the need to travel for most government or private industry business confer
ences without a significant loss in the ability to transact business. The
concept can be described as follows: Identical conference rooms are fitted
with a TV camera, TV projector, laser illuminator and stereo sound system.
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Resulting holograms produce three-dimensional images that can walk, talk
and present data.

Every trip saved by a teleconferencing net means not only saved
plane fare, but also gives the high paid manager more time at his home

office. The number of executives and managers traveling from a company

would likely be a function of the size of the company. That is, we could

assume both an increasing number of divisions, and an increasing number

of inter-managerial contacts needed as the size of a company increases.

As an arbitrary method of determining number of divisions (out

lying plants, etc.), which thereby determine number of teleconferencing
rooms needed, assume the following breakdown by assets. Included is a

likely frequency of use per teleconferencing room.

Assets

$1-10M
$10-25M
$25-50M
$50-100M
$100+M

Divisions Frequency of Use

2 1 per 5 days
4 1 per 4 days
6 1 per 3 days
8 1 per 2 days
10 1 per 1 day

Price per use is based on the assumed costs of the average air

fare for two users, or $500 per use. Historical analogies such as the

telephone, in-house computers and air transportation were employed in
generating penetration assumptions. Ultimate penetration is 10% (worst
case) to 50% (best case). Finally, the saturation time is based on projected

resistance to change - 20 years.

Growth in the system apart from specific penetration and saturation

trends is derived from linear projections of the population distribution

of corporations (by assets).

1970 1973 per 5 years

$1-10M 87K 108K 20K
$lO-25M 10K 12K 2K
$25-50M 4K 5K 1K
$50-100M 2K 3K 1K
$100+M 3K 4K 1K
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Extrapolations of average use per company according to assets category are

combined with the above table to give total use tables, Tables 5-5 and 5-6.
All calculations and assumptions are combined to give total revenue in best
and worst case, Table 5-7. These are plotted in corresponding Figure 5-3.

It should be noted that results of the analysis for 3-D Holo
graphic Teleconferencing do not reflect any costs for equipment costs not
yet estimated.

5.3.3 National Information Services

Libraries are the current source of information for most people.
Typically, a library has a reference desk which can answer inquiries either
in person or by phone. The larger the library, the more likely it can
handle most inquiries. Smaller libraries are beginning to use computer
terminals to connect into central libraries which have greater access to
information. This may be the process with a National Information Service:
the first step may be that libraries will tie in and be the local in
formation source for queries. However, as the systems become more
sophisticated, and as costs go down, individual users may well begin to
enter the market - perhaps starting with businesses and going on subsequently

to households.

A national information satellite service would use large multi
beam antenna satellites to link facsimile, voice, data, and teletype
terminals using only low power and small antennas. The satellites would
be multi-channel processing repeaters. In performance, 400,000 channels
of IMbit/sec or IMHz capability would be serviced in 4000 areas worldwide,
with 0.05 Wtransmitters and 3 foot antennas at the user terminals.

Because libraries are a natural source for information, and
because a tie-in network has already begun to be established, assume the
first decade of use sees the service being used by existing libraries. A
survey of several libraries showed that there were 0.1 to 0.5 calls for
reference per person per year in a given district. Thus in a larger city
of 1 million people, there could be up to 500,000 reference queries per year.
Small libraries would have proportionately few calls. Thus we can assume
yearly user fees of $10K for the larger central libraries, and $lK for
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($l-lOM) TABLE 5-5.

i Avg use/compcny Tota·l
1990 167K SO/yr 8350K
1991 171K 85S0K
1992 175K 8750K
1993 179K 8950K
1994 183K 91S0K
1995 187K 9350K
1996 191K 9550K
1997 19.6K 97S0K
1998 199K 9950K
1999 203K 101s0K'
2000 207K 103S0K
2005 227K 11350K
2010 247K l2350K

(SI0-25M)

1990 18K 125/yr 2250K
1991 18.4K 2300K
1992 IB.BK 23s0K
1993 19.2K 2400K
1994 19.6K 2450K
1995 20.0K 2500K
1996 20.4K 2550K
1997 20.8K 2600K
1998 21.2K 2650K
1999 21.6K 2700K
2000 22.0K 2750K
2005 24.0K 3000K
2010 26.0K 3250K

($50 - 100M)

1990 6K SOO/yr 3000K
1991 6.2K 3100K
1~92 6.4K 3200K
1993 6.6K 3300K
1994 6.8K 3400K
1995 7.0K 3500K
1996 7.2K 3600K
1997 7.4K 3700K
1998 7.6K 3800K
1999 7.8K 3900K
2000 8.0K 4000K
2005 9.0K

gel2010 10.OK
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TABLE 5-6.

(sz5··5 aJv:)

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1~95

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2005
2010

41:
8K
B.2K
8.4K
B.6K
B.BK
9.0K
9.2K
9.4K
9.6K
9.8K
10.OK
II.OK
12.0K

Avg use/company
250/yr .

Total--2000K
20s0K
ZI00K
21S0K
2200K
2250K
2300K
23S0K
2400K
2450K
2s00K
2750K
3000K

($100+M)

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997.
1998
19'99
2000
2005
2010

7K
7.2K
7.,4K
7.6K
7.8K
8.0K
B.2K
8.4K
8.6K
B.8K
9.0K
10. OK
II.OK

1250/yr

, ,

B7S0K
9000K
9250K
9500K
9750K
10000K
102501<
10S00K
10750K

'11000K
112S0K
12250K
13250K
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TABLE 5-7.
REVENUE FROM 1··~· HOLOGRAPHIC TE1.ECONFERENCING

Least Case Best Case
Population Saturation User grouE Fee Revenue Revenue

1990 24350K 1.5%(10%) 36K $500 $18.3M $91.5~w1

1991 2S000K 3.0% 75K 37.5M 167.SM
1992 25650K 4.5% 115K 57.71'.1 288.5M
1993 26300K 6.0% 158K 78.9M 394.5M......

~ 1994 26950K 7.5% 202K 10I-IM 505.5M\.0

1995 27600K 9.0% 248K 124.2M 621. OM
1996 28250K 10% 282K 141. 2M 706. OM
1997 28900K 20% 578K 289. OM 1445. OM
1998 29550K 30% 8a6K 443.2M 2216.0M
1999 30200K 40% 1208K 604. OM 3020. OM
2000 30850K 50% 1542K 771. 2M 3855.0M
2005 33850K 91.5% 3097K 1548.5M 7748. OM
2010 368S0K 100% 3685K 1842.5M 9212.SM
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all other libraries. (Number of each type of library is derived from the
1976 Statistical Abstract of the US.) Penetration would possibly be 75%
to 100% for the larger libraries because of their prime role as information

centers; and a lesser 50% to 90% for the smaller libraries (they need the
service more because of limited resources, but may be less able or willing

to pay the user fee.) Market saturation would be completed in 10 years.

Around the year 2000, assume businesses enter the market for
information via satellite. (Land line information systems such as Dow
Jones are already in use, and are growing in popularity). As a rough
estimator, assume the satellite service is more desirable because of lower
cost and greater capacity. Let businesses with assets greater than $1
million (as derived from the 1976 Statistical Abstracts of the US) be

charged yearly user fees of $10K, and all other businesses yearly fees of

$lK (this is comparable to what one person spends in fees now using the
Dow Jones service). Penetration of the larger businesses would be 50%
to 100%; penetration of the smaller businesses - due to less sophisticated
planning needs - 10% to 25%. Assume saturation in 10 years. (This cost
does not take into account the cost of user terminals or transceiving
equi pment. )

In 1974 there were 26,000 libraries in the US. This number was
remaining fairly stable. Of this, 7600 could be considered major central
libraries. By the year 1990 to 2010, we could see a growth of each to

about 30,000 and 8000 respectively in the given time period.

In 1973 there were about 2.0 million corporations in
this, 131,000 had assets greater than $1 million. Businesses
were increasing at the approximate rate of 100,000 per year.
corporations were increasing at the approximate rate of 8000

the US. Of
as a whole
Major

per year.

5.3.4

Market revenue projections can be found in Tables 5-8 and 5-9 for
libraries and businesses, with a total given in Table 5-10. A summary
plot is shown in Figure 5-4.

Advanced T.V. Broadcast

T. V.

Mountainous, rural and remote areas currently have poor or no

service due to line-or-sight t~:~smiSSions. Recep~~_l_e ~



TABLE 5-8.
REVENUE FROM NATIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE

(Libraries)
Central

Least Case Best Case
Ponule t ion Saturation User croup Fee Revenue Revenue

1990 8000 3.3%(75%) 198 $10K $2.01\1 --- $2. GM
1991 6.7% 402 4.0M 5.4M
1992 10% 600 5.01\1 8.0M
1993 30% .1800 18. OM 24.0M
1994 50% 3000 30.0M 40.0M
1995 70% 4200 42.0M 56.0M
1996 90% 5400 54.0M 72.0M
1997 93.3% 5598 56.0M 74.6M
1998 96.7% 5802 58.0M 77 .4M
1999 100% 6000 50.0M 80.0M
2000 6000 60.0M 80.0M
2005 6000 60.0M BO.OM
2010 6000 60.0M BO.OM

Other
Least Co sc Best Case

Pooulat ion Saturation User qE~ Fee Revenue Revenue
1990 22000 3.3%(50%) 363 Su: $~4M -- $.6M
1991 6.7% 737 .7M 1. 3M
1992 10% 1100 1. 1M 2.0M
1993 30% I 3300 3.3M 5.9M
1994 50% 5500 5.5M 9.9M
1995 70% 7700 7.7M 13.9M
1990 90% 9900 9.9M 17.8M
1997 93.3% 10253 10.3M J8.5M
1998 96.7% J 0637 10.6M 19.1M
1999 100% 11000 11 .01...\ 19.8M
2000 11000 11.0M 19.8M
2005 IJOOO 11.0M 19.81V'

20JO 1..1000 ·11 . O}.~ 19.8M
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TABLE 5-9.

(Businesses)
fJ:;sets creater than $1 million

Least Case Best Case
Poaule t ion Saturation User ClrO'JD Fee Revenue Revenue

2000 347K ~ .3%(50%) 5.7K S10K $571\1 S114M
2001 355K 6.7% 11. 91: 119M 238M
2002 363K 10% 18.1K 181M 362M
2003 371K 30% 55.5K 556M 1012M
2004 379K 50% 94.7K 947M 1894M
2005 3Sn 70% 135.41: 1351M 2708M
2006 395K 90% 177.71: 1777M 3554M
2007 403K 93.3% 188. OK 1880M 3760M
2008 41 n: 96.7% 198.7K 1987M 3974M
2009 419E 1 OO';~ 209.5J: 20951\1 41901'.1
2010 4271: 213.51: 2135M 4270M

Other

Lea st Ca se Best CLl se
Poo u lat i on Saturation tJ s er gr01Jp Fee Revenue Revenue

2000 4.4M 3.3%(10%) 14.5K S1K $14.51\-1-- $36.2M
2001 4.5M 6.7% 30.1K 30.1M 75.2M
2002 4.6M 10% 46. OJ: 46.01\1 115. OM
2003 4.7M 30% 141. OK 141. OM 352.5M
2001 4.8M 50% 240.OIZ 240. OM GOO.OM
2005 4.9M 70% 343. OK 343. OM £57.5M
2006 5.01\1 90% 450.01: 4tiO.OM 1125.0M
2007 5.1M 93. 3~~ 475.81: 475.8M 1189.51'.1
2008 5.2M 96.7% 502.8l: 502.8M 1257. OM
2009 5.3M 100% 530. OJ: 530. OM 1325.0M
2010 5.4M I 540.OJZ 540.0M 1350.0M

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994 .
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

2002

Least Case Total
$2.41\1

4.7M
7.1M
21.3M
35.5M
49.7M
63.91'1.
66.3M
68.6M
71. OM
142.5M
220.1M

298.0M

Best Case Total
$3.2M

6.7M
10. OM
29.9M
49.9M
69.9M
a9.8M
93.1M
9f,.5M
99.8M
250.0,,1
413.0M

576.8M



2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Least Case Total
$768.0M

1258.01'.1
1768.0M·
2298. OM
2426.8M
2560.81'.1
2696. OM
2746. OM

TABLE. 5-10

Best Ca se Tota 1
$1464.31'-.1

2593.8M
366S.3M
4778.8t,,1
5049.3M
5330.8M
5514.8k!
5719.8M
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in all US areas, though, with very small antennas, through a powerful
satellite located in geostationary orbit. Through this system, the
purely regional nature of local station programming could be alleviated.
Also 512 different color T.V. channels would be possible. They would be
covered in 150 beams, each with a 90-mi footprint.

J

Any direct-to-home T.V. broadcast system would face extensive
delays at the FCC level. This means earliest implementation would occur
roughly in year 2000. A significant problem would come with expansion of
the number of channels from the present UHF and VHF (about 85) to the
512 indicated. However, this would likely be necessary if a national T.V.
system were to take effect, since it would be difficult if not impossible
to find many clear channels in the US - even in the UHF spectrum.

Assuming, however, that a new set of channels opens up, and that
national clearance is given, market saturation (to 100%) would likely take
about 30 years. This is approximately the saturation time for color T.V.
sets. (This also assumes a sufficient supply of programming.)

In 1974 there were 71 million B&W T.V. sets. This number ap
proximates the number of homes with T.V. sets, since it represents a 99.9%
saturation of the market. It is growing at an approximate rate of 2M per
year. If we approximate future growth from annual housing starts at 1M
per year, then we have an anticipated number of users of the service.

User fees would be comparable to existing cable user fees ($10
to $20 per month), averaging around $100 per year. This could be assessed
directly or derived from advertising revenues. Penetration of the market
could range from 10% (replacing cable T.V. service) to 100%. At a 10%
penetration, saturation could come in a shorter time period, 20 years.

Finally, it is thought that ground equipment would not be much
more complex than existing equipment, and that acquisition and operating
costs would be comparable. A table reflecting this and above assumptions
and projections is Table 5-11. Figure 5-5 plots the revenue projections
in best and worst case.
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TABLE 5-11. REVENUE FROM ADVANCED TV BROADCAST

(Best Ca se)

Poo u le t ion Saturation .y ser group Fee Revenue
2000 97M 1% .97M $100 $97M
2001 98M 2% 1.96M 196M
2002 99M 3% 2.97M 297M
2003 100M" 4% 4.00M 400M
2004 101M 5% 5.05M 50SM
200S 102M "6% .6.12M 612M
2006 103M 7% 7.21M 721M
2007 104M 8% 8.32M 832M
2008 105M 9% 9.45M " 9':;5M
2009 106M 1 09~ 10.61'.1 1060M
2010 107M 18% 19.3M 1930M

(Lea st Case)

Ponu la t iori Saturation User group Fee f<e'lenue
2000 97M 1.5%(10%) . 141'\'1 $100 $14. 51'v1
2001 98M 3.0% .2911.1 29.4M
2002 99M 4.5% .44M 14. 51\'1
2003 100M 6,0% .60M 50. o?vi
2004 1DIM 7,5% .76M 75.7M
2005 102M 9.0% .92M 91. 81vl
2006 103M 10% 1.0M '103. OM
2007 104M 20% 2.1M 208. OM
2008 105M 30% 3.1M 3 ~S. OM
2009 10GM 40% 4.2M 424. OM
2010 107M 50% 5.3M 535.0M
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5.3.5 Electronic Mail Transmission

Speedy delivery and lower cost mailing are the goals of this

transmission system - a system which delivers a locally reproduced facsimile
rather than the physical letter. Page readers and facsimile printers at

each post office read~ transmit and reproduce mail. A satellite acts as
a multichannel repeater.

In the United States today there are roughly 30,000 post offices.
In 1970, they handled 85 billion pieces of mail, 50 billion of which were
first class. In 1974, they had increased to 90 billion pieces of mail, 53

billion of which were first class. Fifty percent of the mail volume was
handled by approximately 100 post offices.

Assumptions were organized so as to have three separate cases for
analysis:

Case 1.

100 major post offices equipped for transceiving
50% of all first class mail.
Transmission charge per sheet: 10¢.
Average 2 sheets per letter.

10% of potential users use service.
Saturation in 10 years.

Case 2.

100 major post offices equipped for transceiving
priority first class mail only.
Transmission charge per sheet: $1.00.
Average 2 sheets per letter.
1% of first class mail goes priority.
Saturation in 10 years.

Case 3.
30,000 post offices equipped for transceiving all first
class mail.
Transmission charge per sheet: 10¢.
Average 2 sheets per letter.
Saturation in 20 years.
50% of all potential users use service.
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The results of the analysis for each of the three cases are in
Table 5-12. Graphical illustration of possible revenues for electronic
mail transmission can be found in Figure 5-6.

5.3.6 Disaster Communications

During disasters, there is a need to provide communications,
command, and control to disaster area emergency personnel, since lack of
communications hampers quick and effective handling of emergencies. A
single satellite in geo-synchronous orbit could provide the necessary service
by connecting 2-way transceivers to each other and to control centers.
Such a satellite could service 10 disaster areas and 250 urban centers with
10 channels of voice communications each. The communications would be
secure and jam-proof.

-!
In determining the size of market, one should realize that there

aren't that many disasters in the US which require significant emergency
coverage out of the ordinary. Those that are, are generally handled by
city police or firemen. Private security guards aren't generally called
on to assist in disasters. Some situations require military assistance
(i.e., National Guard), but they could be expected to go through military
communications channels. Also, service agencies such as the Red Cross
are present at disasters, but generally have little need for rapid on-the
spot communications in the way police or firemen would. Thus, the market
for a Disaster Communications Set could be expected to be somewhat smaller
than that for an Urban Police Wrist Radio - which handles day-to-day
communications.

In 1960 there were 364,000 fire and policemen; in 1970, 541,000.
This means a population increase of roughly 175K per decade.

As with Urban Police Radio, competing systems in use place the user
group in a range from 1% to 25% of the relevant population. Assume a user
subscription fee equivalent to $100 per year per man, and a moderate
saturation time for 10 years. While the service would be desirable to some
organizations, it would take some time to change over procedures from those
existing. With no entry delay, the system would be technologically feasible-

. hence on line - in 1990.

160~----.&I-----,
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Market revenue projections are given in Table 5-13, and a summary
plot is shown in Figure 5-7.

5.3.7 Vehicle Inspection/Communications

With this system, a microprocessor located in each automobile
manufactured would sample the condition of key safety items on or in the

vehicle. Such items include tires, steering joints, lights, brakes, glass,

etc. A small broadcast system would allow periodic sampling by satellite

and identification of unsafe vehicles nationwide.

Monitoring vehicle safety at a central location becomes more and
more practical as auto standards and anti-pollution laws become more

stringent. However, due to the fact that most auto standards are set and
enforced by the various states, it would be difficult, if not impossible,

to come to terms with a national motor vehicle inspection system. Con
sequently, the central point of monitoring would likely be in the states

which mandate this particular technique. This inspection technique would
not be viable without appropriate legislative backing.

One state particularly aggressive in monitoring pollution standards

is California. California is known for setting its own standards, ones

which are significantly more stringent than other states, hence "California
cars". It may be the case that California would be the only state benefiting

from such a service - though it would also be a most likely state. With
California having roughly 10% of the nation's population, we can also assume
it has roughly 10% of the automobiles, and that 10% of new car sales are
made in California.

For the best case, assume that the more populous states join the

program because of urban air pollution, but that less populated states either
cannot afford the sophisticated equipment or see no need to change existing

inspection techniques. This would mean approximately 50% of cars would
fall under the program.

In bringing the system into operation, typically we would see all
new cars being mandated with the equipment, with older cars to be equipped
by a certain deadline. For the purposes of this analysis, assume an average



TABLE 5-13. REVENUE FROM DISASTER COMMUNICATIONS SET

Lea sl Ca s e Be st Ce s c
Poo ule t Ion Saturation Usei.-~roup Fee Revenue Revenue

1990 891K 3.3%(1%) 294 $100 $29K--- $725K
1991 908K 6.7% 600 51l: 1525K
1992 926K 10% 926 93K 232SK
1993 943K 30% 2829 283K 7075K
1994 961K 50% 4805 480K· 12000K
1995 978K 70% 6846 685K 1712SK
1996 996K 90% 8964 896K 22400K

f-' 1997 1013K 93.3% 9 ·15 1 945K 2362SKO'l
.j::>

1990 1031K 96.7% 9970 997K 24925K
1999 1048K 100% 10480 104BK 26200K
2000 1066K ·10660 1066K 26650K
2005 1153K 11530 11S3K 28825K
2010 1241K 12410 1241K 31025K
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yp.nrly np.w cor sales figure of 10 million (US); a yearly increase of cars

in the US by 4 million; and a saturation time of the system in 5 years
(at which time all cars must be appropriately equipped.) As part of the
system, assume a $10 cost for the microprocessor - whether it is placed

in a new or old car (labor extra).

Since a sophisticated diagnostic test center charges $15 - $25,
a straightforward simple test such as in this inspection system should cost
considerably less - say $1 per use per car. Assume each car is polled

twice a year.

Best and worst case statistics for both the user fee and the
microprocessor are given in Table 5-14. Summary revenue plots can be found
in Figure 5-8.

5.3.8 Global Search and Rescue Locator

The efficiency of search and rescue operations could be increased
with the introduction of a small coded transmitter placed in an emergency
package to be carried by boats and aircraft. Signals thus generated would
be received and trans ponded by satellites, and the location of the trans
mitting object computed by TOOA techniques. Placement of these transmitters

worldwide is the implementation goal for this concept.

Although a global search and rescue locator would find some use
in ocean-going pleasure boats and merchant vessels, the major market would
likely be found in aviation. We are assuming that its use in aircraft
would be mandated by law due to historical precedents in the aviation field
and the excellent coverage provided by this system. There is little
authority, legal or otherwise, for mandating equipment on ocean vessels.
Overseas a similar device could be recommended for commercial aviation,
but mandatory powers are fairly restricted, especially with regard to
general aviation.

In 1974, there were roughly 160,000 general aviation aircraft in
the US. This number was growing at roughly 15K per year. Commercial
aircraft (US) numbered roughly 2500, with little or no anticipated change.
Outside the US, general aircraft was perhaps 75% the US figure, and commercial



TABLE 5-14. REValUE FROM VEHICLE INSPECTION/COMMUNICATIONS

(U ser Fee)

Least Case Best Case
Popute t ton Saturation User Group Fee Revenue Revenue

1990 188M 20% (l O~O) 3.8M S1-;Z2 $7.6M $38. OM
1991 192M 40% 7.7M 15.4M 77.0M
1992 195M 60~~ 11.8M 23.6M 118. OM
1~93 200M 80% 16. OM 32.0M 150. OM
1994 204M 100% 20.41'.1 40.8M 204.0M
1995 208M 20.8M 41.6M 208. OM
1996 212M . 21.2M 42.4M 21Z·. OM
1997 216M 21.6M 43.21'.1 216.0M
1998 220M 22. OM 44.0M 220.0M
1999 224M 22.41'.1 4~.8M 224. OM
2000 228M 22.8M 45.6M 228.0M
2005 248M 24.8M 49.6M 248.0M
2010 268M 26.8M 53.6M 268. OM

(M icroproce s s or)

Least Case Best Case
New systems Cost Revenue Revenue

1990 3.8M $10 S38M $190M
1991 3.9M 39M 195M
1992 4.11'.1 '11M 205M
1993 4.2M '12M 210M
1994 4.4M '14M 220M
1995 1.01'.1 10M 50M
2000 1.0M 10M 50M
2005 1.0M 10M 50M
2010 1.0M JOM 50M
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aircraft twice the US figure (say 5000). Assuming a US-mandated product
entry date of 1990 (five year delay from technological availability),

saturation could be reached within 5 years (comparable to the experience of

1 - 3 years saturation with prior search and rescue systems). Average price

can be assumed at $200 - about that of existing systems. It would be

difficult, however, to assess a user fee, since this service is used only

once per craft, for a very short period. There would be a negligible

replacement rate.

Overseas, we can expect perhaps 10% to 50% of general and commercial

aviation to use the system, saturating in a 10 year period.

While US aviation penetration would likely reach 100%, ocean vessel

penetration would be significantly lower. We can ssume anywhere from 10%

to 50% of merchant vessels worldwide, and 1% to 10% of ocean-going vessels

(US). Assume a 10 year saturation time for boats.

Market projections of air, sea and total revenue (best and worst

case) are in Tables 5-15, 5-16 and 5-17. A summary plot is given in
Figure 5-9.

5.3.9 Nuclear Fuel Locator

Nuclear fuel can be stolen by terrorists to create unauthorized
weapons - hence must be kept under very stringent security. While fuel

reprocessing and fabrication plants are reasonably secure, the security of

the system breaks down in the transporting. Transportation is the most
vulnerable part of the fuel cycle.

The key, then, is real-time monitoring of the location of nuclear

material to prevent proliferation of weapons and nuclear blackmail. To

accomplish this, each assembly or container is tagged with a microwave
generator in a tamper-indicating case. Uniquely coded signals are trans
ponded by four satellites in 24-hour elliptical inclined orbits; the postion
of each container is then computed by time-difference-of-arrival on the
ground. Each fuel assembly is continuously identified and located to + 500
feet, whether in a reactor building, in transit, or in storage.
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TABLE 5-15.

AIR

(US)

PooulatJon Saturation User oroup New users Cost Revenue
1990 415K 20% 83K 83K S200 Sl6600K
1991 430K 40% 172K 89K 17800K
1992 445K 60% 267K 951~ 19000K
1993 4GOK 80% 368K 1OlJ~ 20200K
1954 475K 100% 47SK 107K 2] 400l~

1995 490K 490K 15K 300GK
1996 SOSK S05K ] SK 3000K
1997 520K S20K 15K 3000K
1998 S3SK 53'5K 15K 3000K
1999 550K 550K 15K 300m:
2000 565K 565K 15K 3000K
2005 640K 640K 15K 3000K
2010 715K 715K 15K 3000K

(World)
Least case

Population Saturation User oroup New users Cost Revenue
1990 311K '3.3%(10%) 1K 1K S200 S200K
1991 322K 6.7% 2K u; 200K
1992 334K 10% 3K lK 200K
1993 345K 30% 10K 7K 1400K
1994 3!>GK 50% 18K 8K ) 600K
1995 367K 70% 26K 8l: I 600l~

1996 379K 90% 34K 8K IGOOK
1997 390K 93.3% 36K ZK I 400K
1998 401K 96.7% 39K 3K GOOK
1999 4121: ]00% 4lK 2K 400K
2000 4 231~ 42K 1K 200K
2005 479K 47K lJ~ 20m:

5351~ 53K 11: 200K
2010
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AIR

Best Case
Revenue

1990 1000K
1991 1000K
1992 100DK
1993 7oo0K
1994 BOOOK
J995 BOOOK
J996 8000!:
1997 2000K
1998 3000K
1999 2OODl~

2000 IDDOK
2005 1000K
2010 1000K

SEA

Ponu la t i on Saluriltion
1990 2.2M 3 .3r;~OC;~)

1991 2.3M 6.7%

1992 2.3M 10%

1993 2.3M 30%

1994 2.3M 50~;

1995 2.4M 70%

1996 2.4M 90%

1997 2.4M 93.3%

1998 2.4M 96.7%

1999 2.5M 100%

2000 2.5M
2005 2.6M
2010 2.7M

Best Ce s e
Rcv enu e

1990 HOOK
1991 16001:
1992 1000K
1993 10000K
1994 BOOm:
~995 120001:
19% 100001',
1997
199B 20001:
1999 4000K

2000
2005 10001:

2010 1000l:

TABLE 5-16.

Least Case
User orOUD New users Cost Revenue-----
.7K .7K $200 $140~K

1.51: .BK 1GOC1~
21: .5K 1000K
7K 5K 100f'OK
11K 4K 800DJ~

17K 61' 12000K
2 21~ 5K 10000K

221:
23K lK 2000K

25F. 2K 4000);

25K
26K .5K 100Cll:

27K .5K 10MK



TABLE 5-17.

Best Case
Revenue

1990 20001:
1991 2000K
1992 2000K
1093 13000K
1994 13000K
1995 13000K
1996 13000K
1997 20001'
1998 2000K
1999 2000K
2000 10001:
200S 500K
2010 500K

------------------------------------------------------------------------

1990 "
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
20CJq
t cc .~

least Case total
173" UK
18560K
197001:
25200l:
26400K
84001:
B200]:
38001:
420m~

., 200l:
3,j()(jJ;

l l t' : r

Best Case total
210001:
22400K
230001:
S0200K
S0400K
:i6000K
34000K
7000K
IDOOOK
1100Di:
50QOK

'); ,-.: \"
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There are three types of nuclear fuels of concern: plutonium
(Pu); high-enriched uranium (HeU); and u;anium 233 (U233). The proportions
of use of each of these will depend on development scenarios of Light
Water Reactors (LWR) and High Temperature Gas Reactors (HTGR). (The
assumption in this analysis is that - by policy dictate, Liquid Metal
Fast Breeder Reactors will not come to be.)

There are two stages in the transporting process:

1. Fuel reprocessing plants or storage facilities to fuel fabrica
tion plants;

2. Fabrication plants to power plants.

The greatest concern is in the first stage, since the fuel in this stage
can be readily transformed into weaponry. After fabrication, the fuel is
not of weapons grade quality. This analysis will consider locators in
both stages, and in each stage alone.

Depending on whether HTGR gains favor (I) or LWR retains favor and
solves its problems (II), the following figures are applicable for production
of the three fuels.

(Production)
I II

Pu HeU .urn. A ~ J!lli.
1980 ?J 1.6 .05 27 1.6 .05
1985 63 30 3 69 8.4 1.8
1990 92 113 22 140 7.7 3.9
1995 103 219 76 245 7.9 4.1
2000 109 316 159 385 7.9 4.1

(metric tons produced)

In shipping, weight limits and safety factors generally imply the following
load limits per shipments:

Pu 175 kg
HeU 2000 kg
U233 700 kg

This then gives a number of truckloads, from which we can derive stage I
locator requirements.
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(Truckloads)
I II

Pu ..!:J.ill!. U233 JJL ~ ..llZ.ll.
1980 154 1 1 154 1 1

1985 360 15 4 394 5 3

1990 526 56 31 800 4 6
1995 588 109 108 1400 4 6
2000 623 158 227 2200 4 6

Each truckload will have a certain number of containers, and each container
will have a coding transmitter. As an average approximation, assume 25

containers (transmitters) per truckload. Then

(Transmitters)

I II
1980 3900 3900
1985 9475 10050
1990 15325 20250
1995 20125 35250

2000 25200 55250

Stage 2 shipments will be somewhat more extensive, but will be independent

of scenario.

1980

1985

1990
1995
2000

Truckloads
500

1000

2000
3500
5000

Transmi tters
12500

25000

50000
87500
125000

It should be noted that if breeder reactors are given a policy mandate for

development, then the number of stage 1 shipments (of plutonium) will
drastically increase. Also, if reprocessing plants remain out of favor
by policy, then the only relevant shipments are the less dangerous stage 2

type.

In determining market revenue, assume a user fee of $10 per trans
mitter use (dictated by economics); immediate 100% saturation in 1985; and
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use by all shipments. Market revenue projections are given in Table 5-18,
and a summary'plot is shown in Figure 5-10.

TABLE 5-18. REVENUE FROM NUCLEAR FUEL LOCATORS

Stage 1 (I) only Stage 2 only Stage 1 (I) + 2 Stage 1 (II) + 2

1985 $95K $250K $345K $350K
1990 153K 500K 653K 702K
1995 201K 875K 1076K 1227K
2000 252K 1250K 1502K 1802K

5.3.10 Transportation Services

There are similar and overlapping requirements by many agencies
for precision air traffic navigation. A satellite system in polar orbit
could simultaneously satisfy traffic control, air surveillance, navigation,
position fixing, and command/control requirements for a multiplicity of
users. Such a system would be composed of a number of satellites in 8000
nmi polar orbit. Comsat transponders would be used, with four in view of
the user at any time at different angles and ranges, to provide TDOA
position fixing and 2-way communications. Users could be positioned to
30 feet, with surveillance of beacon ,to 100 feet, and digital communications
of 100 kb/second.

The primary market for a transportation services satellite system
would seem to be commercial aviation. This market would come about only
at the mandating of the FAA - since many existing systems would have to
be modified or scrapped. For such a mandate to come about would mean
extensive delay. Assume therefore that while it may be technologically
feasible in 1985, such a system begins to come on line in 1995. Although
available to general aviation, first users would likely be commercial
aviation.

In 1974 there were 2700 commercial jets in operation in the US.
This number could expect to remain fairly stable over the time period, with
a small replacement number per year. The user market would saturate
quickly (5 years), because of the mandate, to 100%. By the year 2000 we migh
begin to see some use by general aviation - particularly with instrument
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flights. In 1974 there were approximately 160,000 general aviation aircraft
in the US. This number was growing at ro~ghly 15,000 per year. The
percentage of general aviation users could range from 10% to 100%, depending
on whether or not all general aircraft were required to. Again, saturation
would be quick if mandated (5 years), but slow if not (10 years).

User fees would be hidden in taxes. Definable revenue would come
from sale of equipment. Assume commercial equipment would run $10,000
per plane, and general aviation equipment would average $500 per plane.

Market revenue projections for commercial and general (mandated,
optional) markets are given in Table 5-19 with total revenues given in
Table 5-20. A summary plot is shown in Figure 5-11.

5.3.11 Rail Anti-Collision System

Presently, losses of life, property, and productivity due to rail
collisions are quite large. However, a satellite system in equatorial
orbit could reduce or completely eliminate rail collisions. Such a system
would be composed of three satellites, each with 116 beams of 180 nautical
mile diameter on the ground. Every train participating in the service
would carry a small beacon and command receiver. Location of each train
would be continuously computed on the ground. Within 0.5 seconds of
detection of a collision course, an alerting buzzer in the relevant trains
would sound, or the trains would be stopped.

From 1970 to 1974, there were approximately 30,000 locomotives in
the US. This does not necessarily represent the number of trains in
operation, however, since many trains use two or more locomotives, and
some locomotives are used only in the switch yard. Therefore assume the
service would be available for use by up to 1/3 of the number of
locomotives, as representing user trains in operation (10,000), and that
the number of trains in operation remains constant in the given period.

But since some lines are short haul with little equipment, and
since some major lines have sophisticated computer equipment in place,
assume a band of users of 25% to 75% of the theoretical user number.
Further, assume a yearly user fee of $5000 in determining revenue. (This
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TABLE 5-19.

REVENUE fROM TRANSPORTATION SERVICES SATELLITE

(Commercial)

Population Saturation_ User crouo New users Cost Revenue
1995 ~700 20% 540 540 S10K $5.4M
1996 40')" 1080 540 5.4M
1997 60% 1&20 540 S.4M
1998 80% 2160 540 5.4.M
1999 100% 2700 540 5.4.M
2000 50" 0.51\1
2005 SO 0.5M
2010 SO 0.5M

* new planes in replacement

(Genera I: Mandated)

Pooulalion Saturation User o rou n New users COs.!. Revenue
2000 565K 20% 113K 1131: $500 $S 6.5)\1
2001 SSOK 40% 232K 1191: 59.5M
2002 5951\ 60% 357K 125K 62.5M
2003 &1OJ: 80% 4BBJ: 131K 65.5M
2004 625K 100% 625K 137K 6B.5M
2005 640l: 640K 15K 7.5M
2010 7151: 715K 15K 7.5M

(Genera I: Optiona I)

Ponulation SaluratJon U s er group New users Cost Revenue
2000 S65K 3.3% (l O~O) 18&5 1865 $500 $0.9M
2001 58OJ: 6.n· 3886 2021 1. OM
2002 595K 10% 5950 20(,4 1.0M
2003 61OJ: 30% 18300 12350 6.2M
2004 &251: 50% 31250 12950 6.5M
2005 &401: 70% 44800 13550 6.8M
2006 655K 90% 58950 14150 7.1M
2007 6701: 93.3% 62511 3561 1.8M
2008 6851: 96.7% 66235 3728 1.9M
2009 700Y. 100% 70000 3761 1.9M
2010 7 lSI: 71500 1500 0.7M
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1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Lea st Ca se ReV2nt;e
$5.4M

5.4M
5.4M
SAM
5.4M
1.4M
1.5M
1.5M
6.7M
7.0M
7.3M
7.6M
2.3M
2.4M
2.411.1
1.2M

TABLE 5-20.

Best Case Rsve nue
$5.4M
S.4M
5.4M
5.4M
5.4M
57. OM
GO.OM
63.0M
66. OM
69.0M
8.0M
8.0M
8.0M
8. OM
8. OM
8.0M
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does not take into account cost of ground computing equipment, which could
be substantial.) Assume time to saturation of 20 years - a medium time
period because this is a safety service which, while possibly funded from
insurance premium savings, does not contribute to cash flow which railroads
so badly need.

Market revenue best and worst case projections are given in
Table 5-21. A summary plot is shown in Figure 5-12.

5.3.12 Personal Navigation Sets

For some people, there is a need for accurate relative position
determination with very inexpensive user equipment. This can be
accomplished with a single large phased array in geo-synchronous orbit,
which sweeps narrow beams over the country. Simple receivers then measure
time elapsed between pulses received, and display distance (N-S,E-W) to
a fixed point less than 100 nmi away. Position should be able to be deter
mined to within 300 feet every 10 seconds. Such a system could be
technologically feasible in 1990, with no foreseeable delays.

If we assume concurrent development of an inexpensive portable tele
phone system, then the upper limit of assumed purchases of a navigation

set would likely be the number of purchasers of a portable
communication set. That is, it's not conceivable that more people would
need navigation sets than would need inexpensive communications devices.
The lower limit would see particular user groups finding value in personal
navigation sets. These groups would tend to be people found off the beaten
track - in unmapped areas - and could include hunters and hikers (numbers
taken from 1976 Statistical Abstract of the US). A moderate demand from
these groups could mean a 25% penetration. Ultimate saturation level would
likely take a long period, due to widespread distribution of alternative
methods such as compasses, and resistance to change factors.
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TABLE 5-21.

REVENUE fROM RAIL ANTI-COT.I.ISION USER rEES

(Best Ce se) and (Least Ga se)

Best case Least ea se
Population Saturation User group Fee Revenue Revenue

1985 10000 1. 5%(7 5%) 112 $5000 $O.bM $0.2M
1986 3.0% 225 1. 1M O.4M
1987 4.5% 337 1.7M O.6M
1988 6.0% 450 2.2M O.7M
1989 7.5% 562 2.8M O.9M
1990 9.0% ' 675 3.4M 1. 1M.......
1991 10% 750 3.7M 1. 2M

co
w

1992 20% 1500 7.5M 2.5M
1993 30% 2250 11.2M 3.7M
1994 40% 3000 15.0M 5.0M
1995 50% 3750 18.7M 6.2M
1996 60% 4500 22.5M 7.5M
1997 70% 5250 26.2M B.7M
1998 80% 6000 ' ( 30.0M 10.0M
1999 90c;; 6'150 33.7M 11.2M
2000 91.5% 6862 34.3M 11.4M
2001 93.0% 6975 34.9M 11.6M
2002 94.5% 7087 35.4M 11.8M
2003 96.0% 7200 36.0M 12.0M
2004 97.5% 7312 36.6M 12.2M
2005 99.0% 7425 37.1M 12.4M
2010 100% 7500 37.5M 12,.5M
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limiting point, beyond which the market would be saturated, and revenues
would sharply decline.

Best case and worst case market revenue projections are given in
Table !i-22, with a summary plot in Figure 5-13.

5.3.13 Vehicle/Package Locator

According to recent industry reports, cargo theft is at a $1.5
billion rate, and is increasing at $250 million annually. Most of this

theft (60%) is from trucks. Truck companies have found that increasing
security surveillance both cuts down on losses and reduces insurance
premiums.

To forestall increased theft, a satellite system may be used. In
conjunction with this system, a small transceiver is attached to (or enclosed
in) each unit to be tracked. The unit determines its location using a
crossed antenna navigation satellite, and relays the data to a control
center via a special communications satellite when queried. The transceiver
could cost less than $10, weighing but 3 ounces. Up to one billion
vehicles or containers could be located + 300 feet anywhere in the

country.

Revenue from this service would be a function of loading and

mileage (and perhaps independent of tonnage, since there are many high
value per weight items now being shipped). One close approximation would
come from a revenue mile figure. A security system cost might be
acceptable at an equivalent charge of 1¢ per revenue-mile. This means a
truck driving 50000 miles/year would pay $500 for the service. The following
figures are applicable.

Vehicle revenue miles x 106
1960
7203

1965
9154

1970
11498

For projection purposes, assume an increase of 4xl09 revenue miles per
decade. Also assume a 25% to 75% penetration (theft and hijacking is an
industry-wide problem) and a quick saturation (10 years) induced by reduced
insurance premiums.

A second potential user is the automobile owner, in protection
against theft. With both the number of cars in use and number of cars
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TABLE 5-22. REVENUE FROM NAVIGATION SETS

1990
1995
2001
2005
2009

Sales
0.4M
0.5M
6M
8.4M
10.2M

Cost/Unit
$100
$44
$23
$13
$10

Revenue
$40M
$Z2M
$138M
$109M
$lOZM

.....
co
0'1 Least Case.

Hunters/Hikers Saturation level Unit sales Replacement sales .:
1990 39M .2% 88K
1995 40M 1.4%

~ -.

10ZK
2001 41M 5.0% 10Z5K . ZOOK
200S 4ZM 15.0% 10GOK 6Z0K
2009 4ZM 22.5% 1100l~ 940K

Tota 1 sales Cost/Unit Revenue
1990 88K $100 $8.8M
1995 10ZK $44 4.SM
2001 1225K $23 28.2M
2005 1680K· $13 21.8M
2009 2040K $10 20.4M
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stolen rlslng (as well as insurance premiums), it might pay for owners
in high density urban areas to invest $10 per year for a locator service.
in the event of theft. The market woul d:~] i kely be about the same as car
alarm systems. Assume therefore a penetration of 1% to 5% of all cars
in use, and a saturation in 10 years. In 1970 there were 108M cars regis
tered in the US; in 1974, 132M. Assume as a conservative projection, a
long-term increase of 4 million per year.

Revenue from package locators and auto locators is given in Table
5-23. Total best and worst case revenue is given in Table 5-24. A summary
plot is shown in Figure 5-14.

5.3.14 Voting/Polling Set

Market and opinion surveys generally take a very limited sampling
of opinion to determine likes and dislikes about various matters. In some
instances, a sample as small as 2000 can be made to represent statistically
the 200,000,000 people of the entire country.

Polling techniques vary with the customer and survey organization.
Samples can be obtained from phone calls, from house or plant visits, from
mailers, or from studio sessions. Surveys can run as short as several
minutes and as long as hours, again depending on the nature and complexity
of the survey.

One technique could use a multi-channel satellite which queries
portable telephones, and relays responses to the originating source from the
individual voter. This system would use a single satellite in geo-synchronous
orbit, capable of polling 100M people in one hour. It would relay any 10
bit message automatically upon query.

188

The voting/polling wrist set seems to be less suited to strict
statistical market samplings than to straw polls - mainly because of the
element of control in sampling. Generally, straw polls are of a political
or quasi-political nature. The intent is not to be precise in measuring
an on-going trend, but to get a rough feel about how voters stand now on
a particular issue. The service might find use therefore in setting
national policy, as in a gigantic town meeting, or in breaking a politcal
logjam, but would likely find little use in commercial or industrial survey
situations.
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TABLE 5-23. REVENUE FROM VEHICLE/PACKAGE LOCATOR
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TABLE 5-24.

(Total)

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
199.9
2000
2005
2010

Lea st Ca se Revenue
$2.6M

4.3M
7.0M
21.0M
36.2M
52.6M
68.1M
72.1M
76.3M
80.4M
81.0M
08.8M
95.8M

Best Ca se Revenue
$O.OM

16.4M
·24. OM
.76.0M
130.0M
IB5.8M
243.41vi
256.BM
271.4M
285. OM
290.0M
315.0M
340.0M
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The value of a satellite system w~uld be its speed of response
(though there must be some means of presenting the questions and issues
to the voters); and presumably its low-cost on a large-scale basis.
Competitive techniques would be telephone surveyss which have a rapid
response time (but high cost: $1 - $10 per call); or low cost as in a
mail survey (but slow response: up to 4 weeks delay).

Assuming therefore a means of presenting the issues - as with a
TV tie-in on a regular basis s or other media technique - then at 10¢ per

use per person polled s an instant response might be worthwhile. (This
is cost of satellite use onlys and does not include ground computer or
data interpretation time).

As a rough estimate, take the number of portable telephones as

presented in the Best Case analysis. Then assume a 10% to 50% participa
tion banding to determine ultimate revenue. Since the telephone doesn't
come into service until 1995; and since a reasonably large number of users
must be on line for the poll to be effective; then assume the service
starts in the year 2000. (A lesser case would imply pushing the start
of the polling service out into the future.) Finallys assume a poll is
taken bi-weeklys or roughly 25 times a year. This would take into account
some of the larger states which might want to occasionally use the service.

Market revenue projections are given in Table 5-25s with a summary
plot shown in Figure 5-15.

5.3.15 Education

Technologically available in 1980s an educational service by
satellite would allow direct-to-home or to central facility education TV
programs. Such a service would be particularly useful in mountainous
regions where sparse population limits funding for facilities s and where
mountains block reception of good quality ground-based television programming.
Satellite hardware will be related to present-day large communications
satellites in geo-synchronous orbit. The satellite will transmit video and
audio every hour of the days six or seven days per week. Each program will



TABLE 5-25.

REVENUE fROM VOTING/POLLING WRIST Sr:T

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007'
2008
2009
2010

Population Use~~'p Annual uses
2.7M (JO%}.27Iv1 (x2S) 6.7SM
3.2M .32M 8.00M
3 . 7 M . 37 f\t 9 • 25M
4.2M .42M 10.5M
4.6M .4GM 11.5M
5.1M .51M 12.5M
10.2M l.OM 2S.0M
lS.4M l.SM 37.SM
20.7M 2.1M 52.5M
26.0M 2.6M ·6S.0M
31.3M 3.1M 77.5M

Fee
10¢

Least Case
Revenue

$.G7M
.80M
.92M
1.0M
1. 1M
1.2M
2.5M
3.7M
5.2M
6.SM
7.7M

Best Case
Revenue

$3.3M
4. OM
4.6M
5. OM
5.5M
6.0M
12.5M
18.5M
26.01\1
32.5M
33.5M
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be transmitted at least four times per day. There will therefore be six
courses per day, with varying semester lengths. There will likely be 1 to
3 satellites to cover the entire domestic US market. The antenna/transmitter
will bE~ sufficiently powerful to require no special equipment for earth
users.

Receive hardware will be no more complex than the current television
and antenna setup found in most homes. High resolution requirements can be

met with mass-produced, low-cost 3 meter dish antennas.

Continuing education can satisfy needs ranging from fundamental
(elementary,vocational and educational skills) to advanced and pentuher-e l

(foreign languages, yoga, etc.). Education by television can satisfy

many - though not all - of the educational needs. There are some situations
which require either the close personal supervision of the instructor,
hands-on equipment, or immediate and direct feedback by the instructor.
This implies a potential television user group which is smaller in number
than the total actual number of adults now in continuing education.

Initially, the universe of users would likely be limited to those

mountainous regions virtually inaccessible by present means of telecommunica
tions, and generally unable to support extensive amounts of continuing
education because of low population densities. As the service becomes
more widely used, the market might expand to include adults preferring to
take the relevant courses in their own homes, rather than at nearby
schools or universities; and facilities giving centralized course situations.
Thus while the initial market might represent an addition in numbers to
those adults already taking courses, this addition would seem to be a minor
one, considering the low population densities in the areas served. The
general market would seem to be congruent with those adults already in
the market for education. The potential universe of buyers/users will

therefore be assumed to be the same general population as would otherwise
be taking continuing education courses.
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In 1972 there were 15,734,000 adults taking some kind of continuing
education. Some of these were taking courses at work, or some form of
vocational training, or courses at local public schools which would probably
not be readily televised on a national basis. The remainder - some 6,000,000
were taken at 2 and 4 year colleges. Many of the courses at this level I

would likely be amenable to televised presentation. The market would then
hinge on a percentage of these course-takers which would prefer to take
the course at home ... or which of the colleges would elect to use the
televised courses, to supplement or augment the existing curriculum. For
a probable band of users, consider 10% to 25% of this number as ultimately
being amenable to televised courses. It is likely that pressure from
existing faculty members would prevent any wholesale displacement of the
faculty by the television series, thus precluding a larger percentage of
use. Assume also that each user would take an average of two courses
per year.

The total universe of users will be assumed as a percentage of
the general population of the US, age 21 and over. In this case, 6,000,000
was roughly 5% of 128,000,000 (general population age 21 and over in 1972).
The projected figures will use US projected population to the year
2015 (Series II and II-X).

Analogous services would include existing adult continuing education
courses, some of which are already given by T.V.; and educational television
programs now received at home. While the adult education courses on public
television are generally without fee (payment is by voluntary SUbscription),
continuing education courses generally charge $20 to $50 per course at the
more popular universities. Assume an average televised course charge there
fore of $20, with the average course lasting three months.

There could be a -significant delay in setting up the service due
to the need to allocate clear channels over much of the US. This would
mean the FCC might have to reallocate some existing channels, meaning some
controversy at the local level. Assume therefore a moderate (5 year) delay
barrier to entry.



Since the primary receiver - television - is in place in most

homes and facilities already, and since the facilities for production are
in place, then once the service were given a go-ahead, there should be
little need for stretchout before the growth phase. Success and growth of
the service will depend quite a bit on promotion of the available programs,

and courses offered.

Education should not be considered a fast growth industry. Its

methods are fairly well entrenched, and there are ingrained ways of doing
things in this field. However, the benefits of having accredited courses

in the home may outweigh any resistance to change after a reasonable time.

Competition will include cable television, already in place in many areas,
so we should expect a slow track (30 years) to ultimate saturation.

With ideal saturation coming in 30 years, and zero stretchout from

resistance to change factors, 10% of the saturation level will come in 9
years after entry (30%(30 years)). Similarly, the final 10% will take

9 years.

The following tables are applicable to this analysis:

Table 5~26 shows the cumulative number of users (worst case) by
year.

Table 5-27 shows worst case resultant revenue by year.
Table 5-28 shows the cumulative number of users (best case) by
year.
Table 5-29 shows the best case resultant revenue by year.
Figure 5-16 shows a summary plot of anticipated revenues.

5.3.16 Urban/Police Wrist Radio

The wrist 2-way transceiver and channelized Comsat give instant

2-way communications to patrolmen. A high degree of mobility and safety
is achieved through the radio's anti-jar, secure, and high coverage/wide
area features. Users of the Urban/Police Wrist Radio system could include
firemen and security guards as well as policemen.
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TABLE 5-27. RESULTANT REVENUE BY YEAR (LEAST CASE)
16. Cumulative Users Courses Avg Charge Revenue
1985 8.69K (x2) 17.38K $20 $347K
1986 17.6K 35.20K 704K
1987 26.4K 52.8K 1056K
1988 35.6K 71.2K 1426K
1989 45.1K 90.2K 1804K
1990 55.6K Ill. 2K 2224K
1991 64.7K 129.5K 2589K
1992 74.8K 149.5K 2990K
1993 85. OK 170.0K 3400K
1994 141.9K 283.9K 5678K
1995 201.2K 402.4K 8050K
1996 261.9K 523.8K 10475K
1997 323.8K 647.6K 12954K

~ 1998 382.8K 765.6K 15312K
1.0 1999 446.8K 893.6K 17871K1.0

2000 506.4K 1012.8K 20256K
2001 572.4K 1144.8K 22896K
2002 639.7K 1279.5K 25589K
2003 708.4K 1416.8K 28336K
2004 778.4K 1556.8K 31136K
2005 840.7K 1681. 4K 33628K
2006 860.1K 1720.2K 34404K
2007 879.7K 1759.4K 35188K
2008 899.5K 1799.0K 35980K
2009 910.1K 1820.2K 36403K
2010 930.2K 1860.4K 37209K
2011 950.6K 1901. 2K 38024K
2012 971.2K 1942.4K 38848K
2013 982.1K 1964.2K 39283K
2014 1000K 2000.0K 40000K



TABLE 5-28. CUMULATIVE USERS BY YEAR ( BEST CASE)

14. Population User Group Percentages Cumulative Users
1985 See See 1.1%(25%)= 0.27% 21.7K
1986 Least Least 2.2% 0.55% 44.0K
1987 Case Case 3.3% 0.82% 66.0K
1988 4.4% 1.10% 89.1K
1989 5.5% 1.37% 112.7K
1990 6.7% 1.67% 139.0K
1991 7.8% 1.95% 161.8K
1992 8.9% 2.22% 186.9K
1993 10.0% 2.50% 212.5K
1994 16.7% 4.17% 354.9K
1995 23.4% 5.85% 503.1K
1996 30.1% 7.52% 654.7K

N 1997 36.8% 9.20% 809.6K
0 1998 43.5% 10.9% 957.0K0

1999 50.2% 12.5% 1116.9K
2000 56.9% 14.2% 1266.0K
2001 63.6% 15.9% 1431. OK
2002 70.3% 17.6% 1599.3K
2003 77.0% 19.2% 1771. OK
2004 83.7% 20.9% 1946.0K
2005 90.4% 22.6% 2101. 8K
2006 91.5% 22.9% 2150.2K
2007 92.6% 23.1% 2199.2K
2008 93.7% 23.4% 2248.8K
2009 94.8% 23.7% 2275.2K
2010 95.9% 24.0% 2325.6K
2011 97.0% 24.2% 2376.5K
2012 98.1% 24.5% 2403.4K
2013 99.2% 24.8% 2455.2K
2014 100.0% 25.0% 2500.0K

I,
-- -- -- -- -
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TABLE 5-29. RESULTANT REVENUE BY YEAR (BEST CASE)

16. Cumulative Users Courses Avg Charge Revenue
1985 21.7K [xZ] 43.4K $20 $868K--
1986 44.0K 88.0K 1760K
1987 66.0K 132.0K 2640K
1988 89.1K 178.2K 3564K .
1989 112.7K 225.4K 4508K
1990 139.0K 278.0K 5560K
1991 161.8K 323.6K 6472K
1992 186.9K 373.8K 7476K
1993 212.5K 425.0K 8500K
1994 354.9K 709.8K 14196K
1995 503.1K 1006.2K 20124K
1996 654.7K 1309.4K 26188K

N 1997 809.6K 1619.2K 32384K
0

1998 957.0K 1914.0K 38280K~

1999 1116.9K 2233.8K 44676K
2000 1266.0K 2532.0K 50640K
2001 1431. OK 2862.0K 57240K
2002 1599·.3K 3198.6K 63972K
2003 1771.0K 3542.0K 70840K
2004 1940.0K 3892.0K 77840K
2005 2101. 8K 4203.6K 84072K
2006 2150.2K 4300.4K 86008K
2007 2199.2K 4398.4K 87968K
2008 2248.8K 4497.6K 89952K
2009 2275.2K 4550.4K 91008K
2010 2325.6K 4651. 2K 93024K
2011 2376.5K 4753.0K 95060K
2012 2403.4K 4806.8K 96136K
2013 2455.2K 4910.4K 98208K
2014 2500.0K 5000.0K 100000K
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In 1960, there were 693,000 people in these categories. Ten years

later this figure had grown to 908,000. From this, we assume growth in
the relevant population of roughly 200,000 per decade. Not all of these

people, however, will use the Urban/Police Wrist Radio system due to

competing communication systems. Also, some organizations will be too

small to need such sophisticated services. Consequently, we assume that

the user group could range from a low 1% to a high of 25% of the relevant
population.

The cost to the user will be $250 for the unit and a user sub
scrip1:ion fee equivalent to $100 per year per user. With a market saturation
period of 10 years and a replacement level (after start-up) of 10%, we can

derive best and worst case revenues for both unit sales and subscription

fees. The details of these revenues are given in Table 5-30 and 5-31.

Sunmary plots can be found in Figures 5-17 and 5-18.

5.3.17 Coastal Anti-Collision Passive Radar

There is a need for an inexpensive and lightweight radar system for

all coastal surface vessels, for the purpose of navigation and collision
avoidance. Typically, conventional radar is too expensive, and is also

interference prone, which precludes its use by many vehicles. In particular,
pleasure craft are usually denied the benefits of radar.

A satellite system, composed of two large satellites 90 degrees
apart in synchronous equatorial orbit, would illuminate seacoasts with

scanning microwave beams. Scanning receiving antennas (3 ft X 0.5 ft) on

boats would then obtain range and angle data on potential hazards. There
could be an unlimited number of users, and each boat would be able to

determine the relative location of all objects larger than 100 m2 within
a 12 nm; range.
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(Best Case) TABLE 5-30. URBAN/POLI:E WRIST RADIO
USER FEE

Population Saturation User Group Fee Revenue
1990 1300K 3.3% (25%) IlK $100 Sl.lM
1991 1320K 6.7% 22K 2.2M
1992 1340K 10% 33K 3.3M
1993 1360K 30% l02K 10.2M
1994 1380K 50% 172K 17.2M
1995 1400K 70% .. 245K 24.5M
1996 1420K 90% ·319K 31.9M
1997 . 1440K 93.3% 336K 33.6M
1998 1460K 96.7% 353K 35.3M
1999 1480K 100% 370K 37. OM
2000 1500K 375K 37.5M

N 2005 1600K 400K 40.0M
0

2010 1700K 425K 42.5M.po.

WRIST RADIO
New Users Reolacement Tota 1 Unit s Sold Cost Revenue---1990 11K 11K $250 s2. n\1

1991 11K 11K 2.7M
1992 11K 11K 2.7M
1993 69K 10K 79K 19.7M
1994 70K 17K 87K 21.7M
1995 73K 24K 97K 24.2M
1996 76K 32K 108K 27. OM
1997 17K 34K 51K 12.7M
1998 17K 35K 52K 13. OM
1999 17K 37K 54K 13.SM
2000 SK 37K 42K 10.SM
2005 SK 40K 45K 11.2M
2010 5K 42K 47K 11.7M



(Least Case) TABLE 5- 31.
.

URBAN/POLICE WRIST RADIO

N
o
(J1

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2.001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2010

Merchant vessels (25%)
20K
20iC
21K
21K
21K
2lK
22K
22K
2z:
22K
231(
24K

Pleasure bOuts (0.2%)
19K
19K
19K
20K
20K
20K
20K
20K
21K
21K
211(
2 21~

Merchant + Pleasure
39K
39K
40K
41K
41K
41K
ti2K
42K
43K
4:n:

. 44K
4GK

Saturation level User group New users Cost Revenue----
1995 3.3% 1K 1K $500 $0.5M
1996 6.7% 3K 2K 1.0M
1997 10% 4K lK 0.5M
1998 30% 1~K UK 4.0M
1999 50% ZOK SK 4. OM
2000 70% 29K 9K 4.5M
2001 90% 38K 9K 4.5M
2002 93.3% 39K lK 0.5M
2003 96.7% 41K 2K l.OM,
2004 100% 43K 2K 1. OM
ZOOS 44K lK 0.5M

r
2010 46K 21~ 1.0M
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According to the 1976 Statistical Abstract of the US, in 1974 there
were 58,000 US merchant vessels of 5+ tons. Of these, 3600 were greater
than 100 tons. There were also 7.6 million pleasure boats in the US.

Assuming the need for this service is in from 25% to virtually all (100%)

merchant vessels - but that most of those over 100 tons already have a
radar system; and a need in 1% to 25% of all ocean-going motorized
vessels including pleasure craft; then the best case and worst case market
revenue projections in Table 5-32 and 5-33 could apply. (For this purpose,
assume 25% of all pleasure boats are ocean-going, and 80% of thes~ are
motorized.)

There can be no user's fee for the service since this is a passive
receive system. However, there will be some associated revenue from sale
of radar receive sets ... at an assumed price of $500 to correlate with
analogous T.V. and oscilloscope products which use tube scans. Finally,
the timing of market saturation is somewhat uncertain, but is assumed here
to come in 10 years - in part because of the relative price of the receive
set. The system is technologically feasible by 1995.

A summary plot is shown in Figure 5-19.

5.3.18 Land and Water Resources

Earth Satellite Corporation has performed a study relating to the
potential benefits resulting from a satellite imagining system (Landsat).
The time period of ~hese benefits was chosen to be 1977 - 1986. The
benefits werp annualized to give a steady stream. In this case, we will
assume that revenue would equal the level of benefits (low range to high),

and that there are commercial users interested in each service. Each
forecast assumes a two-satellite system.

Benefits in Agricultural Production related to the following
app1i cat ions :
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TABLE 5-32.

(Best Ca se)

Merchant vessels Plea sure boats 5% Merchant + pleasure
1995 80K 9.5M 470K 550K
1996 8lK 9.6M 400K S61K
1997 821: 9.7M 4S0K 562K
1998 831: 9.8M 490K 573K
1999 841: 9.9M 490K S74K
2000 8SK 10.0M 500K 585K
2001 861: 10.lM SOOJ( 586K
2002 87K 10.2M S10K 597K
2003 88K 10.3M 510K 598K

N 20011 891: 10.4M 520K 609K
0 200S 90l: 10.5M 520K 610K1.0

2010 95K 11. OM S50K 645K

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2010

Saturation leve 1
3.3%
6.7%
10%
30%
50%
70%
90%
93.3%
96.7%
100%

User group
18K
37](
56K
172K
287K
409K
527K
5571:
57 OJ:
609K
GI0K
645K

New Us'ersCost
lUK----"$ 5 (I 0
J.9K
19K
116K
1151':
122K
11SK
30K
21K
31K
lK
35K

Revenue
$9M
9M
9M
SSM
S8M
61M
59M
15M
11M
15M
1M
17M



1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2010N....

o

(Least Case)

Merchant vessels (25%)
20K
20K
21K
21K
21K
21K
22K
22K
22K
22K
23K
24K

TABLE 5-33

Plea sure bOut s (0.2%)
19K
19K
19K
20K
20K
20K
20K
20K
21K
21K
21K
22K

Merchant + p',easure
39K
39K
40K
41K
41K
41K
42K
42K
43K
43K
44K
46K

Saturation level User gfG'JD New users Cost Revenue
1995 3.3% 1K 1K $500 $O.SM
1996 6.7% 31' 2K 1. OM...
1997 10% 4K lK 0.5M
1998 30% 12K 8K !;..OM
1999 50% 20K 8K 4. OM .
2000 70% 29K 9K 4.5M
2001 90% 38K 9K 4.5M
2002 93.3% 39K IK 0.5M
2003 96.7% 41K 2K 1. OM
2004 100% 43K 2K 1. OM
200~) 44K lK O. S1'.1

r2010 46K 2K 1. OM
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• Crop acreage forecasting
• Crop yield forecasting
• Agricultural land stratification
• Design and operation of irrigation projects
• Pest susceptibility mapping
• Flood damage assessment in agriculture

Agriculture benefits (revenue) range from 1.7M to 3.9M annually.

Benefits in Water Resources Management related to the following
applications:

• Snow mapping runoff forecasting
• Surface water extent
• Location and extent of groundwater
• Hydrologic response of watershed

• Flood area assessment

Water Resources Management benefits range from 3.9M to 12.2M annually, with
most coming from snow mapping and runoff forecasting.

Benefits in Rangeland Management related to the following
applications:

• Range monitoring
• Range inventory
• Range feed condition

• Other

Rangeland ManJgement benefits range from 5.2M to 22.8M annually, with most
coming from range monitoring.

Benefits in Forest Management related to the following applications:

• Forest inventory
• Forest vegetation mapping
• Forest fire management
• Timber management
• Forest pest detection and control
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Forestry benefits range from O.8M to 2.9M annually.

Benefits in Land Use Planning &Management related to the following
applications:

• State land use planning
• Site and route selection

• Federal land planning

• Cartographic mapping

Land use benefits range from 9.7M to 17.2M annually, with most coming from
state land use planning.

Benefits in Geological Exploration and Mineral Resources Management
related to:

• Petroleum exploration

• Mineral exploration

Geological and mineral resources benefits range from 0.1M to 0.6M annually.

Benefits in Marine Resources Management related to:

• Living marine resources

• Waterborne transportation

• Ocean and coastal engineering

Marine resources benefits range from O.5M to 1.1M annually.

In summation, probable annual benefits (1977-1986) from a two
satellite resource imagining system range are as follows:

Agriculture Production
Water Resources Management
Rangeland Management
Forestry
Land Use Planning and Management
Geological and Mineral Resource Mgt.
Marine Resources and Ocean Survey

Total

$l. 7M - 3.9M
3.9M - 12.2M
5.2M - 22.8M
0.8M - 2.9M
9.7M - 17.2M
O.IM - 0.6M
0.5M - l.IM

$21. 9M 60.7M

In addition, ECON, Inc. has performed a study (The Economic Value of
Remote Sensing of Earth Resources from Space ... ) which provides for
significantly greater benefits than the Earth Satellite study.



In particular, a typical year (1985) gives the following range
of benefits:

Agriculture
Forestry, Wildlife, Range
Inland water resources
Land use
Minerals, fossil fuels
Atmosphere
Oceans

For a broad sampling of years (1980 
were assumed:

1980 $65M
1981 105
1982 145
1983 215
1984 310
1985 375
1986 420
1987 460
1988 495
1989 525
1990 560
1991 590
1992 600

$252.5 - 554.5N
62.2
57.2
53.5
1.6 - 3.9
1.5 - 10.5
1.75 - 4.25

$430 - 746 Million
1992), the following benefits

These may be considered an upper band of potential benefits relative to the
Earthsat study.

It should be noted, in using the potential benefits figures, that
these benefits are no t necessarily related to potential market revenues.
The benefits relate to such intangibles as savings in time and energy
and lower cost of end-derived product to the user. Market revenue, on
the other hand, would relate to cost of the images returned to Earth and
possible fees for analysing the information. Revenues, therefore, would
be significantly lower than benefits.

5.3.19 Ocean Resources

Fish protein resource yield needs to be maximized due to a world

protein shortage. One way of efficiently mapping this resource is to use
a satellite to measure temperature and emissivity differences in surface

water, caused by schools of fish, c:::ents, and Plankto~_n_s_. ~



These would be detected by the differences in self-emission in the long wave

infra-red. 100 foot resolution could be attained over all ocean surfaces
every 12 hours. Sensitivity of up to 0.002 degrees could be achieved.

Market for such a service would be the country·s various fishing
vessels in the United States, according to the 1976 Statistical Abstract
of the US. This number had remained stable for several years prior, and
would not be expected to change drastically over a subsequent period of
years.

In a survey taken by Oregon State University, the value of electromc
equipment in fishing vessels generally was shown to range from a low of 0 
$500, to a high exceeding $5000. This would seem to imply a direct cor

relation with willingness to subscribe to a satellite fish forecasting
system.

Assuming little change in the number of craft, and taking the
statistical input from the Oregon State survey, then up to 25% of the
vessels might be expected to participate if there were $100 annual sub
scription fees for the service. With a subscription fee of $10 per year,
up to 75% of the vessels might participate. These fees would not include
cost of equipment needed to receive the data - and the data may well be
ab1e to be received on exi sti ng equi pment.

Because of the high fee and resistance to change factors, assume

10 years to market saturation from initial service in 1985 for the best
case; assume 5 years for the worst case, because of the low fee.

Market revenue projections are given in Table 5-34 with a summary
plot shown in Figure 5-20.

5.4

5.4.1

RESULTS OF MARKET/REVENUE ANALYSES IN ENERGY FOR UNITED STATES ONLY

Solar Power

Two significantly different approaches have been taken to determine
resultant benefits from solar power satellites. One, followed by Peter

Glaser of Arthur D. Little, has assumed Solar Power Satellites placed in
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(Best Ca se)

TABLE 5-34.

REVENUr:

1985
1986
1987
1980
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
2000
2010

PO'p'ulatio~.

85000
Saturation
3.3% (25%)
6.7%
10%
30%
50%
70%
90%
93.3%
96.7%
100%

User Group
701
1423
2125
6375
10625
14875
19125
19026
20549
21250

Fee
$100

Revenue------
$70K

140K
210l~

640K
l060K
1490K
1910K
1980K
2050K
2125K
212SK
2125K
2125K

(Lea st Ca se)

1985 05000
1986
1987
1988
1909
1990
2000
2010

20% (75%)
40%
60%
80%
100%

12750
25500
38250
51000
63750

$10 $127K
255K .
302K
510K
637K
637K
637K
637K
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npn~vnrhronous nrhit from earth-launched transportation methods. The other,

followed by Gerard OINeill of Princeton, has assumed solar power sat~llites

plac~d in geosynchronous orbit from manufacturing plants in space. Once in
qeosynchronous orbit, each system functions essentially the same: each
collects solar energy, converts it, and subsequently beams energy by

microwave to ground stations on earth, after which the electricity is
delivered via normal earth-bound transmission processes.

Both start from the premises that by the end of this century,
there will be a great need for power in the United States, and that with
given resources there will not be enough power generating capacity to
meet the demand. However, by using the resources of solar radiation in
space, enough power can be generated to meet this need.

This analysis takes the assumptions made by each (Glaser: 5 GW;
OINeill: 10 GW) and shows the resultant revenues from each system. The
important difference in each calculation is that Glaser1s system assumes
a constant 27 mills/kwH, while O'Neills system starts at 11.5 mills/kwH
and declines steadily after the first year. Because of different tech
niques, there are also different numbers of solar power satellites in use
at any given time. Results reflect an assumed 85% conversion factor at
the ground-based rectenna.

Market revenue projections for the Glaser system are shown in
Table 5-35. Revenue projections for the OINeill system are shown in
Table 5-36. A sum~~ry plot is given in Figure 5-21.

5.4.2 Night Illuminator

218
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(GLASER)

TABLE 5-35. REVENUE FROM SOLAR POWER

SSPS in use Cost of power/kw-hr Revenue
1996 1 (5 GW) 27 mills) $1005M

N
1997 3 27 3016MI-'

~

1998 5 27 5026M
1999 7 27 7036M
2000 9 27 9047M
2001 13 27 13068M
2002 17 27 17088M
2003 21 27 21109M
2004 25 27 25130M
2005 29 27 29151M
2006 33 27 33171M
2007 37 27 37192M
2008 41 27 41213M
2009 45 27 45234M
2010 49 27 49255M



(O'NEILL)

TABLE 5-36. REVENUE FROM SOLAR POWER

N
N
0 SSPS in use Cost of power/kw-hr Revenue

1996 1 (10 GW) 11. 5 mills $856M
1997 2 11.0 1638M
1998 3 10.7 2390M
1999 4 10.5 3127M
2000 5 10.3 3835M
2001 7 9.8 5108M
2002 9 9.5 6366M
2003 12 9.1 8131M
2004 15 8.9 9940M
2005 19 8.6 12167M
2006 26 8.1 15681M
2007 34 7.8 19747M
2008 42 7.5 23455M
2009 51 7.3 27721M
2010 60 7.1 31720M
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One of the first commercial uses would likely be the illumination
of densely populated urban areas, since ~treet lighting uses quite a bit
of energy, and since the increased cost of energy places an increased tax
burden on the city dwellers who beneft t from the lighting. Further, densely
populated cities can provide a good economic return from the lighting of a
relatively small area.

One important factor about the Night Illuminator is that it not
only lights the strips of highways now illuminated by street lights, but
also everything in between. There is very little focusi~g capability in
a Night Illuminator: it covers a broad area, much as a near-Earth Moon
might be seen by and illuminate a very broad area.

This means that major urban areas of the country could be
illuminated with up to 100 times as much light as conventional electrical
means can provide, with a cost comparable to the cost of the conventional
means in densely populated areas. A major advantage in an energy-tight
environment is that - once in place - it requires little energy to operate.
On the other hand, since its light covers such a broad area, it might be
necessary to continue using conventional street lighting systems during
part of the night - say from midnight to the morning hours. There is
therefore some questions as to the actual savings such a system could
produce, since 60% of a city's street lighting bill is for such maintenance
items as poles, fixtures, bulbs, and general repairs. Retaining the
conventional system would mean savings primarily in unused energy.

At geosynchronous altitude, a reflector could illuminate an
elliptical area roughly 200 miles x 300 miles. In practice this would
mean simultaneous illumination of several smaller states on the East
coast, or partial illumination of a larger Western state. But since it
would have a direct effect on budgets and activities of people in the
states, very likely the matter would have to be voted approval before
operation. Gaining approval of the various states could take a number
of years - particularly since (visual) environmental considerations are
at stake as well as economic considerations. However, if we consider that
at 25 mills per kw-hr, the average cost per capita of outdoor street
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lighting runs to approximately $1.64 for energy alone; and that this cost
is roughly 40% of the total street lighting bill (for urban areas); and as
energy costs rise in the mid-future to perhaps 40 mills then the total
unaffected cost will run somewhere between $4 and $6.50 annually per capita
(urban areas). In less populated areas, this figure could run considerably
higher on a per capita basis.

But to win voter approval, a system such as this cannot promise
improved lighting at similar cost; it must demonstrate that overall cost
to the voter will be reduced - even when such a small amount is at stake.
If the night illuminator displaces only one-half the street lighting per
night (dusk to midnight), then the average annual energy savings runs
$.82 to $1.31 (25 mills to 40 mills), with little savings on maintenance or
capi tel expenditures: new fi xtures and poles wi 11 be needed in any case and
the public works department must still keep the maintenance men in force 
although the bulbs will have a longer life before replacement.

An additional benefactor might be industry, which spends
siderable amount on security lighting systems. One estimate gives
lighting bill (for outdoor security) at 50% of the municipal bill.
would mean an additional energy savings of $.41 to $.65, or a total
$1. 23 to $1. 96 .

a con
industry's
This
of

Thus we have two extreme situations. To save the most money, the
system must replace all street lighting (including maintenance and capital
expenditures) 100% of the time. Yet it would seem difficult if not impossible
to ever win voter approval for this.

On the other hand, continuing some sort of night cycle eliminates
most of the potential savings since street lighting is needed anyway. A
compromise might be effected whereby the night illuminator could be cut
back to the intensity of a full moon or so after midnight, thus precluding
the need for street lighting in smaller communities for the full night cycle,
and cutting back on the need for some urban lighting.
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targets are the major urban corridors by population; that a new urban
target is added each five years; and that,100% of the people in the area
are assessed for the service. The following population figures are relevant
with the figures in parenthesis indicating an approximate per capita area
of the state assessed.

Population and revenue figures are given in Table 5-37. A summary

plot is shown in Figure 5-22.

5.4.3 Energy Monitor

224

An energy monitor satellite system would measure energy flow at a
very large number of points along the distribution network. This would
allow improved power programming and fine tuning through increased knowledge
of the energy status on the network. The technique would be to have small
L-Band transmitters send instantaneous current, voltage, or power readings
at each given point on the net, when queried sequentially by a multi-channell
processing communications repeater in geo-stationary orbit.

But according to spokesmen at the Electric Power Research Institute,

the need for an energy monitor by satellite appears now to be quite limited.
Energy transmission is presently monitored constantly at the terminal, and
it is from the terminal that the power is supplied and tuned.

However, as with other techniques, the method of monitoring energy
flow might well change, given the advent of satellite technologies. In this
case, as the national energy grid becomes more and more complex in inter
connection, and as peak demand situations leave little excess capacity in
the system, it becomes necessary to quickly react to rapidly changing supply
or demand situations. For instance, as with the New York blackout several
years ago, unexpected dropping of a generator from the net might have adverse
implications for a wide area affecting millions of people.

So consider a monitor either at crucial junctions or at regularly
placed intervals along the net. For calculation purposes, assume a measuring
coil at the equivalent of every 10 miles on overhead transmission lines. A
discrete monitoring system (such as once per hour) would probably be of
little use in sudden change situations, so assume the system can be inter

rogated vi rtua 11y continua11 y • The i nformati on transmi tted i s .~ at. i ~e1y I
J/~



2010
7.0M

.71.1
7.2:M

.9M
13.1M
11.9M
24.9M

2000
6.4M

.7M
6.4M

.8M
1Z.8M
10.7M
23.2M

1990
5.8M

(l00%) .7M
5.6M
. :7M
12.SM
9.5M

21.5M

Virginia (30%)
\Vashingtcn DC
Maryland (90'/0
De lawa re (100%)
Pennsylvania (60%)
New Jersey (lOO%)
New York (70%)

Boswash I
TABLE 5-37.

Chicago Illinois (75%) 13.5M 14.8M 16.1M
Wisconsin (30%) 5.5M 6.1M 6.7M
Michigan uox) , 11.2M 12.4M 13.6M
Indiana (50%) 6AM 7.0M 7.6M

N
N Los Angeles California (50%) 28.5M 32.8M 37.1MU1

Boswash II Massachusetts (90%)
Connecticut (100%)
Rhode Island (l00%)
New York (10%)

6.9M
4.1M
1.1M

21.5M

7.5M
4.7M
1.2M

23.2M

8.1M
5.3M
1.3M

24.9M

REVENUE FROM NIGHT ILLUMINATOR

1995
2000
2005
2010

Area served
Boswa sh I
Chicago
Los Angeles
Boswash II

Population
41.~M

17.6M
17.4M
16.4M

. Total popul<3tions
41.9M
61.4M
B1.2M
101. 6M

, .

Fee Revenue-- -_._-
$1.50 $62.8M

92.1M
121.8M

• 152.4M
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simple, so it could use a very narrow band, implying low cost: say $1 per
coil per day fee. Now the system might be needed for large metropolitan
regions only, or it might be useless unless it were integrated into the
entire US net. This implies a use by roughly 50% to 100 %of the trans
mission net, with a total in-service operational time requirement of perhaps

5 years. Finally, assuming linear continuation of past trends, 10,000
circuit miles will be added each year. This is indicated in the Fifth
Biennial Survey of Power Equipment Requirements. The service is tech
nologically available in 1990.

Market revenue projections are given for best and worst cases
in Tab l e 5-38. A surrunary plot is shown in Figure 5-23.

5.5 RESULTS OF MARKET/REVENUE ANALYSES FOR SELECTED PRODUCTS IN
UNITED STATES ONLY

As discussed earlier, market analyses for product initiatives
were substantially different in that more generalized assumptions were
necessary due to the scope of the unknowns. As shown in the following
sections, projected sales in generic markets were assessed for penetration
by an improved product from space using least case/best case assumptions.
It is important to realize that these analyses were made in order to get
some data on what the future potential might be. As this implies, the
expected answer was anticipated to be nothing more than a "ballpark" number.

Thus no claims are made relative to the viability of any specific
product called out here. For purposes of program analyses (as discussed
later) it is felt that the results of this market survey work is at least
indicative of scale. The literature survey conducted during the compilation
of candidates (discussed in Section 3) reflects a strong theoretical basis
for improvements in all products specifically addressed here. With a suf
ficient reduction in launch costs to Low Earth Orbit (LEO), say $5 to $50
per pound, it is quite probable that these market projections will (in the
aggregate) prove much too conservative.

5.5.1 Drugs and Pharmaceuticals

The following data was used to extrapolate the total drug market
and sale of new drugs in the 2000 to 2010 time period.



TABLE 5-38.

REVENUE FROM ENERGY MONITOR

Least Case Best Case
Circuit mUes Saturation User coils Fee Revenue Revenue- $2.9M1990 400K 20%(50%) (.1) 4K $365 $1.SM

1991 410K 40% B.2K 3.0M 6.0M
1992 420K 60% 12.6K 4.6M 9.2M
1993 430K 80% 17.2K 6.3M 12.6M

N 1994 440K 100% 22K 8.0M 16.0M
N
co 1995, 450K 22.SK 8.2M 16.4M

1996 460K 23K 8.4M l6.-BM ,;

1997 470K 23.SK 8.6M 17.2M
1998 480K 24K 8.BM 17.6M
1999 490K 24.5K B.9M 17.8M
2000 SOOK 2SK 9.1M lB.2M
2001 S10K 25.5K 9.3M 18.6M
2002 520K 26K 9.5M 19.0M
2003 530K 26.5K 9.7M 19.4M
2004 S40K 27K 9.8M 19.6M
2005 S50K 27.5K 10.OM 20.0M
2006 560K 28K 10.2M 20.4M
2007 570K 28.5K 10.4M 20.8M
2008 580K 29K 10.6M 21.2M
2009 590K 29.SK 10.8M 21.6M
2010 600K 30K lO.9M 21.8M

~.
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Sal~ of New Drugs Drug Industry Shipments
1975 • 1980 1975 1985-- --

$335(106) $1700(106) -~ $10.4B $23B
$1.7B is approximately 10% of drug industry for 1980. 10% using

1990 forecast is $2.3B. Assume total market only doubles by 2000 to $46B
then new drugs would be about $4.6B that year. 1% would thus be $46,000,000/
year sales or about twice Grumman urokinase projection for 1990. This estimat
is probably much too conservative considering the reduced transportation and
operating costs resulting from activities within those programs where these
products occur. Isoenzyme kit sales from BUS (GE) predict about $55M in
sales for year 2000. Although it is purely arbitrary, it appears reasonable
(given the data) to assume that a minimum a $50M (1976 $) per year market
will exist for D&P in 2000 A.D. unless no process proves viable. The market
for the various programs may then be assumed as multiples of 1% of the new
D&P market. In the most aggressive future scenarios/programs it seems
reasonable to assume that 25% of the new D&P market is captured by space
processing in the 2000 to 2010 time period. That market projection amounts
to about $1,150M.

5.5.2 Semiconductor Electronic Materials

Skylab experiments in crystal growing in zero-gravity have proved
that it is possible to grow large crystals with a minimum number of im
perfections. This crystal-growing capability of the zero-gravity environment,
plus the ability to fabricate very large thin films and produce high-purity
materials can be added to the space capability of producing potential new
semiconductors.

Linear extrapolation of the current semiconductor market growth
rate projects a $12,700,000,000 market in 2000. Because of the very low
density of such semiconductor materials as silicon and gallium, semiconductor
materials have a very high cost per pound ranging from $250 to $500 per
pound. The Year 2000 market equates to 250,000 to 500,000 pounds of silicon
per year at that date.

It appears quite likely that on-line semiconductor materials
processing in orbit could begin as early as 1985 if early experiments prove

out and improved products result a:::tiCiPatedo An ove~_v_e ~



estimate would target space semiconductor material as capturing at least

1% of the market which would grow from about $500,000 in 1985 to $1,270.000,00
by the .year 2000. Early 1985 - 1990 applications will be for high value
electronics systems that will justify the high cost of early space-made
semi conductor materi a1s.

5.5.3 High Strength Magnets

The capability to manufacture directionally-solidified materials
in orbital weightlessness holds promise of permitting the space manufacture
of cobalt/rare-earth (CORE) magnets. Such super magnets would possess very
cohesive magnetic fields and would allow the construction of electrical
equipment of reduced size and weight.

The market for magnets indicates an acceptable price of $500
per pound for high-quality magnetic materials. Even at a price of $750

per pound in the late 1980 time period, the market for space-produced CORE
magnets is estimated at $13,700,000 per year with an 18-month penetration
to 1% of the market by about 1988. By the year 2000, the total market
has grown to $20,000,000 on the low side and $100,000,000 on the high side.

Hard data on CORE magnetic material produced in orbit may in
dicate improved performance capabilities that might tend to increase their
market share.

5.5.4 Superconducting Materials

A fine-particle superconductor material with transition temperature
greater than the hydrogen liquefaction temperature could have substantial
impact in electrical generation and transmission technology and economics.
No estimate of the line losses which might be recouped by the use of
superconducting cables has ever been made ... and perhaps cannot be made
until more hard data is available.

An identified use for liquid hydrogen superconductors of some
interest has been located in direct current power generation and trans
mission. Such superconductors, if orbital experimentation in the early
1980's proves out, could possibly eliminate a substantial number of the power



transformers projected for use in the year 2000. The total annual market
for power and d' stri buti on transfonners i,$. projected at:

r

1976:
.1985:
2000:

$1,200,000,000
$2,376,000,000
$4,140,000,000

The maximum revenue could be expected where superconductor costs
approximately equalled replaced transformer costs and where gained efficienci
were the primary motivator. Maximum revenue also assumes that all added
capacity in 2000 made use of liquid hydrogen superconductors. If only 115
Kv and 161 Kv systems were replaced, then about 62.2% or $2,59~,000,000 would
be maximum revenue.

There is only promising theoretical data that would tend to support
the possibility of manufacturing a liquid hydrogen temperature superconductor
in orbital facilities. Hard data must come from experiments in the 1980·s.
However, even if highly speculative, the potential for this product suggests
that efforts be made to obtain the hard data. The market for electrical
equipment such as this is certainly bound to continue its growth pattern
through the early years of the following century.

5.5.5 Fiber Optics

A strong possibility exists for fabricating very high quality
optical glasses in weightlessness. There is even Skylab and Apollo-Soyuz
data that would indicate the probability of new and better types of optical
materials formed in orbital facilities. If so, their use in fiber optical
systems could greatly improve the characteristics of these systems.

Phenomenal annual growth rates in excess of 50% per year have been
forecast for fiber optics systems. The fiber optics cable market alone is
forecast as:

1975: less than 11,000,000
1980: $35,000,000
1990: $358,000,000
2000: $2,100,000,000 (assuming slower growth rate in the

1990-2000 decade.)



If improved fiber optical materials can be fabricated in orbit,

a mere 1% penetration of the 1990 market would be $3,580,000 growing to

$21,000,000 in 2000. A 10% penetration ($210,000,000) by the year 2000 was
assumed in most scenarios.

5.5.6 Meta 11 i cs

Research experiments already conducted in the Apollo flights,

Skylab, and the Apollo-Soyuz mission indicate that the weightless or zero

gravity conditions of earth orbital space may permit the fabri cati on of
total ly new types of alloys that cannot be made in the one-gravity environ

ment of the earth's surface. The data is encouraging. Experimentation

continues utilizing the several minutes of zero-g available during special

vertical rocket flights. Shuttle-SpaceLab flights starting in 1981 will
permit researchers to accompany their experiments into space. Most of the

alloys under consideration are in the family of immiscible materials, high
puri~{ materials, and directionally-solidified materials. Materials that
will not mix under one-gravity conditions because of density differences
can b,= made to mix, it is believed, in weightlessness. The zero-gravity

conditions of orbital flight will also permit the fabrication of high-purity

materials made without coming into contact with any container. Directionally
solidified.

Three products in this area were examined as representative

potentials: perishable cutting tools, bearing materials, and jewelry.

5.5.7 Perishable Cutting Tools

Good perishable cutting tools (PCT's) exhibit the sort of cost

characteristics amenable to consideration for space processing -- $200 to
$500 per pound. Generally, the harder the PCT material, the higher the

cost. A tool made of a harder alloy manufactured in orbit and having longer
life and/or a faster cutting speed would have a market at a competitive
price. When down-time and lost production costs are also considered,

especially in plants using an increasing amount of numerically-controlled
machines, costs appear to be even more competitive for space-made cutting
too1 alloys.
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The market for space-produced PCT's is strongly sensitive to
transportation 'costs and to the degree of. improvement of physical properties
attainable through orbital manufacturing .

. Hard physical data on such PCT alloys is not yet available. But
the potential market indicates that this product area is one that should
be subjected to further R&D to obtain such data.

The existing and projected PCT market is:

1976: $1,040,000,000
1985: $2,600,000,000
2000: $5,600,000,000

Carbide tools represent about 50% of this market.

A small improvement in peT hardness, lifetime, or cutting speed
would certainly be expected to capture at least 5% of this total market
within twenty years. PCT's with the highest performance now hold 5% of the
total market. With the anticipated reduction in transportation costs
possible after 1990, the maximum market penetration by the year 2000 could
possibly attain 50% of the total market. A reasonable worst case and best
case figure for the market for space-produced PCT's in 2000 would be
$280,000,000 to $2,800,000,000.

Although hard data is not yet in hand, this product area appears
even more attractive because of the possibility that minimal, unmanned,
automated orbital production facilities could be built, requiring only
occasional visits to remove the completed product, make adjustments and
repairs, and re-stock the raw material supplies.

5.5.8 New Bearing Materials

Wear is perhaps the greatest bearing problem. Balls, rollers,
races, and inserts are the items subjected to wear. Additional desired
bearing material characteristics are corrosion resistance, very low creep,
high temperature capability, and lubricity.

capabil ity
of new and

Initial experiments in alloying metals in orbit and the
for producing directionally-solidified materials offer
improved bearings.
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It is very early yet to say what the outcome of projected ex

periments in this area might be.

However, the total market projections for ball and roller
bearings are as follows:

1976:

1985:

2000:

$2,375,000,000

$4,620,000,000

$6,900,000,000

If projected experiments yield affirmative data, the best market

projections that can be made at this time is an assumption of capturing

from 1% to 10% of the market, giving gross revenues of space-manufactured

bearing materials in 2000 of $69,000,000 to $690,000,000.

5.5.9 Jewelry

Every trade route in Europe and Asia was established to fulfil a

market desire for a luxury -- silk, myhrr, ambergris, amber, to name but

a few. Luxury items can command an arbitrarily high value dependent to

some extent upon the scarcity of the item.

The glamor and retained assurance of value will continue to make

jewelry and precious metals items that are marketable.

There appear to be alloys that can be made. in space that cannot

be made on Earth because of the space conditions of zero-gravity, high

vacuum. and wide temperature ranges. These alloys do not have to possess

beauty or utility. Nor do they have to have exceptional physical characteris

tics. They must be unique, special, readily identified, and scarce.

The projected total market for jewelry is:

1975: $1,540,000,000

1976: $1,720,000,000

1985: $3,470,000,000

2000: $5,220,000,000

The glamour and uniqueness of a piece of jewelry made from a

space alloy could capture from 1% to 10% of the 2000 market, giving a market
of $52.200,000 to $522,000,000. Such jewelry could be an early space
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product blclWle of its high value per unit weight and small quantity. 1%
of the 1915 ...k.t wewld amount to $34,700,000.

~,- '{

5.5.10 C!IM,.t1V! Revenue for Products

-The c~l.tivl revenues anticipated over the time span of 1990
to,2010f.r.ll ,...-..cts surveyed are given in Table 5-39. Also shown is
the esttMeei ef totel MArket cumulative in the same time period and the assum
penetrat1eftl ••• ,erClftt of annual market in 1990 and 2010. The Cumulative
Space S~t "i., t'-" the integral of all captured market inclusive in the
time peri...

In 111 cases where non~zero percentages occur in 1990 it was
assumed that a shuttle derivative launch vehicle with per pound costs to LEO
of $100 to $111 ~111 become available about 1987. All 2010 percentages
assume the cest ,..ls mentioned earlier ($5 to $50 per pound to LEO) are
achieved 1ft ,~ 111Os.

5.6 RESUlTS OF ~RKET/REVENUE ANALYSES FOR PEOPLE IN SPACE ACTIVITIES

To t~e technologist who has suffered the agonies associated with
keeping one, t.oor three people alive and well in space, the prospect of
providing lif. s"pport for hundreds or thousands is sometimes staggering.
The results ~f this study indicate, however, that space industrialization will
bring the ~r14 t. that very situation. Economics will demand both economi
cal access and Maximum practical stay times for the work crews. Once
low cost ICCISS hiS been achieved, those industries related to recr eat i on
and entertl1"lIIIftt for people in space will undoubtedly emerge.

The market analyses presented here were conducted to determine
the revenue PGUntials relative to the other three industry cateqor i es .
The scale of these revenue potentials is a direct function of the cost
of transportation and habitation assumed, as reflected in the analyses.
Even at very low cost ($25/pound or less to LEO) and high traffic volume
it does not appear that these activities will be revenue producers on
the scale of the other industry initiatives. The importance of the ultimate
impact of People in Space should not be underestimated, however, based on
the revenue potential.



TABLE 5-39. CUMULATIVE REVENUES FOR PRODUCTS

CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE
TOTAL SPACE

MARKET PENETRATION SEGMENT
PRODUCT (IN 109 $) (1990 - 2010) (IN 109 $)

D1~UGS & PHARMACEUTICALS

New Drugs $ 928 1%,10% $ 6.48
1%,25% 15.4

ELECTRONICS

Sem iconductors 254.5 1/2%,2% 3.8
1/2%, 10% 17.5

ELECTRICALS

Magnets (w/Electric Cars) 200 1%,2% 3.7
1%, 10% 17.3

Magnets (w/o Electric Cars) 20 1% ,2% 0.3
1%,10% 1.3

Superconductors

Mkt. for Power Transformers 83

Power Trans. & LH2 Super
47.8 <0 16.5Conductor

OPTICALS

Fiber Optics 42 1/2%,2% 0.8
1/2%, 10% 3.9

§:TRUCTU RAL MATE RIALS

PerishableCutting Tools 112 0,5% 3.8
0,50% 38.0

Bearings 138 0,2% 1.7
0,10% 8.4

Jewelry 104.4 1/2%,2% 1.5
1/2%, 10% 6.6

*No penetration in 1990. In 2010, superconductors are in 115 KV and 161 KV systems,
representing 62.2% of total market, at 50% value of replaced transformers.
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The possibility of personal involvement in space has intrigued
people (the youhg in particular) for sev~r.al decades, with periodic heightemng

r

evidenced by popular press, movies, etc. This intrigue led to advocacy
groups (spurred by individuals) which seized opportunity in the thirties
and again in the fifties. Each step broughtthese advocates closer to their.
own personal dreams of the first hand experience. The technological and
economic indicators examined in this study show that the current generations
under age forty will be the first to realize the fulfillment of that

dream on a large scale. This is not going to be overlooked, especially with
the attention anticipated as a result of space shuttle orbital flight testing.

5.6.1 Space Tourism

As long as launch-to-orbit costs remain on the order of $150 to
$300 per pound, there will be few tourists to orbit. For instance, a cost
of $150 per pound gives a prohibitive per person cost of $26,250 (assuming
175 pounds per person to orbit). This cost precludes the development of any
mass tourist market. When cost of delivery to orbit reaches $25 per pound,
that will mark the beginning of volume traffic. For this would place the
average ticket price at roughly $4000 - comparable to a present-day world
cruise. This could occur between 1990 and 2000.

As costs decline, the market for tourists to space will be roughly
as price-sensitive as the tourist market on earth. That is, volume of
traffic will increase as price per pound (i.e., total ticket price) declines.
This means that relatively large numbers of tourists in space will require
a launch vehicle other than the Shuttle ... a OC-3 of space, for instance,
which can carry 20 to 30 people to orbit per flight, or a payload of 5000
to 8000 pounds. For economy and simplicity of operation, the vehicle could
be single stage to orbit, vertical takeoff/horizontal landing, with a gross
liftoff weight of 400,000 pounds.

A follow-on vehicle could lower cost of transportation to around
$5 per pound - giving a ticket price of less than $1000. Such a vehicle
would carry 500 passengers per flight, with two flights per week, at an
average payload of 87,500 pounds.



A best case situation for space tourism assumes that the market
does not grow gradually, but is sufficiently well promoted in advance of the
entry date of lower priced transport that all seats are filled on every
flight (100% load factor). An example of this situation is given in Table
5-40 (best case), with cost of transport declining from $200 in 1982 to

$5 per pound in 2000. Concurrently, annual passenger volume increases from

50 in 1982 to 50,000 in 2000.

Aworst case situation, shown in Table 5-41 (Least Case), shows

a gradual increase in passenger volume, starting in the year 1990 with costs

at $25/lb, and with costs declining to $10/lb in 2000, and to $5/1b in 2010.

A summary plot is shown in Figure 5-24.

5.6.2 Space Hotel

Several studies have shown that a 1500 to 10000 person capacity

hotel in LEO can profit at a per person-day charge of $80 to $100. This of
course depends on the nature of the hotel and the number of persons traveling

to orbit. For without a relatively inexpensive place to stay (say less

than ~~1000 per person-day), there would likely not be a significant number of

people traveling to orbit. Yet without a significant number of tourists

traveling to orbit, there is no economic justification for a space hotel.

One driver of numbers of people (tourists) to LEO is the cost of
transport. As this cost goes down, more and more people would be willing to
take an orbital trip, even without an orbital facility to provide long term
comforts. As a first step in the tourist to space process, we would likely
see provisions for stays in orbit of up to several days in the transport

vehic Ie itself.

In one transport scenario, as cost goes down from $25/lb to $5/lb,
number of passengers increases from 5000 per year to 50000 per year. If we

assume an average one week per person stay, then this implies a need for
a 100 person capacity hotel with 5000 people per year; and a 1000 person
capac i ty hotel with 50000 per year. Any hotel smaller than 100 person
capacity would seem to be both too small for extended tourist stays, and
uneconomical in terms of the charge per person day.
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TABLE 5-40 • REVENUE FROM SPACE TOURISM (BEST CASE)

.wE.. Passengers Total Weight Revenue-
1980 $400 (200 lb)
1981 400
1982 200 50 10K lbs $2M
1983 200 50 10K 2M
1984 200 50 ·10K 2M
1985 100 500 lOOK 10M
1986 100 500 lOOK 10M'
1987 100 500 lOOK 10M
1988 100 500 . lOOK 10M
1989 100 500 lOOK 10M
1990 25 ·5000 lOOOK 25M
1991 25 5000 lOOOK 25M
1992 25 5000 lOOOK 25M

N 1993 25 5000 lOOOK 25M
~ 1994 25 5000 1000K 25M0

1995 25 5000 lOOOK 25M
1996 25 5000 1000K 25M
1997 '25 5000 lOOOK 21)M
1998 2S 5000 100.0K 25M
1999 25 5000 lOOOK 25M
2000 5 50000 . 10000K SaM
.2001 5 50000 lOOOOK SaM
2002 5 50000 10000K 50M
2003 5 50000 10000K 50M
2004 5 50000 10000K 50M
2005 5 50000 10000K sOM
2006 5 50000 "10000K sOM
2007 5 50000 10000K SaM
2008 5 50000 10000K sOM
2009 S 50000 10000K SOM
2010 S 50000 10000K SaM



5-41. REVENUE BY YEAR FROM SPACE TOURISM (LEAST CASE)

S/lb Passengers Total Weight Revenue
1980 400 (2001b) ---
1981 400
1982 400
1983 400
1984 400
1985 400
1986 400
1987 400
1988 400
1989 400
1990 25 lOO 20K 500K
1991 25 250 50K 1M
1992 25 500 lOOK 2M
1993 25 1000 200K 5M
1994 25 2000 400K 10M
1995 25 3000 600K 15M
1996 25 4000 800K 20M
1997 25 4500 900K 22M
1998 25 5000 1000K 25M
1999 25 5500 1100K 27M
2000 10 6500 1300K 13M
2001 10 7500 1500K 15M
2002 10 9000 1800K IBM
2003 10 11000 2200K 22M
2004 10 13000 2600K 26M
2005 10 15000 3000K 30M
2006 10 17000 3400K 34M
2007 10 19000 3800K 38M
2008 10 21000 4200K 42M
2009 10 22000 4400K 44M
2010 5 23000 4600K 22M
2011 5 25000 5000K 25M
2012 5 27000 5400K 27M
2013 5 30000 6000K 30M
2014 5 33000 6600K 33M
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Figure 5-24. Revenue From Space Tourism



As a possible scenario, then, assume the traffic model given
in the Least Case and Best Cqse of Space Tourism (Market Potential). Then

assume that 75% of those traveling to LEO will stay in a hotel an average

of one week. Cost to the 100 person hotel will be $500 per person day
(average 3500 per week, compared to approximately $5000 for the flight

at $25 per pound). As occupancy pushes 100%, assume new modules are added

on to meet the need. In the Best Case, in which there are quantum jumps

of people to orbit, assume a 100 person hotel in 1995, followed discretely
by a 1000 person hotel as the capacity is warranted (2000). Cost per day

at the 1000 person hotel woul d be $200 per day - roughly twice the cost of
staying at an expensive Hilton on Earth. In the Least Case, assume cost
per pE!rSOn day drops $25 each year as increasing volume warrant expansion,

and to attract the increased volume.

Market revenue projections for best case and worst case are given

in Table 5-42.

5.6.3 Entertainment

Entertainment in orbit will need two elements before it can be
economically successful: a place to entertain, and people to entertain.

Professional entertainment in orbit must await an in-orbit facility for
housing large numbers of people. It is unlikely that professional entertain
ment could be afforded before a significant number of people were in place

to view the entertainment. Before large numbers of people, we could likely
assume that the workers in orbit would find ways of entertaining themselves.

But this would produce little or no revenue.

Assume therefore a direct tie in of entertainment with emplacement

of orbital hotel facilities. Revenue could come from two sources: paying
guests and television royalties. There are several policies on paying

guests which could be followed: any activities outside the rental of a
room could be considered an extra charge - to offset the high cost of
transportation. On the other hand, when a guest pays upwards of $500 per

day for a hotel room - no matter where it is - he expects something more
than just a room. For the purpose of this analysis, then, assume that
until the space hotel is large enough to house 1000 people (concomitantly



TABLE 5-42. REVENUE FROM SPACE HOTEL

(Lea st Case)

Population Rate of stay User group Dallyavg Fee Revenue
2000 6500 75% 4875 94 $500 $17.1 M
2001· 7500 5625 lOB 475 1B.7M
2002 9000 6750 130 450 21.3M
2003 11000 8250 159 425 24.7M
2004 13000 9750 IB7 400 27.4M
2005 15000 11250 216 375 29.6M .

N 2006 17000 12750 245 350 31.3M-Po

14250 274-Po 2007 19000 325 32.5M
200B 21000 15750 303 300 33.2M
2009 22UOO 16500 317 275 31.BM
2010 23000 17250 332 250 30.3M

(Best Case)

1995 5000 75% 3750 72 $500 $13.2M
1996
1997
199B
1999
2000 50000 37500 721 $200 $52.6M
2005
2010



bringing the cost per day down to $200 or less), that entertainment in

orbit will be an added inducement for people to stay at the space hotel.

However, we can assume that television royalties could help pay for trans

portation and other fees for the entertainers.

As one way of viewing the situation then let's assume that in the

space hotel (Least Case) the only direct revenue is from TV royalties, and

that for the first five years or so, a network pays $lM for the rights to one I

or two exclusive videotapings per year. Since there will be relatively few

people involved in the entertainment (which could consist of dancing,

acrobatics, stage shows, magic, etc.), there would not likely be as much
on-going interest as in a sports spectacular when many people are involved.

After the fifth year, we might assume a live show put on weekly or bi-weekly

from orbit. The fee might be reduced on a per week basis to a number such
as $100,000 per week for the right to produce, but could result in increased

revenue to the space facility.

A similar situation would hold for the space hotel (Best Case),
except that in the fifth year we would have a 1000 person capacity hotel.

At this point, prices would be sufficiently low ($200 per day) to begin
charging admission - or applying a certain portion from over-priced

refreshments to revenue for the entertainment. Assume then that $10

per person revenue is derived from each hotel guest (Best Case) for entertain

ment once the 1000 person facility is in place, in addition to the above

mentioned TV royaHi es .

Market revenue projections for best case and worst case are given

in Table 5-43. A summary plot is shown in Figure 5-25.

5.6.4 ~lovies

Technologically available in 1985, movies produced in space
would represent a quality improvement over films of the same genre produced

at earth-bound movie sets.

While it would be technologically feasible to produce at least parts

of movies in space by 1985, using the Shuttle, economic factors might delay
entry until cost of transport were significantly reduced. Typically, a film



(Least Case)
TABLE 5-43. REVENUE FROM SPACE ENTERTAINMENT

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

TV Royalties
$lM

1M
1M
1M
1M
lOOK
lOOK
lOOK
lOOK
lOOK
lOOK

Frequency of s"howing
l/yr
l/yr
l/yr
2/yr "
2/yr
25/yr
25/yr
25/yr
50/yr
50/yr
SO/yr

TV Revenue
$lM

1M
1M
2M
2M
2.5M
2.5M
2.5M
5. OM
5.0M
5.0M

(Best Ca se)

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
200S
2010

Population
3750

37500

Gover charge Cover revenue TV royalties
$lM

1M
1M
1M
1M

$10 $37SK lOOK
lOOK
lOOK
lOOK
lOOK
lOOK
lOOK

TV revenue
$lM

1M
1M
2M
2M
2.5M
2.5M
2.5M
S.OM
S.OM
S.OM
S.OM

Tot~l-1 rev.
$lM

1M
1M
2M
2M
2.9M
2.9M
2.9M
S.4M
S .4M
S.4M

"5.4M
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must gross 2 1/2 times its cost of production to break even. With a single
Shuttle flight costing roughly $20 million, ~o say nothing of other costs,

.'"'~~

the film produced using the Shuttle would have to gross $50 million to
break even. Yet only the top few revenue producers in all movie history
have ever grossed that amount. Anticipated vehicle developments by 1990
might allow sufficiently reduced cost to motivate the investment. But
the chief operative factor here is that unless it is economically advantageous
to produce the film in space, producers will use the craftsmanship of earth
based set makers - who produced excellent simulations in the movies 2001
and Star Wars. Aside from minor film clips of earth from space, therefore,
assume a high delay barrier entry for major film production in space of 10
years.

End user of this product would be the average movie goer - who
spends anywhere from $3 to $5 per ticket. This price may inflate somewhat,
but should not contribute significantly to overly large revenues. Primary
market would be the United States - an advanced society. The product would
satisfy an advanced need - entertainment. This means it is selling into
an uncertain market which is dependent on a number of factors over and above
anticipated population levels. Final acceptance of each movie is dependent
on many factors over and above production in space. Therefore only an
average revenue per film can be assumed.

While it does not make sense to speak of a level of saturation,
it is useful to assess the likely number of films to be produced over the
given period. Currently, 150-200 of all types of films are produced per
year. This is down by about 50% from several decades ago. About half of
these are produced by major film companies. Of these, very few are of the
science fiction or future science genre. Typically, one major science
fiction film has been produced every five years, over the last twenty
years or so. This includes such films as Destination Moon, 2001, and Star
Wars. In the future, as space becomes more a domain of normal workings,
there may be more films on the subject. For this analysis, assume 2 minor
films per year (as TV - gross $5 million), and one major film every five
years (gross $20 million) the first ten years. As cost of transportation
decline,the number of films produced will rise. Therefore over the next five

years. assume three minor films per yea::

s

and two major~ ~



Market Revenue projections are given in Table 5-44, and a summary
plot is shown in Figure 5-26.

Entertainment/Sports

Like standard evening entertainment in orbit, sports entertainment
in orbit must await a place in which to entertain, and people to entertain

with the sport. Further, because of the uniqueness of the environment,

and because sport techniques are shaped very much by the environment, it

would take quite a bit of experimenting before a sport was defined which

would be sufficiently unique yet suitable to the environment of space

that professional teams would participate. That is, while there could be

a good deal of sport and play activity in an orbital facility by the guests,

some time would elapse after emplacement of the facility before anyon-going
revenue-producing situation would be defined.

Assume there would be insufficient volume in a 100 person capacity
hotel for any revenue producing sport, but that a 1000 person hotel could

sustain a sport equivalent to tennis or jai-lai. While the hotel would be

considered an environment - just as Aspen or Forest Hills is an environment 

still to make best use of the uniqueness of the environment, a number of

professionals would have to spend a considerable amount of time practicing

in the space hotel facility before the~could be any worthwhile matches.

Even then, it would seem that, like soccer in this country, spectator

enthusiasm might grow slowly at best, particularly considering the spectators'

unfamiliarity with the environment. Most sport would likely be classed as
entertainment at first, rather than sport per se, and would be viewed with
interest on an occasional basis only.

Consider then that sport is practiced only after a 1000 person

facility is in place, and that at least five years must elapse before any

professionals would attempt the circuit. Then likely revenue sources would
be admission, and TV royalties.

Assume two major events per year the first five years of professional

sports, with TV royalties of $lM per event, and admission charge of $50 per
person.
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TABLE 5-44.

ANTICIPATED REVENUE FRO M" SPA C E MOVIES

Minor films Major Films Revenues
1995 2 $lOM
1996 2 $lOM
1997 2 $lOM
1998 2 $lOM
1999 2 1 $30M
2000 2 $lOM
2001 2 $lOM
2002 2 $lOM
2003 2 $lOM
2004 2 1 $30M
2005 3 $15M
2006 3 $15M
2007 3 1 $35M
2008 3 $15M
2009 3 $15M
2010 3 1 $35M
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(Least Case) v· .
No revenue before 2010

(Best Case)

2005
2010

Population/week
721

Admission fee
$50 (x2)

Revenue TV Royalties
$72K $2M

Total
Revenue
$2.1M
$2.1M

5.7 RESULTS OF CURSORY INTERNATIONAL MARKET/REVENUE ANALYSES

Potential international markets were analyzed and associated
revenues estimated for several industry opportunities. Specificallyexamined
were Portable Telephone, Electronic Mail, Ocean Resources and Solar Power.
The objective was to obtain some information indicative of these potential
markets for comparison to the United States. The lack of both a good
numerical data base and personal insight by the investigator makes these
examinations more uncertain. The assumptions required by the methodology
described earlier depend rather heavily on both sources.

The assumptions made and data used in the market/revenue analysis
seemed to yield very reasonable results. Inaccuracies will most probably
lean toward the conservative side, underestimating the true market potential.
A considerable amount of work remains to be done to get a better estimate
of these markets as well as obtain insight into many others.

5.7.1 Portable Telephone (International)

As indicated in the domestic analysis, this communication device
would allow citizens to communicate direct person-to-person through a
multi-channel switching satellite, and the user can call and be called from
any location. Such a system could be available technologically in 1985.

Portable telephones'satisfy needs ranging from fundamental to
peripheral. The need for on-the-spot communications in business and
professional activities is evidenced by the rapid growth (in the US) of
pocket pagers. Satisfaction of more peripheral needs is evidenced by the



rapid growth (in the US) of CB radios. This implies a widespread use of

portable telephones, with a wide spread of needs being met by the device.

To determine how many of these potential users would be actual
users, what revenues they would generate through unit sales and call fees,
and the time phasing of the revenues, several assumptions have been made.
It is assumed that the primary market is Europe - using present day population

figures are assumptions concerning the user universe (calculators as an

example) and market saturation (using the telephone as an analogy).

At the higher price levels, the universe of users/buyers would

likely be limited to professional and businessmen. This is precisely what

happened with calculators and pagers: for 2 to 5 years, the marketing
approach was toward the professional and businessman. As costs declined

and these markets became saturated, the overall market was expanded to the
entire population - resulting in the present situation of sophisticated

electronic devices being purchased by school children. Thus the potential
universe of buyers will be assumed to include the entire population of

Europe age 16 and over, over the course of the product1s life.

In 1973, there were 88.9 million phones in the major countries

of Europe, serving a population of roughly 318.4 million. This implies a

35% saturation of market of communications instruments can be attained.
Further', during the period 1970-1973, phones were being added at the ap
proximate rate of 1% per year. This implies a growing market. However,
since the competing form of communications is in place; since other forms
of communication will be needed to carry transmissions other than voice;
and since improved techniques such as optical fibers may vastly improve
reception quality of in-place units - which themselves may be made mobile

once broad-band transmission is made available - then the ultimate saturation

of portable telephones may ideally reach 10% of the potential universe of
buyers in the assumed period (1995-2010). A lower band could be 1% overall.
Since Europe is made up of numerous political units, some countries may
choose not to allow portable telephones - still giving a 10% to 25% market
potential in those countries that do, but bringing down the overall potential
for all Europe.



Analogous products would be the telephone, hand calculators,
digital watches, and CB radio. Calculators, ,when first introduced, were,
priced in the neighborhood of $350 (to the end user). Similar functioning
calculators can now be purchased for $10 to $30 - although addition of
features has kept the price spread between $10 and $300. Average low
selling price may be assumed to be around $30. Digital watches originally
sold for $100 to $300, but are now selling in the neighborhood of $20 to
$100, with higher quality watches remaining the higher price brackets. CB
radios are following a similar pricing trend. We may therefore assume an
average price spread of $300 down to $30, from first sale to the average
price near market saturation.

Political and financial roadblocks may give a delay of up to 10
years before implementation. Not only are there precedent setting delays
in the establishment of international communications systems (ref: marine
and aeronautical communications), but in Europe, the phone companies are
owned and operated by the State. A portable telephone system would bypass
the middleman (the State), hence pose difficulties in the transition period.
Further, many new frequency bands would have to be allocated, requiring
either extensive restructuring of the existing frequency allocation system,
or opening new channels.

The product has a comparable to lower price than existing person
to-person communication methods; is much more flexible in use; and requires
little change of method by the end user. However, resistance to change
by competing products implies some stretchout. It should be noted that the
portable telephone will likely be a supplemental device, rather than a
replacement device. Assume a Medium stretchout (5 years) before growth
phase.

The product appears to be analogous to calculators, digital watches
and color television in favorable reception by the end user. While the
number of people ultimately desiring the product may be high, the complexity
of producing such a large volume and then making such a complex system
operational may imply a moderate track (20 years) to ultimate saturation.
This is in line with the saturation rate of color televisions.



With ideal saturation coming in 20 years. and a medium stretchout
from resistance to change factors, 10% of the saturation level will come in

11 years after entry (30% (20 years) + 5 years). The final 10% will take
6 years .

Population assumptions are derived from the UN Statistics Yearbook

(1974), with the proportion of 16 and over (75%) coming from the Series II

US projected population (Dept. of Commerce).

Finally, while product lifetime can be high, the product appears
to have a high potential for incremental marketing improvements, similar to

calculators and CB radios. This implies a high (10%) replacement level.

The following tables are applicable to this analysis:

Table 5-45 shows the number of telephones in each country.

Table 5-46 shows unit sales and cumulative sales as a function
of population.

Table 5-47 shows replacement sales and resultant total sales
units.

Table 5-48 shows best case and worst case $ sales (revenues).

Table 5-49 shows average monthly bill as a function of calls
per person per day.

5.7.2 Electronic Mail (International)

In many European countries, the mail is handled quite efficiently.

Though the cost may be somewhat more than in the US. delivery times are

typically quite short. One reason for this could be the smaller areas over

which the European postal services must deliver. In any case. it does not

seem likely that an already efficient system would invest large amounts to

provide somewhat better delivery time - as would be the case with electronic

mail.

On the other hand, countries of great expanse and less efficient
services could profit from an electronic mail service. For the purpose of

this analysis, we will take five countries of varying stages of development.
assume a constant set of base conditions, and show a potential range of
markets in each. The five countries will be:
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Japan 38.7

TABLE 5-45.

35.7 108.3 1.3



TABLE 5-46.

14. Population Leve 1 Saturation .Unit sales/Cum sales

1995 363M (0.91 %) (10%)=.09% .33M .33M
1996 365 1. 80 .18 .3 .7
1997 367 2.70 .27 .3 1.0
1998 370 3.6 .36 .3 1.3

N 1999 372 4.5 .45 .4 1.7(J1

-.....I 2000 374 5.5 .55 .3 2.0
2001 376 6.4 .64 .4 2.4
2002 379 7.3 .73 .4 2.8
2003 381 8.2 .82 .3 3.1
2004 383 9. 1 .91 .4 3.5
2005 385 10.0 1.0 .3 3.8
2006 388 20.0 2.0 4.0 7.8
2007 390 30.0 3.0 3.9 11.7
2008 392 40.0 4.0 4.0 15.7
2009 395 50.0 5.0 4.0 1B.7
2010 397 60.0 6.0 4.1 23.8



TABLE 5-47.

15. New purcha ses Replacement Total sales

1995 .3M .3M
1996 .3 .3M
1997 .3 .3
1998 .3 .3
1999 .4 .4
2000 .3 .3

N 2001 .4 .4
01 2002 .4 .4co

2003 .3 .3
2004 .4 .4
2005 .3 .3 ~~.

2006 4.0 .8 4.8
2007 3.9 1.2 5.1
2008 4.0 1.6 5.6
2009 4.0 2.0 6.0
2010 4.1 2.4 6.5

J
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TABLE 5-48.

(Ee st Ca se)
1 3. Unit sales Cost/unit $ sa le s Calls/yr Cost/call Call sales

1995 .3M $300 $90M 29M $3.00 $87.6M
1:3 96 .3 220 66 109 2.20 240
1997 .3 180 54 182 1. 80 328
1:398 .3 160 48 292 1.60 467
1:399 .4 143 57 438 1,43 626
200U .3 131 39 584 1.31 765
2001 .4 122 49 803 1. 22 980
2002 .4 116 46 1131 1.16 1312
21=)03 .3 109 33 1350 1. 09 1471
2')04 .4 103 41 1642 1. 03 1691
2005 .3 98 29 1934 .98 1895
2006 4.8 70 336 4270 .70 2989
2')07 5.1 56 286 6825 .56 3822
2008 5.6 48 269 9745 .48 4678
2 )09 6.0 43 258 12957 .43 5571
2,)10 6.5 39 253 16498 .39 6434

(Lea st Case)
Unit $ Sales Call Sales

1:395
1:396
1:397
1:398
1999
2)00
2)01
2)02
2)03
2 )04
2)05
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

$9.0M
6.6
5.4
4.8
5.7
3.9
4.9
4.6
3.3
4.1
2.9
33.6
28.6
26.9
25.8
25.3

S8.8M
24.0
32.8
46.7
62.6
76.5
98.0
131. 2
147.1
169.1
189.5
298.9
382.2
467.8
557.1
643.4
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TABLE 5-49.

ASSUMED RATE OF GALLS

Galls/Person/Day

-r-;

Average Monthly Bill

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

.25

.40

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9
1.1

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
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$22.50
26.40
27.00
28.80
30.03
31.44
32.94
38.28
39.24
40.17
41.16
31. 50
26.88
24.48
23.22
22.23



Brazil
Indonesia
India
Canada
Japan

Each has an extensive area to contend with, though mail volumes

vary qreat ly - from 149 million pieces per year in Indonesia to 13 billion

pieces per year in Japan. While mail volume in Brazil, Canada and Japan is

increasing at 3 to 6% per year, volume in Indonesia and India is steady 
perhaps reflecting both an economic malaise and an inefficient system not
conducive to letter writing. Though volume may be holding steady now,

the assumption will be that if and when a satellite service is initiated
in India and Indonesia, the state of the economy and the efficiency of the

mail system will have improved to a point where they will have mail volume
increases of roughly 3% per year.

The basic 1975 volumes and annual rates of increase are as f 011 ows :
Brazil 627M 20M 3%
Indonesia 149M
India 6700M
Canada 5000M 300M 6%
Japan 13100M 500M 4%
(US 87700M 2000M 2%)

Each country will be assumed to have a 3% growth rate in mail
volume by the time of initiation of satellite mail.

In analyzing this satellite service, we will use the following
assumptions.

• As with the US, 60% of all mail volume is first class, hence
amenable to transmission via satellite.

• Fifty percent of the mail volume is between major population
centers, hence is most likely to be involved in an electronic
mail service.

• Transmission charge per sheet will be 10 cents, with an average
of 2 sheets per letter.

• 10% of major city mail volume to 50% of all mail volume will
use the service (first class).

• Saturation in each country will be reached in 10 years.



• Electronic mail service in the US could be operational
by 1990. We can assume service for other nations could
start at roughly the same time, and that there1s an equal
probability of starting before the US as after. Thus
we assume all service begin in 1990.

Tables 5-50 through 5-54 indicate the respective potential revenues
from such a service in Brazil, India, Indonesia, Canada, and Japan.

5.7.3 Ocean Resources (International)

In the years 1938 to 1968, the World's fish catch increased con-
siderably.

Fish Catch in Top Ten Countries (million metric tons)

1938 1948 1958 1968-- -- -- --
Peru .02 .08 .6 10.5
Japan 3.7 2.5 5.2 8.7
China 3.3 5.8
USSR 1.5 1.5 2.6 6.1
Norway 1.1 1.4 1.8 2.8
US 2.3 2.4 2.8 2.4
Canada .8 1.1 1.0 1.5
India 1.1 1.5
Spain .4 .5 .8 1.5
S. Africa .1 .2 .6 2.2

World Total 21 20 31.7 64.3

Of this, 6/7 is ocean caught, the remainder is fresh water fish.
Much of the increase in the last decade has likely been due to

the use of sophisticated electronic gear for detecting schools of fish.

As a rough approximation, assume the average catch is valued at
$200 per metric ton, or 10¢ per pound. One measure of propensity to pay
for an ocean resources service would be the value of the catch involved.

262

One way of efficiently mapping this resource is to use a satellite
to measure temperature and emissivity differences in surface water, caused
by schools of fish, currents, and plankton concentrations. These would be
detected by the differences in self-emission in the long-wave infra-red.
100 foot resolution could be attained over all ocean surfaces every 12 hours.
Sensitivity of up to 0.002 degrees could be achieved.
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TABLE 5-50.

IrHERNATIONAL REVENUE FROM ELECTRONIC MAIL

(Brazil)

1st class User Least case Best Case
Base volume sheet s Saturation mail Cost Revenue Revenue

1990 977M 1172M 3.3%(10%) 3.9M 10¢ $0.4M $3.9M
1991 1006M 1207M 6.7% 8.1M 0.8M 8.1M
1992 1036M 1243M 10% 12.4M 1.2M 12.4M

N 1993 1067M 1280M 30% 38.4M 3.8M 38.4M(J)
w

1994 1099M 1319M 50% 65.9M 6.6M 65.9M
1995 1132M 1358M 70% 95.1M 9.5M 95.1M
1996 1166M 1399M 90% 125.9M 12.6M 125.9M
1997 1201M 1441M 93.3% 134.4M 13.4M 134.4M
1998 1237M 1484M 96.7% 143.5M 14.3M 143.5M
1999 1274M 1529M 100% 152.9M 15.3M 152.9M
2000 1313M 1576M 157.6M 15.8M 157.6M
2001 1352M 1622M 162.2M 16.2M 162.2M
2002 1393M 1672M 167.2M 16.7M 167.2M
2003 1434M 1721M 172.1M 17.2M 172.1M
2004 1477M 1772M 177.2M 17.7M 177.2M
2005 1522M 1826M 182.6M 18.3M 182.6M
2006 1567M 1880M 188.0M 18.8M 188. OM
2007 1614M 1937M 193.7M 19.4M 193.7M
2008 1663M 1996M 199.6M 20.0M 199.6M
2009 1713M 2056M 205.6M 20.6M 205.6M
2010 1764M 2117M 21L7M 21.2M 211. 7M



TABLE 5-51.

(India)
1st class User Least case Best case

Base volume sheets Saturation mall Cost revenue revenue
1990 7000M B400M 3.3%(10%) 27.7M 10¢ $2.BM $27.7M
1991 7210M B652M 6.7% 58.0M 5.BM 5B.OM
1992 '7426M B911M 10% B9.1M B.9M B9.1M
1993 7649M 9179M 30% 275.4M 27.5M 275.4M
1994 7B7BM 9454M 50% 472.7M 47.3M 472.7M
1995 B1l5M 973BM 70% 681.7M 68.2M 6Bl.7M
1996 B35BM 10030M 90% 902.7M 90.3M 902.7M

N 1997 8609M 10331M 93.3% 963.9M 96.4M 963.9M
0'\

199B BB67M 10640M 96.7% 1028.9M 102.9M 102B.9M+=-

1999 9133M 10960M 100% 1096.0M 109.6M 1096.,OM
2000 9407M 112BBM 1128.BM l12.9M 112B.8M
2001 9690M 1162BM 1162.8M 116.3M 1162.BM
2002 99BOM 11976M 1197.6M 119.8M l197.6M
2003 102BOM 12336M 1233.6M 123.4M 1233.6M
2004 105BBM 12706M 1270.6M 127.1M 1270.6M
2005 10906M 130B7M 1308.7M 130.9M 130B.7M
2006 11233M 134BOM 1348.0M 134.8M 134B.OM
2007 11570M l3BB4M 1388.4M 13B.8M 13BB.4M
2008 .11917M 14300M 1430. OM 143.0M 1430.0M
2009 l2274M 14729M 1472.9M 147.3M 147Z.9M
Z010 12643M 15172M 1517.ZM 15l.7M 1517.2M



TABLE 5-52

(Indone s ia)

1990 200M 240M 3.3%(10%) 0.8M 10¢ $O.lM SO.8M

1991 206M 247M 6.7% 1.6M 0.2M 1.6M

1992 212M 254M 10% 2.5M 0.2M 2.5M

1993 218M 262M 30% 7.9M 0.8M 7.9M

1994 225M 270M 50% 13.5M 1.3M 13.5M

1995 232M 278M 70% 19.5M 1.9M 19.5M

1996 239M 287M 90% 25.8M 2.6M 25.8M

N 1997 246M 295M 93.3% 27.5M 2.7M 27.5M
0'1 1998 253M 304M 96.7% 29.4M 2.9M 29.4M
lT1

1999 261M 313M 100% 31.3M 3.1M 31.3M

2000 269M 323M 32.3M 3.2M 32.3M

2001 277M 332M 33.2M 3.3M 33.2M

2002 285M 342M 34.2M 3.4M 34.2M

2003 294M 353M 35.3M 3.5M 35.3M

2004 302M 362M 36.2M 3.6M 36.2M

2005 311M 373M 37.3M 3.7M 37.3M

2006 321M 385M 38.5M 3.8M 38.5M

2007 330M 396M· 39.6M 4.0M 39.6M

2008 340M 408M 40.8M 4.1M 40.8M

2009 351M 421M 42.1M 4.2M 42.1M

2010 361M 433M 43.3M 4.3M 43.3M



TABLE 5-53.

(Canada)
1st class User Least case Best case

Base volume sheets Saturation mail Cost revenue revenue--1990 7790M 9348M 3.3%(10%) 30.8M 10¢ $3.1M $30.8M
1991 8023M 9628M 6.7% 64.5M 6.4M 64.5M
1992 8264M 9917M 10% 99.2M 9.9M 99.2M
1993 8512M 10214M 30% 306.4M 30.6M 306.4M
1994 8.767M 10520M 50% 526.0M 52.6M 526.0M
1995 9030M 10836M 70% 758.5M 75.8M 758.5M
1996 9301M 11161M 90% 1004.5M 100.4M 1004.5M
1997 9580M 11496M 93.3% 1072.6M 107.3M 1072.6M
1998 9868M 11842M 96.7% 1145.2M 114.5M 1145.2M

N
100%0'\ 1999 10164M 12I97M 1219.7M I22.0M 1219.7M0'\

2000 10469M I2563M 1256.3M 125.6M 1256.3M
2001 10783M 12940M 1294.0M 129.4M 1294.0M
2002 11l06M 13327M 1332.7M 133.3M 1332.7M
2003 11440M 13728M 1372.8M 137.3M 1372,8M
2004 11783M 14140M 1414.0M 141.4M 1414. OM
2005 12136M I4563M 1456.3M I45.6M 1456.3M
2006 12500M 15000M 1500. OM 150.0M 1500.0M
2007 12875M 15450M 1545.0M 154.5M 1545. OM
2008 13262M 15914M 1591.4M 159.1M 1591.4M
2009 13659M 16391M 1639.1M 163.9M 1639.1M
2010 14069M 16883M 1688.3M 168.8M 1688.3M

;
I.



TABLE 5-54,

Oapan)

1990 20409M 24491M 3.3%(10%) 80.8M 10¢ $8.1M $80.8M
1991 21022M 25226M 6.7% 169. OM 16.9M 169.0M
1992 21652M 25982M 10% 259.8M 26.0M 259.8M
1993 22302M 26762M 30% 802.9M 80.3M 802.9M
1994 22971M 27565M 50% 1378.3M 137.8M 1378.3M
1995 23660M 28392M 70% 1987.4M 198.7M 1987.4M

N 1996 24370M 29244M 90% 2632.0M 263.2M 2632.0M0'\ 1997 25101M 30121M 93.3% 2810.3M 281.0M 28l0.3M
'-J

1998 25854M 31025M 96.7% 3000.1M 300.0M 3000.1M
1999 26629M 3l955M 100% 3195.5M 319.5M 3195.SM
2000 27428M 32914M 3291.4M 329.1M 3291.4M
2001 28251M 33901M 3390.1M 339. OM 3390.1M2002 29099M 34919M 3491.9M 349.2M 3491. 9M2003 29972M 35966M 3596.6M 359.7M 3596.6M2004 30871M 37045M 3704.5M 370.4M 3704.5M2005 31797M 38156M 3815.6M 381.6M 381S.6M2006 32751M 39301M 3930.1M 393. OM 3930.1M2007 33733M 40480M 4048. OM 404.8M 4048. OMZ008 34145M 41694M 4169.4M 4l6.9M 4169.4M2009 35788M 42946M 4294.6M 429.5M 4294.6M2010 36861M 44233M 4423.3M 442.3M 4423.3M



There are several consequences arising from use of a service
which pinpoints likely areas where large con~entrations of fish may be
located. One is the ability of fishing fleets to catch more fish than
would otherwise be the case. The other is the ability of fishing fleets
to catch their fish more efficiently - gaining a given catch in a shorter
period of time with less searching. Thus there can be added income and
cost savings resulting from this service.

Likely buyers of a satellite service could include any of the
top ten countries listed, though Russia and China could be expected to
subscribe to their own service. (US was treated in a separate study.)
Within the different countries are different levels of fishing industry:
the large-scale highly sophisticated fishing fleets, and the more
fragmented individual fishing vessels.

We will assume that while most of the world's fishing vessels
are small and individually owned, up to 50% and more of the world's fish
catch is made by the large sophisticated fishing fleets. (This is
partially indicated by the large increase in catch between 1958 and 1968 
a period when sophisticated fishing trawlers became quite common in several
countries.) Nonetheless, even the smaller vessels appear to be taking on
electronic gear in some parts of the world, hence an ocean resources
service could find users among both the larger and the smaller fishing fleets.

In this analysis, the following assumptions will be made:

• The standard base of unsophisticated (non-electronic)
fishing will remain constant at 20 million metric tons
per year. This was the approximate yearly catch before
electronic techniques entered the scene.

• The world fish catch will increase at 35M metric tons per
decade, with 1/7 of this coming from fresh water fish
farming.

• Saturation of an. ocean resources service would be limited by
lack of background data and by the number of analyses
each fish species would be identified by a particular
"signature" of ocean temperature, color, etc., which
would require extensive research before operational
readiness of a system. Thus it could take 20 years
before final saturation of the industry with the service
(assume 5% per year).



30 years,
demand.
solution

5.7.4

• 25% - 75% of the free world/non-US sophisticated ocean
fish catch is the ultimate penetration of this service.
Some fish will not be prone to analysis from space
sensors; some fish companies will see little incremental
value to the service.

• Cost of the service as a user's fee would represent an
equivalent of 0.5% - 2% of the value of the fish catch
of the users. This cost would include receipt of raw
data and analysis. While some of the larger ships could
have their own analysts on board to speed up the process
and thereby cut lead time over other vessels~ most sub
scribers would likely rely on a central source for the
processed information.

• US~ USSR~ China and other communist bloc countries represent
25% of the world's fish catch, and will not be treated as
potential market in this analysis.

• Earliest service will be available in the US in 1985, in the
rest of the world by 1990.

• While present indications are that the world's fish stock
may be depleting through overfishing, ways will be found
to prevent this and to actually stimulate the increase
in number of fish. At least one of the method of increasing
fish stock will use the ocean resources information to identify
ideal conditions for various species of fish.

Market revenue projections are given in Tables 5-55 and 5-56.

Solar Power (International)

Most projections show energy demand rising rapidly over the next
while energy supplies become less and less able to meet the

As a result, Solar Power Satellites (representing one possible
to the energy problem) appear to have an unlimited growth potential.

International demand for energy has been growing as rapidly as
US demand over the last 50 years, and both have been increasing at a
l inear ly logarithmic rate, doubling every decade. If there were to be an
unlimHed supply of Solar power Satellites with relatively cheap energy,
the question is how much of the resultant power would be sold to off-shore
countries~ and how much kept in the US.



TABLE 5-55. REVENUE FROM INTERNATIONAL OCEAN RESOURCES.

(Least Case)

Free World
Fish catch Ocean catch Sophisticated Universe Saturation

1990 140M tons 120M tons 106M tons 79M tons 5% (25%)

1995 157M 134M 120M 90M 30%

2000 175M 150M 136M ·102M 55%

2005 192M 164M 150M 112M 80%
N
""-J

2010 210M 180M 166M 124M 100%0

~,

. I

User group Value User Fee Revenue
1990 1.0M tons $197M 0.5% Sl.OM

1995 6.7M 13S0M 6.7M

2000 14~OM 2805M 14.0M

2005 22.4M 4480M 22.4M

2010 31.0M G200M 31.0M



(Best Ca se)

TABLE 5-56. .

Free World
Universe Saturation User group Value User fee Revenue

1990 79M tons 5% (75%) 3. OM tons S592M 2.0% $11. 8MN
-....,J
I-'

1995 90M 30% 20.2M 4050M 8l.0M

2000 102M 55% 42.1M 8415M 168.3M

2005 112M 80% 67.2M 13440M 268.8M

2010 124M 100% 93.0M 18600M 372.0M
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As the accompanying figures indicate, worldwide capacity for
energy (outside the US) has generally been 1~5 times that of the US. This
trend is expected to continue for the next 30 years.

POWER GENERATION (Kw-Hr x 1012)

World (World - US)
.12 .07
.25 .15
.5 .3

1.0 .6
2.0 1.2
4.0 2.4
8.0 4.8

16.0 9.6
32.0 19.2
64.0 38.4

If the international energy capacity listed, roughly 45% belongs
to Communist bloc countries (i.e., USSR, China, East Germany, Czechoslovakia,
etc.). This means that projecting at the same rate of increase for East
and West - the non-communist countries will have projected capacities
(as a response to projected demands) at roughly 80% of the US capacity.

When it comes to exporting the power versus keeping the power
for domestic use, political considerations would certainly playas important
a role as economic considerations. In a severe energy shortage situation,
it's unlikely that the US would sell significant amounts of solar power
after spending tens of billions on development. On the other hand, in
a world desperately willing to pay for energy, this could be a means of
satisfying external political demands and at the same time generate income
for repayment of the massive debt expected to come from the program. Pricing
would then become a major element of consideration - all the more important
since eneray rates appear to be a good deal higher in countries (especially
underdeveloped countries) outside the US. Yet if the US were to sell
energy at rates significantly. higher than domestic rates, this would
result in political repercussions as well, though it1s uncertain what if
anything could be done about it.

The other major consideration is export of energy to Communist
bloc countries. Not only is there a question of whether or not we should,
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but there's also a question of whether they'd accept the power if offered.
All indications are that while the Soviet Union is indeed attempting to
broaden its ties with the West, it has a vast resource of potential
enerqy supplies to draw on. The Eastern European block would likely
follow the Soviet Union for strategic reasons, with policy being dictated
by Moscow. China could be more amenable to heavy input of cheap power,
as it continues to strive for industrial equality with the more advanced
countries.

For preliminary assessment purposes, then, make the following
assumptions:

• The O'Neill and Glaser figures for power plant production
in space (given in an earlier analysis: Solar Power) are
limiting figures, representing the most that can be done
in a given time period with facilities anticipated.

• First five years of solar power will be used solely by
the US (1996-2000).

• Communist bloc countries will take a distant fourth in priority
of distribution behind developed friendly countries and
underdeveloped countries. Distribution to communist
bloc countries will come after 2010 (after the relevant
time per iod) .

• Beginning in 2001, 1/3 of the power generated by solar power
satellites will be distributed to off-shore customers, though
only whole systems are considered. There will be no fractional
transfer of power from any given satellite system.

• Pricing will be roughly comparable to that projected by OINeill
and Glaser, with a slight markup on each: 13 mills for the
O'Neill concept, 33 mills for the Glaser concept. These
prices allow more equitable payment for development costs,
yet aren't so different from US figures as to provide fuel
for political antagonism.

• Power is converted with an 85% conversion at the ground-base
rectenna.

• 100% of available solar power is bought.

The following Tables 5-57 and 5-58, indicate potential revenue
resulting from off-shore sale of solar power and the effect on revenues from
domestic sales.
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TABLE 5-57. REVENUE FROM DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL SOLAR POWER.
-t-;

(Glaser)
us us us Off-shore Off-shore Off-shoce

SSPS in use ~ cost revenue use cost revenue
1996 1 (5GW) 1 27m1ll$1005M
1997 3 3 3016M
1998 5 5 5026M
1999 7 7 7036M
2000 9 9 9047M
2001 13 9 9047M 4 33ml1l $4914M
2002 17 12 12062M 5 6143M
2003 21 14 14073M 7 8600M
2004 25 17 17088M 8 9829M
2005 29 20 20104M 9 11057M
2006 33 22 22115M 11 13514M
2007 37 25 25130M 12 14743M
2008 41 28 28146M 13 15972M
2009 45 30 30156M 15 18429M
2010 49 33 33172M 16 19657M

(0 Neill)

1996 1 (10GW) 1 11.5 $856M
1997 2 2 11.0 1638M
1998 3 3 10.7 2390M
1999 4 4 10.5 3127M
2000 5 5 10.3 3835M
2001 7 5 9.8 3648M 2 13mlll $1936M
2002 9 6 9.5 4244M 3 2904M
2003 12 8 9.1 5421M 4 3872M
2004 15 10 8.9 6627M 5 4840M
2005 19 13 8.6 8325M 6 5808M
2006 26 18 8.1 10856M 8 7744M
2007 34 23 7.8 13358M 11 10468M
2008 42 28 7.5 15637M 14 13552M
2009 51 34 7.3 18481M 17 16456M
2010 60 40 7.1 21147M 20 19360M
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TABLE 5-58.

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Total Glaser
Sl005M

3016M
5026M
7036M
9047M
13961M
18205M
22673M
269l7M
31161M
35269M
39873M
44118M
48585M
52829M
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Total 0 Neill
S856M

1638M
2390M
3127M
3835M
5584M
7148M
9293M
11467M
l4133M
18600M
24006M
29189M
34937M
40507M



5.8 AGGREGATION OF MARKET POTENTIAL

One conclusion quickly drawn from ~e data presented in previous
sections is that very large single opportunity revenues are possible in
several areas. It follows that aggregates of these potential. (or expanded)
industries will represent even greater possibilities.

As indicated in each market analysis the flow of revenues initiates
and evolves based on several assumptions including best case/least case for
total market potential at saturation. Thus the actual revenues which might
be anticipated in the time period of this study will depend substantially
on the background scenarios previously presented. For purposes of analyzing
far and near term implications of Space Industrialization the time frame
of initiation and rate of growth of each industry was adjusted during the
analysis. This will be discussed further in the section on program
formulation and analysis.

Although the more exact figures will depend on such specifics
as future scenarios and programmatics, it is worthwhile to summarize
revenue projections. This will allow interpretation by the reader of the
possible significance of SI in the 1980 - 2010 time period. Summary data
are presented in Tables 5~59 through 5-62 for revenues (best case) using
the time scales presented in each analysis. This timing is considered to
correspond roughly to the baseline scenario. As noted, all revenues cal
culated are additive to current SI revenues which total about one billion
dollars per year in 1978.

The relative value of each market area (Infonnation Services,
Energy, Products and People) as a function of time is presented in Figure
5-27., A more aggressive scenario (implying more aggressive SI programs)
basically accelerates the revenue flow and adds more minor initiatives. A
scenario without SPS eliminates that portion of the summary and inhibits
other activities in the Information Services and Products industries. In
the opinion of the SAl study team, given no "surprises", no substantial
foreign challenges in space, etc., we can expect Space Industrialization to
evolve as depicted in Figure 5-27.
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TABLE 5-59. PROJECTED ANNUAL AND CUMULATIVE REVENUE
POTENTIAL FOR SELECTED INFORMATION SERVICES
INITIATIVES (1977 DOLLARS)

Wrist Radio (General lis.. Initillted 1990)

Tcleconfelcnciny
Natinnal Informal inn SIlrvicP.$

Electronir. Mail
Disasler Communications SIlt
I\dvanceri TV BrOiKlcllSt
Vehicle Inspe"tion
Glnhal SParch and Reselle
Nuclear ru"llocators
Ocean Rf!snllrces
TranSI)ort"tion Services (Eqllillmcnt Sales)
Raill\nti·Collision System
Pp.rsonlll Navigation Sets (Equipmp.nt SaIP.$)

Vehiclp./Packaqr. locator
Voting/Pnllin!l Wrist Set

--
POTENTIAL REVENUES

(in Millions of Dollars)

ANNUAL CUMULATIVE
(PEAK) (1985 - 2010)

20,000 100,000

9.000 90,000

6,000 40,000

9,000 90,000
30 1>00

2,000 8,000

300 4,000
50 300

3 4G

2 50

70 400

40 600

100 400

300 5.000

40 200
f-. ..

~,$47B/Year ~,$340 RIll ION

TABLL 5-60. PROJECTED ANNUAL AND CUMULATIVE REVENUE
POTENTIAL FOR SELECTED ENERGY INITIATIVES
(I977 DOLLARS)

Solar Power ~t~lIite (First SAT in 1996)

49 5GW 'It 27 MlLS/KWH
60 10GW at 11.5 MILS/KWH ..• 7.1

MILS/KWH
60 10GW at 27 MILS/KWH

Urban Night Illuminator
Nuclear Waste Disposal

.,

1POTENTIAL REVENUES
(in Millions of Dolars)

ANNUAL CUMULATIVE
(PEAK) (1985 - 2010)

50.000 300,000
30,000 200,000

100,000 I 600,000

200 2,000
1.000 3,000_ ..

-$30 - $100 B .... $200 - $600 Ef



TABLE 5-61. PROJECTED ANNUAL AND CUMULATIVE REVENUE
POTENTIAL FOR SELECTED PRODUCTS (1977
DOLLARS) ~

PRODUCiS

Drugs and PharmllCllUticals

Electronics
Slmiconductors

Electrical
Magnets
Superconductor (generating only)

Optical
Fiber Optics

Special Metals
~rishabl8 Cutting Tools
Bearings and Bushings
Jewelry

POTENTIAL REVENUES
(in Millions of Dolars)

ANNUAL CUMULATIVE
(PEAK) (1985 - 20101

600 7,000

2,000 20,000

300 4,000
2,000 20,000

80 800

800 8,000
200 2,000
100 2,000

'V$6B/YR "'$64 BILLION

TABLE 5-62.

PEOPLE IN SPACE
SpICe Tourism

PROJECTED ANNUAL AND CUMULATIVE REVENUE
POTENTIAL FOR SELECTED PEOPLE INITIATIVES
(1977 DOLLARS)

POTENTIAL REVENUES
(in Millions of Dolars)

ANNUAL CUMULATIVE
(PEAK) (1985 - 2010)

50 900

--
50 600

.... $100MIYR ..., $1.5 BILLION
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Figure 5-27. Project Revenues for Space Industry Activities
Assuming the Baseline Scenario for Terrestrial
Background
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Inherent to this prediction is a period of capability and tech
nology development in the 1980s leading to ex~anded exploitation and
~tiljzation in the 1990s and intensive growth beyond the year 2000. The
resulting interpretation from this is that revenues will approximately
double from 1980 to 1990. A very rapid growth in revenue then ensues as
technology and hardware development efforts in the eighties come on line
1n the 1990 to 1995 time period. Although new technologies (particularly
lRPower, structures and transportation) are emerging, the activities
iettle basically into an implementation and expansion phase with doubling
time for revenues becoming approximately five years until the end of the
time period of interest.

There appear to be no II nat ural laws ll or technological barriers
which would limit revenue growth to the level indicated. Strong response
to a foreign challenge or a heavy entrepreneurial initiative in the near
future (early eighties) could result in more rapid growth. Potential
revenues well over 100 billion (1977) dollars per year appear feasible
with technology and development effort acceleration and aggressive marketing.
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6. SPACE INDUSTRY PROGRAM DERIVATION AND ANALYSIS

The results of the work described in previous sections (Terrestrial
Background, Opportunities and Markets) provided the basic information
necessary to map out probable courses of future programs. Space Industrial
ization by definition consists of a multitude of development or operational
programs occurring simultaneously or in series. In the first part (Part 1)
of this study, the totality of programs was referred to as a "program" for
convenience. That terminology has been maintained in this volume in order
to distinguish these "program" analyses from the work in Part 2 of the study.
In Part 2, SAl and Rockwell Int. agreed to change the semantics so that
the word "Plan" represented the totality of programs.

The flow and interrelationship of various tasks from which programs
were derived and analyzed is shown on Figure 6-1 which also summarizes the
grouping of eleven scenarios into six programs. The philosophy of this
grouping will be discussed in the next section.

6.1

6.1. 1

DERIVATION OF SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION PROGRAMS FROM THE BACKGROUND
SCENARIOS (1980 - 2010)

Program Generation Philosophy

Historical analogies which we examined in the course of developing
the background scenarios for Space Industrialization strongly suggest that
new technological and economic systems are seldom "pushed" by the urgent
needs or requirements of society, business, or government, unless those
needs are directly related to military necessities. What seems to be the
case, instead, is that the social, political, and economic background at any
given time create a climate in which new systems can be forecefully and
successfully. advocated by enthusiasts or special interests. From this
perspective, it is easy enough to recognize a variety of opportunities for

the advocacy of specific space [)Y'ograrrls at various times in each of the
eleven alternative futures we have previously described in the background
scenarios. Due allowances, of course, must be made for the levels of tech
nology likely to be available or attainable at any given time in any parti
cul ar scenario.
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Figure 6-1. Summary of Space Industry Programs Derived and the Steps
to Their Derivation and Analysis
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In this manner, preliminary programs were sketched out for each

of the eleven background scenarios. In several cases, larger elements
occurring in one of the eleven preliminary programs also occurred in another
proqram with only small differences in timing or expected scale of activity.
This has allowed us to reduce the original eleven programs to just six
alternative programs for Space Industrialization over the period 1980 to
2010. The programs and the corresponding scenarios from which they were
derived are shown in the following table:

SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION PROGRAM BACKGROUND SCENARIOS
---~------

Baseline Baseline
Critical Minerals Shortages
Ecological Catastrophies

Upside Commitment to Space
Challenge of Foreign Space Advances
Longevity Breakthrough

Commercial Space Entrepreneurs

Climatic Crisis Cooling of Northern Hemisphere

Cheap Terrestrial Energy Energy Breakthrough

Downside Disenchantment with Space
Economic Collapse

The hypothetical programs we have developed reflect our con
sidered collective judgment of what kinds of space activities are likely
to be economically and politically viable in the assumed contexts of the
background scenarios. Like the scenarios themselves, these programs
should not be interpreted as attempts to forecast the future but rather
as explorations of plausible alternatives which can be used to provide
reasonable guidelines for long-range planning. This kind of exploration

can serve to identify stepping stones which are common to a multitude of
alternative futures and to identify systems which are likely to be much
more dependent on external contingencies, requiring more careful attention

to the course of events.
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6.1.2 Methodology for Generating Programs

For each of the six groups of alternative future scenarios,
specific programs for industrializing space were derived using the following
procedure. First, individual elements of each scenario, identified as
having potentially causal bearing on space industrial activity (called
"space drivers"), were extracted and assembled in rough chronological order
as shown at the top of Figure 6-2. It is stressed that the exactness in
the order shown is not intended to be precise nor to associate each driver
with a specific year, but is merely dictated by visual presentation con
straints. Obviously there will be overlaps and uncertainties. The drivers
shown for Program 1 ("Baseline") are assumed as the starting basis for all
other programs, and the drivers shown for those programs are intended as
modifiers to the baseline array.

Second, each driver is associated with the Space Industrialization
activity for which it is potentially causal. As implied by the arrows from
drivers to activities, drivers are assumed to precede chronologically the
initiation of activities, which are shown for various locations (i.e.
LEO = low Earth orbit; HEO = high Earth orbit; L =Lunar surface; A =
asteroid; M= Mars).

Third, the various phases of each activity are associated with
the supporting system{s) necessary for their respective implementation.
The supporting systems are also represented in terms of their location
requirements. Lines connecting certain supporting systems indicate in a
general way how one system may establish the technological base for and
lead to a subsequent or more advanced system. This procedure thus generates
six alternate qualitative and time-phased programs in sufficient detail to
be later quantified in accordance with quantitative needs and markets deter
mined elsewhere in the study.

6.1. 3 Baseline Program (Figure 6-3)

The Baseline Scenario; the Crittcal Minerals Shortages

Scenario; and the Ecological Catastrophies Scenario all resulted
preliminary programs which had more commonality than differences. The
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principal differences between the programs for the latter two scenarios and

the baseline case were the emphasis on certain types of Earth-monitoring

satellites, navigation satellites, and geolocation satellites; and reinforce
ment of the desire for greater diversification of major energy sources for
the "industrialized nations, strengthening the case for Solar Power Satellites.

During the 1980's, some reasonable expansion (perhaps 50% growth

in constant dollars) could be expected for NASA funding over the decade.

Several factors would contribute to the political force needed to increase

space appropriations, including the growth of the "Star Trek" and "Star

Wars ll voting blocs; the visibility of the ShuttlejSpacelab program; con
tinued U.S./Soviet competition, especially in the wake of significant

new Soviet space systems yet to come; and the development of new space
technology and new space missions by the military. Political opposition
to the space program on the other hand, would arise from the continuing

rise of Social Security and other welfare costs as National Health Care

is implemented and as the elderly fraction of the population increases.

Specific factors which we believe would result in specific

activities in space are given below.

6.1.3.1 Information

Earth Monitoring. During the early 1980's, the use of Landsat

type satellites to assess crop inventories for major U. S. export crops

would help devise U.S. farm policy and U.S. export policy, with forecasts

for the U.S., Canada, the U.S.S.R., Australia, and possibly some Third World

countries as well. Pollution monitoring activities would also come into

play, especially for the oceans as international shipping regulations are

tightened. Landsat use for Third World economic development would be
marketed through such international agencies as the World Bank. Satellite

photo9raphs would also come into play during the late 1980's for regional
land-use planning by governmental agencies at federal, regional, state,

and supra-local levels.

Communications Satellites. Continued economic growth around
the world will require constantly expanding communications capacity, both
in the transoceanic and in the domestic markets. In the United States,
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relocation of business offices from large cities and suburbs to small towns
scattered throughout the country (as a conse~~ence of mounting tax and
insurance rates in larger cities and of the rural renaissance movement)
will also require rapid expansion of telecommunications circuits and, to
some extent, of electronic mail.

Personal Communications. The Bekey concept of a personal
"wrist telephone" would be likely to succeed in the late 1980's due to
continued economic growth, the desire for increased and diversified leisure
time activities, and the need for remote medical consultation as part of
a nationwide system of regional emergency and trauma centers developed
under National Health Care, especially in rural areas where ambulance
(either conventional or airborne) personnel would require reliable mobile
communications with the emergency center.

Global Public Service Platform. Continued economic growth
around the world and the information and communication needs of economic
development programs in the Third World would provide a ready market for
a global system of Public Service Platforms incorporating direct TV broadcast,
two-way voice, sensor polling, and (possibly) two-way video capabilities
during the 1990's.

Navigation Satellites. During the early 1980's, increased
regulation of international shipping, combined with the military need for
precision navigation capabilities around the globe, will provide the
impetus for deployment of satellite-based navigation systems of increasing
precision and coverage. In the late 1980's, the availability of more
sophisticated electronic hardware and of the ability to deploy much larger
satellites will make possible navigation satellites for aeronautical pur
poses. Increased air transportation facilities around the world would
rapidly take advantage of the improved precision and reliability of such a
system.

6.1. 3.2 Energy

Pre-Pilot for Solar Electric Propulsion System (SEPS). By the
mid-1980's, the need for greater diversification of energy sources for the
future needs of the industrialized nations will be clear even at the
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grass-roots political level. Difficulties with coal (including the scarcity
of mine workers and the environmental damages associated with coal mining
and burning) are likely to stimulate much more serious interest in "clean"
energy systems, including Solar Power Satellites. Budgetary constraints,
however, would not be likely to permit commitment on a large scale program
in that time frame. In combination with a program to develop Orbital
Transfer Vehicles, however, a small-scale (perhaps 25kW) solar-electric

based propulsion system would be feasible, testing LEO to GSO transfer as

well as microwave transmission from Earth through the atmosphere to space
in an "upside down" test.

Pilot Solar Power Satellite; Pilot Night Illumination Satellite.

Even if a pilot fusion power plant had been successful, a pilot SPS and a
pilot NIS should be politically feasible programs in the 1990's because of
the need for energy diversification and because of the likely very high
capital costs of fusion powerplants. The Night Illumination Satellite
would also be used for emergency lighting needs around the world, providing

a boost to U.S. prestige abroad whenever used in disaster relief abroad

(e.g., after earthquakes, tropical storms, or floods).

Solar Power Satellite Program. Assuming the SPS pilot program

had been successful, a moderate scale program to provide electricity from
spacE~ for the U.S. would be likely during the first decade of the twenty

first century. Such a system, deployed as an adjunct to fusion, fission,
coal" and natural gas, would also be favored by public pressure to shut
down "dirty" powerplants, wells, and mines before completion of their full
economic lifecycle, especially in veiw of the expectation that the capital
costs for SPS based on nonterrestrial mining are likely to be favorable in

comparison with fusion powerplants or breeder reactors.

6.1.3.3 Products

Shuttle/Spacelab. Given the assumptions of the Baseline scenario,
the Shuttle/Spacelab experiments on zero-gravity materials processing can
be expected to proceed as presently planned. In the course of these ex
periments, one or more specific products are likely to prove economically
viable. Industrial research laboratories will then be likely to buy space
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on Shuttle flights for their own experiments and for pilot production
tests.

-r-,

LEO Platform. Based on the successes of the Spacelab and Long
Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) programs, a modest life-support platform
in LEO for use of technicians operatjng small production plants launched
by the Shuttle would be highly likely in the mid-1980's, with gradual
growth in total production of zero-gravity processed materials through the
late 1980's. The Platform would also gain support as a stepping stone for
the Personal Communications system and as a base for development of assembly
techniques for large structures.

Extraterrestrial Materials. During the first decade of the
twenty-first century, the decision to proceed with a Solar Power Satellite
program would provide the green light for mining of extraterrestrial
materials. Scientific instrument packages to examine asteroids and comets
and to provide detailed lunar mapping would have provided the information
needed to proceed with high confidence. After about 2010, importing of
some metals (such as nickel) to the Earth may be economically advantageous,

particularly if the asteroid mining option were selected.

6.1.3.4 People in Space

VIP Trips. Successful operation of the Shuttle during the early
1980's will almost inevitably result in Shuttle flights by a handful of
VIP's (newspaper, radio, and television reporters and commentators; perhaps
some diplomats or politicians; perhaps some illustrious artists, writers,
poets, or composers) during the mid-1980's. Both the general public interest
in the Shuttle and the desire to enhance U.S. prestige abroad would con
tribute to the decision to proceed with this program, and would provide
positive reinforcement for the entire space program, sustaining and
perhaps accelerating increases in NASA budgets.

Entertainment. The availability of the Shuttle (especially after
its safety and reliability had been demonstrated graphically by a few
trips), together with the growing requirement for leisure-time activities,
would stimulate use of the Shuttle and of the LEO platform for commercial
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entertainment in the forms of television and motion picture productions
with "on l ocatton" filming in space. This, too, would have strong positive
reinforcement for the entire space program.

LEO Semi-Permanent Quarters. During the 1990's, facilities for
a growing number of workers in LEO who must spend longer and longer periods

of time on station will create a need for more satisfactory quarters than

have been afforded by systems such as Skylab. Such quarters may not

provide full Earth-normal gravity but may provide at least partial gravity

simply to make daily activities more convenient than in weightlessness,

even if zero-gravity proves to have no severe long-term medical effects.

Commercial Travel and Tourism. Significantly reduced costs of
launch to LEO could be expected by the early 1990's following development
of a second-generation Shuttle or Single-Stage-to-Orbit vehicle. Besides
reducing the cost of transporting workers into space, such vehicles would
also open the door for a limited number of fare-paying passengers who wished

to go on even a brief excursion into space. Used as a Global Transportation

System to reduce travel times far more than even hypersonic transports
could be expected to do, such a system would soon develop a sizable market

amonq multinational corporation executives. After Semi-Permanent Quarters

were established, expansion of tourism could be expected, and some space
workers might pay for their spouses to occasionally accompany them into
orbit for a few days. All of these factors would be intensified by con

tinued rise of affluence.

Medical Facilities. As the number of workers in LEO increases
enough to justify Semi-Permanent Quarters, some medical facilities or clinics
would become necessary for emergency treatment of industri.al injuries. The

presence of several qualified medical personnel and of medical equipment

would justify some studies of possible reduced-gravity therapies. As

tourism to LEO increases and as the tolerance of the general public to
launch conditions is established, the use of these facilities for treatment
of some special conditions after 2000 is very likely.

Recreation. Once the number of workers in LEO is large enough
to justify Semi-Permanent Quarters, the workers will very likely develop
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new recreations and games using existing facilities in space. Tourists
will inevitably participate in these activities as well during the 1990's.
Once mining and fabrication with extraterrestrial materials are underway
after 2000, construction of dedicated recreational facilities will be
almost inevitable.,

Permanent Settlements. Full-scale permanent settlements with
at least some degree of self-sufficiency in food supply would result after
about 2000 simply from the increasing labor force in space. The growth of
various kinds of plants in reduced gravity would have been tested by hob
byists among the workers in LEO (if not as part of a formal research program)
during the previous decade or more, permitting some definition of the prob
lems of space farms.

Mars Expedition. Sustained expansion of human activities in
space over two decades after initial Shuttle operation would lead to a
widespread public belief in the "manifest destiny" of the human species
in space. By the turn of the century, economic growth and public interest
would provide sufficient support for a scientific expedition to Mars.
Using the permanent settlements as a staging base, such an expedition

would be vastly easier than if the entire expedition had to be mounted from
the surface of the Earth.

6.1.4 Upside Program (Figure 6-4)

The needs and opportunities of the Commitment to Space scenario;
the Challenge of Foreign Space Advances scenario; and the Longevity Break
through scenario all tend to drive the space program at a generally
accelerated pace in comparison with the scenarios from which the Surprise
Free program was derived. In the three scenarios presently under
construction, economic growth continues or is even accelerated. Such
economic growth is likely to be a political prerequisite for the types
and scales of space endeavors projected below, although the total-space
program costs in this optimistic program are not extravagantly greater
than the Surprise-Free program.

Since most of the needs and opportunities for advocacy postulated
in the Baseline scenario will also be present in the three scenarios
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considered here, the motivations for programs which were described above
in connection with the Surprise-Free progra~ will also apply here. Rather
than repeating all of those here, the discussion below will focus on
additional opportunities presented by the alternative scenarios. In many
cases, technological readiness will be the limiting factor in this
accelerated program for Space Industrialization. We have been careful to
consider research and development lead times in all six alternative prog
rams, but especially in this fast-paced program.

6.1.4.1 Information

Earth Monitoring. In order to enhance sagging U.S. prestige
abroad and to provide an early and visible symbol of U.S. commitment to
the use of space technology for the improvement of the human condition
throughout the world (rather than for blatantly military purposes), deploy
ment of satellites for the assessment of Earth resources, for pollution
monitoring, and for meteorological observation and forecasting would be
accelerated in the 1980's, with a great deal more publicity than has .
characterized such activities in the 1970's.

Communications Satellites. Although the rate of deployment of

satellites for use in conjunction with highly visible economic development
programs in the Third World would be somewhat accelerated in comparison to
the Surprise-Free program, no major differences would be expected
between this program and the Surprise-Free program.

Personal Communications. Increased leisure time resulting from
a longevity breakthrough and increased awareness of space in any of the
scenarios considered here would tend to hasten market penetration by
portable telephones, accelerating expansion of the system in com
parison to the Surprise-Free program.

Global Public Service Platforms. Availability of the first
Public Service Platform would create new opportunities for educational
programs on a commercial basis. The desire to enhance U.S. prestige
abroad by the development of educational broadcasts geared to rural needs
in Third World countries in conjunction with economic development programs
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would provide a further stimulus to expansion of such satellites into a

global network more rapidly than in the case of the Surprise-Free Program.

6.1. 4. 2 Energy

Pre-Pilot for SEPS. Commitment to a more vigorous space program

and to expanded geosynchronous capabilities would require the development
of a variety of orbital transfer capabilities, including Solar Electric
Propulsion Systems. Thus the early deployment of a SEPS pre-pilot unit to

test out self-powered orbital transfer of large satellites and to simulta
neously test microwave energy transmission from Earth orbit to the ground

would be likely, even before the difficulties of meeting national energy

needs by heavy reliance on coal lead to widespread recognition of the need
for diversification of our energy sources.

Pilot Solar Power Satellite; Pilot Night Illumination Satellite.

The desire to maintain technological leadership in space and to enhance U.S.
prestige abroad would provide strong incentives for early pilot programs
in both of these areas. Pilot systems for either program could be placed
in relatively low orbits to minimize costs while demonstrating feasibility
and enhancing our national image.

Solar Power Satellite Program. The success of international
participation in communications satellites used to support economic develop

ment programs, combined with the availability of larger payload vehicles

developed for the deployment of large communications satellites, would
provide motivation and financial backing for an SPS program. Accelerated

economic growth in the Third World would provide additional wide-based
international support for this new energy alternative.

Night Illumination Satellite Program. Success of the pilot NIS

would encourage further deployment of these satellites, especially for
Third World nations whose economic development has been accelerated by
satellite communications. The rapid growth of very large cities at rates
so fast as to exceed logistical capabilities to install conventional street

lighting systems would provide an international market for night lighting
for public safety. In the Commitment to Space scenario, an international
NIS program might well become a joint U.S. and U.S.S.R. venture during the
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6.1.4.3 Products

Pilot Materials Processing Plants. ~In the event of a serious
national commitment to space or in response to major foreign advances
in space, deliberate incentives for business and industry to exploit the
Shuttle/Spacelab capabilities could be expected. Such incentives would
lead to more rapid and widespread participation of the business community
in space, particularly in materials processing in zero-gravity.

Materials Production.
continued economic growth, and
result in rapid expansion from
LEO.

Success of the pilot processing plants,
deliberate governmental incentives would
pilot plants to full scale production in

Extraterrestrial Materials. Success of the Solar Power
Satellite pilot program would focus serious attention on extraterrestrial
materials as a component of a full-scale SPS program. Use of expanded
Earth launch system capabilities developed for other purposes would allow
deployment of a small scale prospecting and mining operations on the Moon
and among the Earth-crossing asteroids during the early 1990's.

Manufacturing for Earth. Expansion of extraterrestrial mlnlng
beyond the immediate needs of the SPS program, combined with 15 years of
experience in zero-gravity materials processing, would result in some
manufacture of goods for use on Earth from extraterrestrial materials after
the turn of the century, especially in the light of falling costs for
surface-to-LEO transportation.

6.1.4.4 People in Space

VIP Trips. Compared to the Surprise-Free program, VIP trips
aboard the Shuttle might be accelerated by two or three years in order to
demonstrate U.S. commitment to space and/or U.S. superiority in space
technology.

LEO Semi-Permanent Quarters. The acceleration of large-scale
activities in space would necessitate larger numbers of workers in space,
advancing deployment of Semi-Permanent Quarters by a few,years relative to
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the Surprise-Free program. Although an upgraded Shuttle would reduce
transportation costs to LEO significantly, economics would still provide
adequate motivation for the establishment of such quarters, perhaps using

the Space Shuttle external tanks for pressure hulls.

Commercial Travel and Tourism. Although the Semi-Permanent Quarters
in LEO occur much earlier in this program than in the Surprise-Free program
tourism into space on a commercial basis must still await the development

of reduced cost human-rated transportation systems. Once a second-generation
Shuttle or Single-Stage-to-Orbit vehicle becomes operational, however, it

would be exploited for Global Transportation and for space tourism much
more rapidly in this program because of the accelerated economic growth
expected in the underlying scenarios and because of heightened public in

terest in space.

Education. In order to deliberately foster academic involvement

in a vigorous national space program, grants could be awarded for specialized
postdoctoral research in orbit. Significant scientific benefits could be
realized at modest incremental cost by using the existing Semi-Permanent
Quarters for this purpose.

Mars Outpos~. Because of the expanded scale of activities in

this program as contrasted with the Surprise-Free program, the initial
Mars expedition would be scaled up in size to establish a permanent outpost

on Mars, although it would not be occupied full time until sometime after
2010. Growing belief in "marrifes t dest iny" would contribute to the motiva

tions for this undertaking, as would longevity breakthroughs and accelerated

economic growth.

6.1. 5 Commercial Program (Figure 6-5)

This program corresponds to the Space Entrepreneurs scenario.
Continuation of governmental funding for space activities at an approximately
constant level would probably preclude large scale space ventures in the
public sector, but would allow private entrepreneurs to take advantage of

those opportunities for profit which can still be found in space in the
Shuttil e era. In its earl i er stages, thi s program is somewhat more con

servative and less willing to take risks than is the Surprise-Free program.
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Later, however, as new transportation and supporting systems are developed
for specific commercial purposes, they are likely to be exploited for new
uses more rapidly than might be the case in a purely governmentally operated
program. Thus the later stages of the program expand dramatically, albeit
in directions different from the Surprise-Free or the Upside Programs.

6.1.5.1 Information

Communications. Given continued economic growth around the world
and continued growth of large multinational corporations, the already
Iucra t ive satellite communications industry can be expected to grow still
more rapidly during the 1980's. The advent of more flexible, less ex
pensive mini-computer systems will create new opportunities for commercial
datalink services via satellites, with extensive utilization by multinationa
corporations for internal corporate communications between far-flung offices.

Extension of these services to electronic fund transfers and to some elec
tronic mail would follow rapidly.

Earth Monitoring. Weather satellites, Earth resources satellites,
and pollution monitoring satellites would continue as governmental agency
projE!ctS. The advent of advanced minicomputer systems, however, may trans
form the analysis of Landsat-type multispectral images into a rapid and
inexpensive means of prospecting for resources, and commercialization of
such analysis services appears likely in the mid-to late-1980's.

Personal Communications; Global Public Services Platform. The
formation of new companies, including some of multinational character, to
exploit the new opportunities for profit in space would provide a mechanism
for spreading the development and capital costs for a global PSP system
incorporating the personal communications "wrist telephone" system during
the late 1980's. International development agencies and multinational
corporations would become large customers for such services. Such projects
would make rapid and early use of orbital assembly techniques for large
space structures developed in the public sector.

6.1. 5. 2 Energy
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up some NASA resources for a more thorough pre-pilot SEPS program than in the
Surprise-Free Program, in response to growin~ recognition of the need for
diversification of energy sources and of the future needs for interorbital
transportation. Because of the long-term, high-risk nature of this project,
it is likely to remain in the public sector until the technical risks have

been appreciably reduced.

Night Illumination Satellite. The growth of megalopolitan areas
around the world provides an opportunity for a commercial enterprise to
provide street illumination by contract. Suitable selection of orbits would
allow one satellite to be shared by up to about ten megalopolitan areas
around the world. A pilot NIS could be deployed from the Shuttle during
the late 1980's; its use in disaster relief would provide highly visible
advertisement of the system and bring about insurance industry participation
in a full-scale system, both because of the reduction of damages after a
disaster made possible by accelerated rescue and relief and also by reduction
of claims in industrialized nations for losses by burglary, arson, and
muggings in l~rge urban areas.

Solar Power Satellite. Assuming reasonable reduction of technical
risks made possible by the pre-pilot SEPS efforts, a joint venture by govern
ment and the utilities industry to deploy a pilot SPS in the mid-1990's would
seem likely, making use of the second-generation Shuttle-type vehicles likely
to have become operational by the late 1980's to support extensive space
processing (see below). Many of the facilities developed for the materials
processing and NIS systems would make the costs of deploying an operational
SPS system (based on nonterrestrial mining) quite reasonable and modest by
this time.

6.1.5.3 Products

Shuttle/Spacelab. Assuming that funding for the Shuttle/Spacelab .
programs is adequate, it is reasonable to expect that a number of specific
processes or products which can be performed or produced in zero-g will be
identified in the early 1980's. Provided red tape is minimized, rapid entry
of private industry into space manufacturing could be expected, with pilot
production experiments aboard the Shuttle and an uprated Shuttle in the mid
1980's.
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"Industrial Park". Rapid expansion of space processing by numerous

new space companies would provide sufficient economic base for a consortium

of space companies to develop, deploy, and operate basic facilities in LEO

for materials processing plants. Such an "industrial park" would provide
power, heat rejection, communications, and strongback services to individual

users, as well as basic living quarters for workers. Such a combined

facility would provide economies of scale and reduce the "front-end"

capital costs for small users, allowing more space companies to participate

than would be the case if each had to provide its own complete system.

~onterrestrial Mining. The success of the Night Illumination

and pre-pilot SEPS programs would justify public investment in the develop
ment work needed to begin nonterrestrial mining of the Moon and/or the

Earth-crossing asteroids, especially in an environment in which both business
and labor have become strongly pro-space and which stock issues for the new

space companies have provided the glamor issues needed for a sustained stock
market boom. Several years of experience with the life-support systems
of the Semi-Permanent Quarters attached to the "industrial park" would
have demonstrated the feasibility of deep-space habitation in an industrial

context, reducing the technical risks of such an approach to SPS. Full

scale mining operations by the turn of the century would be privately funded

and operated by a consortium of space companies.

Manufacturing for Earth. Early in the first decade of the twenty

first century, the existence of nonterrestrial mining, of extensive space
processing experience, and of living quarters in space would make the ad

ditional cost of beginning to manufacture selected products for Earth from
the nonterrestrial raw materials quite low. Such possibilities would soon
be exploited by several of the space companies.

6.1.5.4 People in Space

VIP Trips, Entertainment. At the earliest possible opportunity for

VIP trips aboard the Space Shuttle, commercial television and movie producers

can be expected to exploit the Shuttle for documentary films, special effects

and "on location" sequences for dramatic purposes, provided only that
bureaucratic obstacles can be minimized. Besides stimulating public interest
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and support for space programs in the public sector, these would also serve
to bring the new opportunities for profit to_the attention of the business
sector, contributing to the successful commercialization of space processing
aboard the Shuttle.

Semi-Permanent Quarters. The growth of production facilities and
profits in zero-gravity would result, as we have seen, in strong pressures
for an "industrial park" in LEO. Semi-permanent quarters for workers would
be an important adjunct to such a common facility by the beginning of the
1990's. The growing number of workers in space and of production facilities
would also induce the larger space companies to participate with the govern
ment in the development of a second-generation Shuttle-type vehicle, whose
operation would facilitate construction and operation of the semi-permanent

quarters.

Education and Medical Services. The existence of living quarters
in LEO and of growing numbers of workers would lead, as in the Surprise
Free Program, to some medical services in LEO and, as in the Upside Program,
to some advanced postdoctoral research and education in LEO, most likely
funded by the public sector.

Conmercial Travel and Tourism. With private participation in the
development of the second-generation Shuttle-type vehicle, exploitation
of its capabilities as a Global Transportation system and for space tourism
would be rapid.

6.1. 6 Climatic Crisis (Cooling - Figure 6-6)

This program is primarily implemented by the public sector in
response to the climatic crisis of a significant and fairly rapid cooling
of the Northern Hemisphere. Perception of the crisis in the mid-1980's
would result from consistently lower-than-projected agricultural yields;
significantly colder and longer winters; and more serious shortages of
energy for heating. Governmental response when it finally came, would have
the mental set of fighting a war, with major programs undertaken quickly with

little concern for cutting corners on expenses.
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6.1.6.1 Information

Earth Monitoring. Expansion of meteorological satellites geared
to more thorough understanding of the Earth's atmosphere would be the first~

rapidly implemented element of the program. Satellites to monitor solar
luminosity would also be included for the first time. The first steps
would be taken to integrate weather data collected by satellite into a
weather forecasting computer system with real-time data collection. Landsat
type satellites would find rapidly expanded utilization for crop forecasting
on a global basis, with or without the cooperation of other nations. These
satellites would also be used to continually update water inventories for
the major agricultural areas of the world.

Communications. With rapid shifts in crop production around the
world, the need for communications by international shipping, multinational
corporations, and international development and relief organizations would
grow rapidly. In North America, energy shortages in the winter months'
would stimulate demand for personal communications and more home entertain
ment. These demands would lead rapidly to the implementation of a global

Public Service Platform system, helping reduce U.S. petroleum imports.

6.1. 6. 2 Energy

Pre-Pilot for Solar Power Satellite. The perception of an
accelerated increase in energy demand at a time when agricultural exports
were decreasing would provide a strong incentive fo~ rapid exploration of
the SPS concept in the mid-1980·s.

Pilot for SPS. Success of the pre-pilotprogram~ combined with
five or six more years of worsening climate, would lend a sense of urgency
to the SPS program, with deployment of a pilot SPS (grounQ bui1t,an~,.: .. 
launched) early in the 1990's. Simultaneously, lunar surface explorers
would be deployed to identify optimal mining sites.

SPS Program. The combination of continually accelerating demand
for energy and of promising theoretical studies on deliberate climate
modification would provide the go-ahead for a full-scale SPS program based
on lunar mining and for initial prospecting among the Earth-crossing
asteroids.
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Pilot Daylighting Satellite. Because of the rapidly shortening
growing season, a pilot program to develop large reflectors to extend
daytime-levels of solar insolation in areas threatened by frost at

critical times (e.g., shortly after sprouting or shortly before the crops
are ready for harvesting) or in areas where extended daylight hours are
needed to complete harvesting operations before the arrival of major storms
would be viable.

Full-Scale Daylighting Program. Success of the pilot program,

combined with promising theoretical studies of deliberate weather modifica

tion, would justify a rapid go-ahead for a full-scale program deploying a
few dozen Daylighting Satellites for use globally as needed. This program
would also make use of nonterrestrial materials as soon as they became
available.

6.1.6.3 Products

Pilot Processing. While the climatic crisis does not affect the
space program in the early 1980 1s, so that materials processing experiments

aboard the Shuttle and Spacelab proceed as in the Surprise-Free Program,
the acceleration in the mid-1980's of deployment of communications and

monitoring satellites could be expected to compete for space aboard the

Shuttle, leading to some delays in beginning pilot plant operations. By
the late 1980's, though, expansion of launch capabilities for other purposes
would allow this area to catch up to the Surprise-Free Program, with full
scale production in the early 1990 1s.

Nonterrestrial f·1ining. The necessity for very rapid expansion
of energy sources by way of an SPS program would require nonterrestrial

mining to begin at the earliest date, first with lunar mining in the mid
1990's; then from Earth-crossing asteroids near the end of the 1990's.

6.1.6.4 People in Space

early 1980's
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Entertainment. The prolongation of VIP trips (as compared to

the Surprise-Free Program) would grow into a~tive entertainment activities
for terrestrial audiences, with greater activity than in the Surprise
Free case.

Semi-Permanent Habitation. The deployment of power satellites
and daylighting satellites in the early 1990's would result inevitably
in some facilities for habitation in ~pace of a fairly significant scate.

Commercial Travel and Tourism. The expansion of the number of
workers in space, coupled with the availability of advanced, low-cost
launch vehicles to support the power satellite program, would result in

the deployment of a Global Transportation system and in paying space
tourists in the mid- to late-1990's.

Permanent Settlements. Large-scale expansion of the number of
workers in space by the turn of the century (primarily for the SPS
program)would lead to the enlargement and elaboration of Semi-Permanent
Quarters into permanent settlements.

6.1. 7 Cheap Terrestrial Energy (No SPS - Figure 6-7)

Since the masses of systems in space are so vastly much larger for
Solar Power Satellites than for anything else yet considered in space, the
presence or absence of an SPS program has enormous impact on the entire
space program's shape and scope. In the Energy Breakthrough Scenario, we
postulated a major breakthrough in the economic application of a new
solar-based terrestnal energy technology, but any other energy technology
which proves to be inexpensive and abundant would have similar effects.

6.1.7.1 Information

Until the proliferation of the new energy source during the
late 1980's, little difference could be expected in space industries
dealing with information. Proliferation of cheap energy around the globe,·
however, would soon lead to acceleration of economic growth worldwide,
resulting in rapidly expanding demand for communications services. The
deployment of large Public Service Platforms would thus be accelerated,
extending personal communications and similar services to worldwide scale
by the early 1990's.
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6.1. 7.2 Energy

Pre-Pilot for SEPS. Concern about energy sources during the
early 1980's would justify a pre-pilot SEPS program, just as in the
Surprise-Free Program. But the success of the new terrestrial technology
would in all likelihood prevent further investments in space energy
systems, reg~rdless of the success of the SEPS program.

"6.1.7.3 Products

No significant differences ~ould be expected in the materials
processing area throughout the 1980's. Acceleration of economic growth,
however, would lead to expansion of orbital production during the early
1990's, while the absence of an SPS program thereafter would preclude
importation of products manufactured in space from nonterrestrial sources.

6.1.7.4 People in Space

Commercial Travel and Tourism. Without an SPS program, the deploy
ment of post-Shuttle vehicles would be delayed until the mid-1990's, so that
Global Transportation and tourism to LEO would not occur until nearly the
end of the century, at significantly reduced scales, especially in the
absence of Semi-Permanent Quarters until after the turn of the century.

Semi-Permanent Quarters. Although the absence of an SPS program
significantly reduces the number of workers in space, maintenance of
communications satellites would grow sufficiently to justify establishment
of semi-permanent habitation facilities shortly after the turn of the
century. Little need for permanent settlements would then result until
beyond the time-frame of this study.

6.1.8 Downside Program (Figure 6-8)

This pes simistic program is based on the Disenchantment with
Space and the Economic Collapse Scenarios. In the former case, although
the economy is sufficiently vigorous to support a space program comparable
to the present NASA budget, public perceptions of so-called "human needs"

and of the "expense" of space result in very small appropriations for space.
In the latter case, economic constraints are so evident (and real) that
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only space programs directly applicable to IIhuman needs II can continue in the
public sector, and virtually all space ventur~s are considered too risky
in a shaken and uncertain private sector.

6.1.8.1 Information

Communications. Communications satellites would be expected to
continue to be profitable in either of the scenarios considered here.

In the economic collapse case, business would rely more heavily on long

distance electronic communications in preference to travel. In the dis
enchantment with space case, the governmental emphasis on human services
would contribute modestly to increased demand for electronic communications.

Earth Observation and Monitoring. Expansion of U.S. agricultural
exports, increased federal and state land use planning, and greater con
cern for the environment would all contribute to more extensive use of
Earth monitoring and observing satellites.

Public Service Platform. The emphasis in the mid- to late- 1980's
on social welfare programs would favor deployment of PSp·s providing

governmental agencies with datal ink channels, electronic mail and (perhaps)
two-way video teleconference capabilities. Direct television broadcast
would respond to the increased needs for home entertainment, especially
in an economic depression.

6.1.8.2 Energy

In an anti-soace political atmosphere, the development of Solar
Power Satellites or of Night Illumination Satellites would not be viable
for the next two decades or more. With only limited expansion of com
munications satellites in geosynchronous orbit, development of Solar
Electric Propulsion Systems for orbital transfer missions would also be
unlikely, further reducing the likelihood of programs in the energy field.
Diminished demand for energy resulting from the economic depression, however,
would result in the abandonment of large numbers of "dirty ll powerplants
during the 1990·s prior to completion of their normal lifetime. Economic
recovery after the turn of the century would reawaken interest in environ
mentally clean sources of power, making a pilot SPS program possible in the

first decade of the twenty-first century.
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6.1.8.3 Products

With limited funding for the Shuttle/Space1ab program, few if

any commercially viable materials processing application would be identified
in the zero-g environment. Combined with the economic downturn, this entire
area could be expected to dry up by the late 1980's.

6.1.8.4 People in Space

VIP Trips; Entertainment. As long as some Shuttle flights con

tinued, some interest in the space program would remain, so that a few
VIP trips in the late 1980's would be likely, especially in the interest
of providing some escapist entertainment in the midst of a depression.

Other nations (except, perhaps, for the U.S.S.R.) would not be likely to
develop or maintain a manned capability in space in the face of a worldwide
depress i on.

6.2

6.2.1

ANALYSIS OF SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION PROGRAMS (l980 - 2010)

Program Analysis Methodology

An assessment of the program costs, system requirements and tech
nology requirements was desired prior to entering Part 2 of the study.

Comparison of the six programs presented in the last section resulted in
the following observations. The Commercial, Climatic Crisis and Upside

programs were similar to the Baseline except in timing and magnitude of
most major space activities. The Downside program presupposes a number of

failures in will and planning and is of little positive interest. The
largest single swinger between the most likely programs was the SPS.

To scope future costs, impacts and requirements within reasonable
effort three programs were thus selected for detailed analysis. These
were the Baseline, No SPS and Upside Programs. The general analysis
methodology is summarized in Figure 6-9. The procedure was to take the
general programs as presented in Section 6.1 and adjust specific timing
and scale according to guidelines from the scenarios and market data.
In some cases several initiatives were lumped into a single system for

purposes of simplifying costing and scheduling. A platform approach to
developing the communications initiatives was assumed with one basic
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platform serving development needs for most initiatives in the eighties

and early nineties.

Introduction and growth of the various Information Services leads

to requirements for very large platforms in the nineties and beyond

corresponding to the market projections presented previously. This turned

out to be the largest single set of industry initiatives in terms of power

and structures other than SPS and light reflectors. Lumped parameters
from the Aerospace New Initiatives Study (Bekey) were used to estimate

both the cost and schedule for these Information Services requirements.

ThE~ parameter vari ed was number of channels requi red for the vari ous
services. Mass and power were assumed to be linear functions of channel
requirements near the design points presented in the Aerospace study.

6. 2~. 2 Non-SPS Power Requirements

To better understand the general nature of the power requirements
being dictated by the markets, two initiatives were broken down to step-
wi se growtll needs in orbital mass and power. These were the Portable
Telephone and Teleconferencing (Baseline Program, US markets only). The

results of that examination is presented in Figure 6-10. The implementing
steps can take many forms, the largest being assumed here was one megawatt

(1.0 MW). This indicates that for all initiatives a Payload Service Plat
form of the mid to late nineties will be of the 1 to 10 megawatt size. The

power required by the Products Manufacturing Modules are on the same order

for markets projected during this time period.

The highly aggressive Upside Program accelerates these require

ments in time and increases the rate of growth near the turn of the century.
A thorough analysis to identify the levels and rates relative to power
requirements was not pursued. However, it seems reasonable to anticipate
optimal steps in excess of 10 MW each by the year 2000 could be utilized.

6.?3 Summary Program Schedule and Cost Estimates

The estimates of investments required and relative timing for

industry hardware development and production and support element development
and operation are summarized in Figures 6-11 (Baseline Program), 6-12 (No
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SPS Program) and 6-13 (Upside Program). These data plus the projected
revenues associated with these investments provided the basis for a portion
of the economic impact assessment reported in Volume 3 of this report.

A comparison of annual revenues and expenditures and cumulative
revenues and expenditures was made for both the Baseline and No SPS
programs where required funding included DDT&E for systems and production
and launch of the hardware. Revenue predictions came from the market
surveys conducted. The comparison is presented in Figure 6-14 and 6-15.
A f~l definition of all operations and ground segment costs were not
addressed. All DDT&E was assumed to be paid for by public funding, whereas
profit making production hardware and launches were assumed to be com
mercial. This allows certain implications and conclusions to be drawn on

these programs. Particularly, it is noted that the SPS, which required
substantial early funding, will tend to push the total program break-even
into the 2010 time period with return on investment (ROI) delayed until
af terwards . Th is is not unexpected since the SPS would by necess ity be
a long payback investment. The cross-hatched area represents SPS revenues
in Figure 6-14. The direct effect of the SPS including extraterrestrial
material acquisition, etc. can be seen by comparison of the figures. As
indicated on Figure 6-15, information systems look highly attractive for
good ROI and early payback. Peak funding would appear to be less than $2
billion.

6.2.4 Program Analysis Observations

An overview of observations for each activity focuses on the major
advantages for space, the major technical hurdles and the possible timing
as indicated on Figure 6-16. Information activities have already begun
with cormnunications, observations and navigation industries. However, by
the mid 1980's, significantly larger systems could begin operation and ex
pansion would then proceed rapidly. The information systems utilize the
view and access offered by orbHing the Earth. The major technical hurdles
to their implementation are their size and power requirements as well as the

need for extensive data processing to be conducted in space (so called
"complexity inversion"). The very large steps and numbers of systems in
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operation will require economical maintenance activities in GEO, implying

economical transportation.

Energy activities rely mainly on the solar flux. The major technical

hurdles are due to the size and mass of the systems, which leads to a
requirement for lower transportation costs. Additionally, environmental
issues may present significant barriers for their implementation. The
timing for energy activities is viewed as after the late 1990's.

Product activities take advantage primarily of the reduced gravity
and high vacuum available in orbit. In addition to demonstration of

techniques, product activities will require significant power and low cost
transportation. These are envisioned to begin during the late 1980's in,
perhaps, commercial batch quantities. To become the substantial revenue
producer envisioned in the nineties, transport cost must be reduced to
$5 - $50/pound to LEO.

People activities in space use the uniqueness of space. The

major technical hurdles are transportation cost and, for large scale
activities, habitation facilities. These activities should be viable
starting in the 1990 1s.

A series of recommendations drawn from these observations and
other segments of this report volume are presented in the section on
Recommendations in Volume 3.
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